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Abstract 

Tidal lagoons could help towards meeting ambitious global and national renewable energy 

and carbon reduction targets, contributing towards tackling climate change through the 

displacement of fossil fuel generation.  Lagoons have additional benefits over other forms of 

renewable energy which include: predictability, use of proven technology, long expected life 

spans (100 years) and the ability to be strategically located to provide a base load supply of 

continuous energy. Despite these advantages there are no tidal lagoons in the world to date, 

the key barriers to lagoon development have been cost and environmental concerns.  

This research shows how to optimise tidal lagoons in terms of the environment, considering 

the wider socio-economic implications of lagoon developments as multi-use facilities.  Through 

industry engagement, the research provides a snapshot of industry perspectives, allowing 

presentation of the key environmental impacts and benefits of tidal lagoons. It then uses 

systematic literature review to investigate transferable solution options from other relevant 

coastal and marine industries to address these key impacts. Finally, the research 

demonstrates use of a potential methodology to select and assess solution options which 

allows for consideration of the wider environmental, socio-economic implications of lagoons.  

Unlike many other large-scale marine energy projects tidal lagoons have the potential to be 

multi-use, multi-benefit facilities which are likely to have far reaching environmental, social and 

economic impacts, both positive and negative. The lagoon sector is in its infancy with recent 

political debates arising over the ‘value for money’ of lagoons and the cost of developments to 

both the tax payer and to the environment. Independent research addressing the uncertainty 

surrounding the environmental impacts of lagoons and considering how to optimise lagoons 

in terms of the potential value they could provide to society is now more important than ever.  
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1 Introduction  

1.1  Brief Research Context 

The deployment of renewable energy is regarded as a strategy to combat climate change 

through the displacement of fossil fuel energy sources and therefore the reduction of carbon 

emissions. There have been several global agreements aiming to mitigate the impact of 

climate change, the most recent being the 2015 Paris Agreement. To date, 172 of 197 parties 

have signed this historic agreement and begun to adopt climate change strategies into their 

own national agendas [1]. Nationally, the UK has a target to reduce its greenhouse gas 

emissions by 80% by 2050, relative to 1990 levels [2] and to provide 15% of its energy needs 

from renewable sources by 2020 [3]. There needs to be an increase in the rate of deployment 

of renewable energy in the UK if it is to achieve this target within the next 2 years. Under 

‘business as usual’ conditions it will fail to achieve this target [4]. 

There are a variety of renewable energy options that the UK could deploy to meet these 

ambitious targets. Often overlooked is the vast amount of marine energy available around the 

UK coastlines, the majority of which is currently untapped. The UK has the greatest tidal 

energy resource in the world [5]. It is expected that a national fleet of tidal lagoons could supply 

8% of the UK’s electricity [6]. Additional features of tidal range energy include reduced 

uncertainty through the use of proven technology, a high level of predictability [7], the ability 

to phase shift energy to provide a continuous base load supply [8] and a long expected project 

life spans (100 years) [9,10]. These features give lagoons the potential to be an attractive 

renewable energy option for the UK 

Developments in the sector, including the awarding of a Development Consent Order (DCO) 

to Tidal Lagoon Swansea Bay in June 2015 [11]  and the positive outcome of the Government 

Review into the feasibility of tidal lagoons for the UK in 2016 [12] created an increase in lagoon 

specific research activity. The recent government rejection of Swansea Bay Lagoon [13,14] 

and rebuttals from the Welsh Government and Tidal Lagoon Power (TLP) [15] mean it is now 

more important than ever to independently consider lagoons as potential key players in the 

national energy market. Due to the relative infancy of the lagoon industry, the field is constantly 

and rapidly changing. High quality, focused research at this stage is vital to ensure strong 

knowledge foundations for the industry if lagoons are going to progress into deployment.  

1.2 Statement of the Problem  

Despite the potential advantages of tidal range energy, previous projects have been turned 

down in the UK, mainly due to lack of serious proposals, high capital cost and/or environmental 
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concerns [16,17]. There are now several serious proposals, with TLP and others presenting a 

number of lagoon options for deployment in the UK. The high capital costs of lagoons were 

investigated in the 2016 government commissioned review, which concluded that lagoons did 

have a cost effective role to play in the UK [18], the cost of Swansea Bay lagoon specifically 

is currently being heavily debated in the sector. Although lagoons have previously been 

presented as a more environmentally sensitive alternative to tidal barrages [17], the 

environmental impacts are still a concern for the industry [10]. It can therefore be foreseen that 

environmental impacts may present additional hurdles to the industry’s future development if 

the uncertainty surrounding them is not addressed further at this early stage of the sector’s 

development.  

There are no man-made, energy generating tidal lagoons in the world to date. As such, there 

is no operational data on their environmental impacts, little relevant lagoon-specific literature 

and no in-depth studies on potential solution options to address their impacts. Identifying the 

key environmental impacts of tidal lagoons and investigating potential solution options to 

address them is vital to reduce the uncertainty surrounding tidal lagoons and combat the 

concerns regarding environmental impacts as a barrier to the industry’s development. 

1.3  Aims & Objectives 

This research has one overarching aim, which provides a clear focus and direction for the 

project. To achieve this overarching aim there are three main research objectives. These three 

objectives are later presented as three separate chapters (3,4 and 5) making up the core 

contribution of the research to the body of knowledge.  

Overarching Aim: To optimise the selection of solution options to address the key 

environmental impacts of tidal lagoons  

Objectives  

• Identify the key impacts of tidal lagoons  

• Determine solution options to the key impacts of tidal lagoons  

• Select, assess and value solution option combinations for addressing the key impacts 

of tidal lagoons 

A brief statement on scope is required here to provide indication of the boundaries of the 

research. This is particularly important given the lack of research to date on tidal lagoons and 

therefore the potential scope for new research. The identification of key impacts includes both 

positive and negative impacts to capture the concept of lagoons as multi-use facilities. The 

detail of this research is kept intentionally high level not related to one site or project, not going 

into ecological or biological species level impacts or into modelling of environmental 
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processes. The research does not look at one particular lagoon, one particular impact or one 

particular solution, it is a holistic broader view of lagoons as a whole which is deemed to be 

more valuable for the sector in its present state as a young industry still in the planning stages.  

The environmental impacts identified in the research initially consider regional and local level 

impacts at a high level e.g. changes to ‘sediment regime’ or ‘impacts to fish migration’. Later 

in the research when solution options to address impacts are considered a wider view and 

scale of changes to ecosystem services is taken, including consideration of global implications 

on society such as energy generation and displacement of carbon emissions.  

1.4 Significance of the Research 

Given the relative infancy of the lagoon industry, there is significant potential for new research 

to be high impact, this will be made clearer in Section 2.6.4 A Place for this Research. This 

research is significant in three main areas; knowledge advancement in the field, providing 

solutions to a sector problem and demonstrating the novel use of an established procedure.  

1.4.1 Knowledge Advancement  

The existing body of knowledge relating specifically to the impacts of tidal lagoons is very 

limited, and as such almost all of the research findings contribute towards new knowledge in 

the sector. This includes the identification and better understanding of the key environmental 

impacts and benefits of lagoons. The research provides a holistic snapshot of the industry’s 

current ‘state of the art’, highlighting potential areas of focus for future research. Through 

industry engagement new light has been shed on the industry perspectives, which provides 

insight into the sector’s development, challenges and critical future requirements.  

Transferable environmental impact solution options are identified, assessed and valued in 

terms of their potential for application in the lagoon industry. This process enables the 

presentation of relevant knowledge surrounding solution options from other industries and 

pushes forward its potential application for the lagoon sector. Assessment and valuation of the 

solution options incorporating the ecosystem service approach allows new knowledge to be 

developed relating to the consequences of inclusion of the wider environmental parameters in 

solution option appraisal and optimisation.  

The advancement of knowledge in the sector from this research includes the presentation of 

industry perspectives on the key environmental impacts of lagoons, the identification of 

solution options to address those environmental impacts from other relevant industries and 

learning from the outcomes of including or excluding the wider environment and society in 

lagoon environmental optimisation and appraisal.  
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1.4.2 Solutions to Problems  

One of the biggest problems for the tidal lagoon sector is lack of knowledge. The contribution 

of this research to the creation of new knowledge in the sector is outlined above and discussed 

in more detail in Chapter 6. Along with new knowledge, this research develops practical and 

usable tools which aim to help address the key barriers currently facing the sector. These 

include an impact and opportunities register, a look-up database of solution options to address 

the key impacts of tidal lagoons, a basic solution selection tool based on key criteria and a 

template for assessment and valuation of solution options which includes the wider 

environmental, social and economic implications.  

This research advances the knowledge in the sector and creates tools to allow practical 

application of the findings to address key sector problems, this helps towards reducing 

uncertainty in the sector. Uncertainty surrounding the environmental impacts and uncertainty 

surrounding the high capital costs of lagoons, are both currently seen to be major barriers for 

the sector. The industry engagement in this research is a preventative solution to reduce the 

chances of a future problem in the industry by early demonstration of the similarities and 

differences in perspectives of influencers and developers on the environmental impacts of tidal 

lagoons.  

1.4.3 Novel Procedure Use  

There are no tidal lagoons in the world to date. As such to investigate their key environmental 

impacts and potential solution options existing methodologies have to be applied in a novel 

tidal lagoon application. The research uses a systematic literature review, not just to pull the 

body of academic knowledge together to demonstrate current industry status, but to undertake 

thorough investigation of the potential transferable solution options to the key impacts of tidal 

lagoons from other relevant coastal, marine and river industries. In addition, the Ecosystem 

Service Approach is combined with Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) to determine the changes in 

‘optimisation’ of lagoon solution implementation as a result of inclusion or exclusion of the 

wider environmental and societal positives and negatives. This demonstrates use of known 

procedures in a novel way.  

1.5 Thesis Overview  

The thesis is structured as seven chapters within three main parts, as shown in Figure 1. Part 

1 (Chapters 1 and 2) consists of introductory and background chapters. This introductory 

chapter aims to set the scene for the research, providing a research context and problem to 

be addressed. It includes the aims and objectives of the research and the research 
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significance. Chapter 2 provides essential background for the research, providing a “stepping 

off point” of knowledge that the research hopes to build upon.  

Part 2 is the core of the research and therefore this thesis (Chapters 3, 4 and 5). The three 

core chapters are directly aligned with the three research objectives, and ultimately make up 

the three years of research. Chapter 3 walks through the process of identifying the key impacts 

of tidal lagoons through the development of a risk register and industry engagement. Chapter 

4 focuses on the investigation into solution options to the key impacts of tidal lagoons, through 

systematic literature review and development of a solution options look-up database. Chapter 

5 considers the final objective relating to the selection, assessment and valuation of different 

solution options to address the key impacts of tidal lagoons. The chapters in Part 2 are the 

core contribution of the research to the sector. These three chapters combined address all 

three objectives of the research to achieve the overarching research aim.  

Part 3 (Chapters 6 and 7) includes a summary of the key research findings and a discussion 

on the industry context of these. This considers the recent significant developments in the 

lagoon sector and how that reflects against this research. The final Chapter in Part 3 and of 

this research provides a set of conclusions.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PART 2 

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND 

PART 1 

CHAPTER 3 
Identifying Environmental 
Impacts of Tidal Lagoons  
(Addressing objective 1) 

CHAPTER 4 
Solution Options 

Investigation  
(Addressing objective 2) 

CHAPTER 5 
Solution Assessment and 

Valuation 
(Addressing objective 3) 

Overarching Aim: To optimise the selection of solution options to address the key 
environmental impacts of tidal lagoons  

CHAPTER 6: SUMMARY & INDUSTRY 
CONTEXT 

CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS 

PART 3 

Figure 1 Thesis overview: seven chapters within three parts 
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2 Background  

2.1 Introduction  

This Chapter includes all the background theory necessary to understand the research. No 

new research or opinions are included in this section; the chapter contains only existing 

information collected from other literature resources. This includes an explanation of tidal 

theory, energy extraction from tides, a brief history of tidal range energy and consideration of 

the current ‘state of the art’. The Chapter also considers the UK’s tidal range energy potential, 

the opportunities and challenges facing lagoon development, how lagoons might be 

constructed and operated and an indication of what current relevant research is being 

undertaken.  

2.2 Tidal Theory  

In 1687 Sir Isaac Newton demonstrated that the tides were caused by the gravitational pull of 

the Earth, Moon and Sun as part of his law on universal gravitation [19]. This initial description 

of tidal theory in terms of orbital mechanics was a fundamental breakthrough in humanity’s 

understanding of the physical universe surrounding us.  

Newton’s Law of Universal Gravitation explains that the gravitational force of any two bodies 

is a function of their masses and the distance between them; the greater the mass and the 

closer the objects are to each other the greater the gravitational attraction [1, 2]. The Earth 

and the Moon are held in mutual orbit by gravitational attraction. Gravitational forces combine 

with centrifugal forces on Earth to create the overall residual ‘tide-raising’ forces, as illustrated 

in Figure 2.  

 

 

  

Figure 2 Gravitational, centrifugal and residual forces. Adapted from source: [2] 
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Assuming a completely round and smooth Earth’s surface and an even layer of ocean we can 

imagine that two tidal ‘bulges’ would occur as a result of these residual forces, creating two 

high tides and two low tides around the Earth. The Earth-Sun system also generates similar 

gravitational forces but the Moon is closer to the Earth and so the strength of the lunar- related 

forces are greater, in accordance with Newton’s law.  

When the Moon and Sun are aligned with Earth their tidal effects reinforce each other to 

produce larger than average tides known as spring tides. Conversely, when the Sun and the 

Moon are at 90 degrees to each other they begin to cancel each other’s effect and this 

configuration creates smaller tidal effects known as neap tides, as shown in  Figure 3. 

 

Figure 4 shows a typical example tidal cycle over a lunar month (approximately 30 days) [21]. 

The rotation of the Moon around the Earth, the alignment with the Sun and the Earth’s own 

rotation typically creates two spring and two neap tides per lunar month.  

The majority of the Earth’s coastlines have two high tides and two low tides a day. When a 

coastline has two high and two low tides a day of approximately the same height this is known 

as semi-diurnal tide. If the two tides in a day differ significantly in height this is called a mixed 

semidiurnal tide. In some areas only one high tide and one low tide occurs each day, known 

as a diurnal tide, for example in the Gulf of Mexico. The differences in daily tidal profiles occur 

due to geographical location as a result of the Earth’s axial tilt and continents blocking tidal 

bulges reaching a location as the earth rotates  [22]. Figure 5 provides examples of differing 

tidal daily profiles [21] 

 

Figure 3 Demonstration of moon and sun configuration and resulting spring and neap 
tides 
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Figure 4 Example of typical 30-day tidal cycle. Source: [21] 

Figure 5 Example daily tidal profiles. Source: [21] 
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2.3 What is Tidal Range Energy?  

An understanding of tidal theory allows us to consider the potential opportunity for extraction 

of energy from the tides. Energy from the tides is typically split into tidal stream energy and 

tidal range energy. Tidal range utilises the height difference between low and high tides at a 

given location, and converts the potential energy stored when a body of water is impounded. 

In contrast, tidal stream energy captures the movement of water horizontally with the ebb and 

flood of the tides. This research is concerned only with tidal range energy. Figure 6 shows a 

basic breakdown classification of marine energy and where tidal range sits within this.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tidal range technologies harness energy by impounding water behind walled structures. Tidal 

range energy traditionally refers to tidal barrages, but recent interest has focused on the 

potential development of tidal lagoons. A tidal barrage typically extends and blocks off the 

banks of a river or estuary, whilst a tidal lagoon forms either an enclosed area along one side 

of an estuary or can be a stand-alone structure completely offshore [23]. Figure 7 shows a 

basic sketch describing this difference. 

Tidal range structures, such as barrages and lagoons, extract energy from the tides by creating 

an artificial height difference, or head. The kinetic energy from the flow of water down this 

height difference is then converted into electricity via turbines. This energy generation can be 

on an ebb tide, a flood tide or two-way, depending on how it is operated:   

Figure 6 Basic classification of marine energy [110] 
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• Ebb Generation: Tidal power generated as water leaves the tidal basin on an ebb 

tide  

• Flood: Tidal power generated as water enters, or floods, into the tidal basin on 

incoming tide 

• Two Way: Tides generated on both ebb and flood tides 

 

 

Figure 8 provides annotated diagrams of energy generation at ebb and flood tides [24]. Figure 

9 provides a schematic graph of energy generation from an ebb tide [24]. A basic cross-

sectional structural layout for an example lagoon wall and example turbine housing can be 

seen in Figure 10 and Figure 11 respectively.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Land 

Land 
Estuary 

Land 

Land Estuary 

a.  b.  

Figure 7 Basic birds eye view sketch of a barrage (a) and a lagoon (b) [126] 

EBB FLOOD 

Figure 8 Ebb and flood tidal energy generation. Source: [23] 
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The potential power from tidal range structures is proportional to the height difference between 

the upper and lower water bodies (H) and the surface area of the contained water in the basin 

(A). With this in mind, the potential energy (E) can be calculated as in Equation 1, to include 

water density (ρ) and the acceleration due to gravity (g).  

𝐸 =
1

2
𝐴𝜌𝑔𝐻2                                  (1)        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Between E, A and B: Basin fills on 

incoming tide  
B: High tide is reached  
B to C: Sluice gates close to trap 

water in the basin  
C to D: As tide goes out (Ebb) a 

height difference occurs (Head), the 

gates open and energy is generated  
D to E: No longer a head height 

difference available.   

Figure 9 Ebb tide energy generation schematic graph. Source: [23] 

Figure 10 Cross section of example lagoon sea wall [6] 
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2.4 History of Tidal Range Energy  

2.4.1 Flour to Electricity  

Figure 12 shows a timeline of historical events in the tidal range energy industry. Harnessing 

power from the tides is not a new concept. The earliest evidence of using tidal power dates 

back to 600 AD [25]. The first strategies for harnessing tidal power included the impounding 

of rising tides by building basic dams or barrage structures, then releasing the water through 

a waterwheel, typically for grinding flour [25]. There is evidence of ‘tide mills’ that date back to 

the Middle Ages; the oldest known reference dates back to 619 AD (Nendrum Monastery, 

Northern Ireland) [26]. In the 18th Century it was estimated that 200 tidal mills were still 

operational in the UK [26]. One of the last working tide mills  in the UK is Woodbridge, which 

is now a living museum [27,28]. Proposals for barrages for use as large shipping harbours, 

transport links and flood protection schemes began in the 19th Century [26].  Despite early 

proposals serious investigation into large scale projects only began in the early 20th century 

with the first considerations of tidal barrages for electricity production being put forward around 

1925 [26] [29].  

 

Figure 11 Cross section of example turbine housing for a tidal lagoon [6] 
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2.4.2 Existing Projects  

2.4.2.1 La Rance  

La Rance tidal power barrage, completed in 1966 near St Malo, France (240 MW), was the 

first commercial scale tidal electricity project to be completed (Table 1). This large modern-era 

project replaced the waterwheel and used bulb-type hydroelectric turbines [25,26]. Stretching 

750m across the Rance River in Brittany it completely blocks the channel [30]. Since its 

construction and operation, the key environmental impacts have been changes to the 

sediment regime, with around 30,000m3 of silt added to the marine basin each year [31]. This 

is thought to be caused by an increase in slack water times and therefore reduced current [31]. 

As a result La Rance, still operational today, has an intensive mechanical dredging strategy 

for sediment removal particularly in areas of the channel still used for navigation [32].  

2.4.2.2 Annapolis  

Figure 12 Tidal energy historical timeline 
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The first tidal range project in North America was built in 1984 in the form of the 20 MW 

Annapolis project in Nova Scotia, Canada (Table 1). The project is located in the Bay of Fundy 

and Annapolis River [33]. The key environmental concerns associated with this project include 

the increase in erosion upstream and downstream due to significant changes to the water flow. 

In addition the project is known as a potential ‘marine life trap’ with two notable cases of 

humpback whales being trapped in the upper river section behind the barrage walled structure 

[33].  

2.4.2.3 Sihwa  

The Sihwa barrage in South Korea was converted to tidal range operation in 2011/12 making 

it the world’s largest tidal power station to date at 254 MW (Table 1). Sihwa was originally built 

as dam in 1984 [34]. The dam blocked the natural flow of the river and altered the sediment 

regime. The changes in sediment regime resulted in significant deterioration of the water 

quality, including excess plankton growth (aka eutrophication) [35]. In 2011, retrofitted tidal 

turbines were installed into the dam once again allowing the passage of water through the 

structure. This reinstated the flow of water, improving the sediment regime and water quality 

whilst generating renewable electrical energy, changing its status from a dam to a tidal barrage 

[36].  

2.4.2.4 Small Scale Examples  

There has been several smaller projects such as the Kislaya Guba 1.7 MW plant in Russia 

opening in 1968 and the Jiangxia 3.2 MW tidal range project opening in 1980 in China, which 

was the first tidal range project in Asia. 

2.4.2.5 Severn Estuary 

The earliest large scale proposals in the UK are linked to those for the Severn Estuary [18]. 

The Severn Estuary, located in South West UK, is a key focus site for tidal range energy due 

to its significant tidal range resource (see Section 2.5 Potential for UK Tidal Lagoons  for more 

details). Thomas Fulijames initially proposed a Severn Barrage in 1849 for use as a large 

shipping harbour, transport link and flood protection scheme [26]. A Severn Barrage committee 

was set up in 1933 chaired by Lord Brabazon and as a result work on determining barrage 

feasibility began. However this work was  interrupted by WW2 and that particular project never 

re-started [26]. The Severn Tidal Barrage proposal for a 8.6 GW barrage from Wales to 

England was then investigated for 13 years between 1974 and 1987 but was eventually 

shelved again, this time due to economic and environmental concerns.  

In 2008 a cross-government group led by, what was then known as, the Department of Energy 

And Climate Change (DECC) initiated another feasibility study into Severn Tidal Power within 
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the Severn Estuary [37,38]. In 2010, the government concluded that they did not see a 

strategic case for tidal power in the Severn in the immediate term due to significant cost risks 

to the tax payer [37]. This feasibility study also produced a Strategic Environmental 

Assessment (SEA) of tidal power in the Severn Estuary which concluded that a key barrier to 

tidal range development would be regulatory concerns and the uncertainty surrounding 

environmental impacts and the associated costs of mitigation [39].   

Table 1 Overview of the largest commercial scale tidal energy projects in the world 

 

2.5 Potential for UK Tidal Lagoons 

Since the Severn Estuary Tidal Barrage investigations, there has been a reduced focus on 

tidal barrages for UK development. This has been largely down to the increasing awareness 

of the environmental impacts related to the existing tidal barrages around the world. The 

environmental impacts such as sediment regime changes and damage to wetland habitats 

have been a noticeable concern and are often directly linked to a barrage blocking the flow of 

a river or estuary. Whilst research still continues on tidal barrages, key literature has suggested 

that tidal lagoons could be a potential alternative tidal range energy option for the UK [17]. 

Recent developments in the UK tidal range energy industry have shown a shift in focus from 

tidal barrages to tidal lagoons [18].   

In 2012 the Crown Estate and Black & Veatch published a study reviewing the UK’s wave and 

tidal energy sources [44]. This study identified significant potential for tidal lagoons in the 

Project La Rance Annapolis Sihwa 

Built  1961-1966 1980-1984 2003-2012 

Opened 29th November 1966 1984 2011 

Location Brittany, France Annapolis, Nova Scotia  Ansan city, Korea 

Capacity  240 MW (10 turbines) 20 MW 254 MW (10 turbines) 

Length 750m 46.5m 12.7km 

Operation  50 years (unbroken) 34 years 7 years 

Tourism 70,000 visitors/year 40,000 visitors/year -  

Electricity  540 GWh/year 50 GWh/year 552.7 GWh/year 

References [18,26,30] [33,40–42] [43] 

Image (see 
references 
above for 
source) 
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waters around the UK. Figure 13 shows the overall tidal resource range around the UK [18], 

with Error! Reference source not found. showing identified possible lagoon locations based 

on mean tidal range of around 4m and suitable water depths below mean sea level (25m) [44].  

 

 

 

 

Figure 13 Tidal range resource UK [44] 
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Figure 14 Potential identified tidal lagoon locations  [44]  
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Table 2 provides a summary of known potential barrage or lagoon locations in the UK, 

including nine estuary locations. Table 2 includes estuaries that have the potential for installed 

capacity greater than 100 MW and a mean tidal range around 4m. More information on 

previous barrage plans in the UK can be found in a review undertaken by Baker in 1991 [45]. 

Table 2 Potential sites for tidal range projects in the UK. Sites in order of tidal range potential 

and include nine estuaries (in bold). Information sourced: [44] 

Location Mean tidal range (m) 

Severn Cardiff - Weston  7.8 

Severn Outer 7.2 

Solway Firth  5.6 

Morecambe Bay  6.3 

Wash  4.7 

Humber  4.1 

Thames 4.2 

Dee 6 

Mersey  6.5 

Duddon  5.8 

Stangford Lough  3.1 

Milford Haven  4.5 

Ribble  6.1 

Wyre 6.6 

Cromarty Firth  2.8 

Conwy 5.2 

Loch Broom  3.2 

Padstow  4.8 

Loch Etive  2 

Langstone Harbour  3.1 

Hamford Water  3 

Dovey  2.9 

Loughor  3.9 

 

These studies suggest that the majority of the UK’s practical tidal range energy resource is in 

the Severn Estuary; it is no surprise then that the focus of tidal energy project studies in the 

past has been around the Severn (Section: 2.4 History of Tidal Energy). The Severn estuary 

is bordered by South West Wales and South West England. It is surrounded by a number of 

large cities, many of which host major port facilities including Swansea, Cardiff, Newport, 

Bristol and Bridgewater (Figure 15) [39].  
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Tidal lagoons have the potential to contribute significantly to the UK energy mix. Tidal range 

schemes, including both barrages and lagoons, have a theoretical resource potential of 121 

TWh/year in the UK [44]. To put this into perspective, in 2015 the UK produced 339 TWh of 

electricity [46]. In theory, although not necessarily in practice, tidal range schemes could 

contribute up to 36% of the UK’s electricity production, with lagoons contributing 7.4%, of that 

figure. An industrial estimate for a fleet of UK lagoons is a contribution of up to 8% of the UK’s 

electricity supply [9].  

In addition to significant resource potential for energy generation lagoons also have many 

other key advantages over other renewable energy technologies which justify the further 

investigation into their feasibility. The key advantages include:  

• A long expected life span (120 years) [8,18,47] 

 

Figure 15 Severn Estuary map  [39] 
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• Potential large scale energy extraction [5,6,18,45] 

 

• Predictable supply of energy (predictably intermittent) [5,6,47,48] 

 

• Potential to phase shift energy with lagoons located at different phases of the tide to 

allow for continual baseload supply  [5,8] 

 

• Use of already developed technology (sea walls, turbines) in a new application – 

reduced uncertainty surrounding technology readiness etc [18] 

 

• Strong scope for enhancing existing UK supply chains [7,18,49]. 

2.6 Tidal Lagoon State of the Art  

There is currently no man-made, energy generating tidal lagoons in the world. The first serious 

talks surrounding tidal lagoon projects have arisen in the last decade and this industry has 

been forming primarily in the UK to date. TLP’s proposal for a pilot scale tidal lagoon at 

Swansea Bay in Wales was the first to gain traction in the industry after a formal application 

for planning was submitted by TLP in 2012. This has recently been rejected by the government 

based on cost concerns. See Section 2.6.1 for more information on Swansea Bay Lagoon 

(SBL). 

In the last 4 years there have been major developments in the tidal lagoon industry in the UK, 

as shown in a summary of recent developments in Figure 16. The first strong positive signal 

for the industry was the accepting of the DCO for SBL. Following TLP’s initial proposal for SBL 

they then announced plans for a fleet of lagoons around the UK, pushing forward with this 

concept by submitting another planning application, this time for a larger full-scale lagoon at 

Cardiff Bay, the Cardiff Bay Lagoon (CBL). 

Following a backlash of concerns on the lack of investigation into tidal lagoons following TLP’s 

lagoon fleet proposals the government announced a review on the feasibility of tidal lagoons 

for the UK energy market in 2016. Charles Hendry was appointed to lead this review and 

reported the results in 2017 in the ‘Hendry Review’ [18]. The results reflected favourably on 

the UK tidal lagoon industry and recommended a pilot lagoon project progress with careful 

environmental monitoring. See section  2.6.2 for a summary of the relevant findings from the 

Hendry Review. The long government delay of response to the Hendry Review and 

subsequent rejection of SBL puts pressure on existing lagoon companies like TLP to continue 

a programme of works, without confirmed government backing for any of the lagoon projects. 

Whilst there are indications of deals being made with the UK and Welsh governments [50], the 
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general expectation is now of UK government rejection of funding for lagoons with the Welsh 

Government working towards securing alternative sources of funding for the SBL [51].  

In September 2017, the CBL secured a grid connection, kick starting the progression for the 

full-scale lagoon. Whilst TLP with Swansea Bay and Cardiff Bay lagoons is at the forefront of 

minds when considering the tidal lagoon industry in the UK, there are a number of other 

developers with lagoon plans and relevant tidal range technologies. Table 3 shows the 

developers currently active in the UK tidal range industry and their key project plans or 

technology if applicable.  

2.6.1 Swansea Bay Lagoon  

TLP’s pilot project SBL was expected to be 320MW capacity, generating 530GWh of energy 

per year [47]. This was expected to power 155,000 homes for the lifetime of the lagoon (120 

years) [47]. The lagoon was designed with 16 turbines and a 9.5km breakwater wall, forming 

a U-shape, connected to shore at Swansea Bay, allowing for a lagoon surface area of 11.5km2  

[47].  

The construction and manufacturing of the lagoon was expected to create 2232 jobs and 

equate to carbon savings of 236,000 tonnes carbon equivalents per year  [47]. The expected 

benefits and opportunities that TLP are proposed for SBL include area regeneration, tourism 

and recreation (100,000 visitors a year), and Integrated Multi-Trophic Aquaculture (IMTA) [47]. 

This proposal was awarded a development consent order in 2015 [6], was investigated as part 

of the Hendry review [18] and has recently been rejected by the UK government based on cost 

concerns [52]. TLP have submitted a rebuttal to government statements [15] and the Welsh 

government is considering alternative funding for the lagoon. This is discussed further in the 

industry context and summary Chapter 6.  
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Figure 16 Summary timeline of recent developments in the lagoon sector (continued from 
Historical Timeline Figure 12) 
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Table 3 Table showing the developers currently active in the UK tidal range industry 

Developer Projects Name/Location Type Project Stage Capacity  References 

Tidal Lagoon Power (TLP)  Swansea Lagoon  
 

UK Government rejection of 
project funding  

320 MW [47] 

Cardiff Lagoon Grid connection obtained. 
Planning application 
submitted  

3 GW [49] 

Newport Lagoon Planned 1.4 to 1.8 GW [53] 

Colwyn Lagoon Planned n/a [54] 

West Cumbria Lagoon Planned n/a [55] 

Bridgewater Bay Lagoon Planned n/a [56] 

North Wales Tidal Energy (NWTE) North Wales Lagoon Planned  n/a [57] 

North West Energy Squared (NWE2) Morecambe bay Barrages Planned 5 GW [58,59]  

Solway Energy Gateway Solway Electric Bridge Electric bridge Planned 100 MW [60] 

Natural Energy Wyre (NEW) 
(Previously: Wyre Tidal Energy) 

Wyre, Fleetwood Barrage Planned  120 MW [61] 

Ecotricity Various n/a Lagoon Planned Range 0.36 to 0.9 
GW 

[62] 

LongBay SeaPower West Somerset  Lagoon Planned 1.5 to 4.5 GW [63] 

Tidal Electric Ltd Scotland Offshore lagoon Planned  0.2 GW [64] 

VerdErg (turbines) VETT turbines for lagoon 
application 

Mixed Pilot scale applications 
(rivers) 

n/a [65] 
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2.6.2 Summary of Hendry Review 

The final independent review of tidal lagoon feasibility for the UK, led by Charles Hendry, was 

published on 12th January 2017 and is also known as the “Hendry Review”. Its main aim was 

to assess the strategic case for tidal lagoons and the role they could potentially play in the 

UK’s energy mix. The full report [18] along with a summary [66] was published. This section 

provides a further summary of the main points from the review which are relevant to this 

research. The key outcomes were: 

• Tidal lagoons would deliver security of supply, assist in decarbonisation commitments, 

provide opportunities for the UK supply chain and allow the UK to become a global 

leader in the industry 

 

• Tidal lagoon impact on consumer bills is attractive when compared to nuclear projects 

over a long period of time. Tidal lagoons can play a competitive role in the UK’s energy 

mix in terms of CfD cost per MWh  

 

• There is a strong case for a pathfinder project (<500MW) as soon as reasonably 

practicable 

 

• Lagoons will require a high level of on-going monitoring of environmental impacts to 

ensure appropriate mitigation can be put in place  

 

• Developers should be required to demonstrate that they have taken into account the 

potential for sediment deposition rates in the planning and consenting process 

 

• Tidal lagoons would certainly bring wider benefits beyond those of power generation, 

but these are very site specific, hard to quantify and unlikely to make significant 

contribution to capital expenditure (CAPEX) 

 

• An analysis on purely economic aspects inevitably overlooks the wider benefits of a 

tidal lagoon programme and ultimately the decision for tidal lagoons in the UK is a 

strategic decision, every bit as much as an economic decision 

 

• Recommended that allocation of development of lagoons for specific sites will be by 

competitive tender; this will allow these large and complex projects greater flexibility 

to reflect other desirable aspects of a project such as flood protection, regeneration 

and tourism. 
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Overall the review was positive for the industry, stating that lagoons will be cost effective for 

the UK tax payer, will provide a number of additional wider benefits and are in line with the 

government’s energy and climate commitments. The review recognised the importance of the 

wider implications of tidal lagoons and the need for these to be taken into account in the 

selection of future developments. 

The review included a recommendation for competitive tender in the future to allow flexibility 

for the wider benefits to be accounted for when comparing new development options for a site. 

The review also stated the need for ongoing environmental monitoring and research with a 

particular focus highlighted on sediment deposition rates and wider environmental benefits. 

The review stated that lagoons could not be a purely economic decision but a strategic 

decision that considered the wider implications. This recommendation was based on the large 

and complex nature of lagoon developments and their potential for far reaching economic and 

environmental risks and opportunities.  

2.6.3 Industry Challenges 

It is now clear how lagoons have become a focus in the tidal range industry in the UK. They 

have a number of benefits over other low carbon technologies, could significantly contribute 

towards renewable electricity and low carbon energy targets both nationally and internationally 

and are a natural next-step-on from historical tidal barrage developments. Despite these 

advantages there are still a number of concerns. The main barriers to the development of the 

tidal lagoon industry have previously been: a) Lack of serious proposals, b) High capital costs 

and, c) Regulatory environmental concerns. Recent developments in the industry have seen 

serious proposals put forward in the form of TLP’s Swansea Bay and Cardiff Bay lagoons 

(addressing point a). Whilst there are still political issues surrounding a UK government deal 

for tidal lagoons, high capital costs and costs to the tax payer, these are being well researched 

as part of the Hendry review and ongoing battle with TLP and the UK government (point b). 

The remaining, relatively unexplored challenge for the industry is now to overcome the 

uncertainty surrounding tidal lagoon environmental impacts and regulatory concerns (point c).  

Lagoons, like other renewables, have an overarching environmental benefit in displacing fossil 

fuels and therefore combatting climate change. This is a globally important benefit and care 

needs to be taken in order not to overshadow this positive impact with damaging local and 

regional environmental negatives. These local and regional impacts are at the forefront of 

minds as a result of the environmental impacts seen in existing tidal barrage developments 

and the previous outcomes of feasibility studies for tidal range energy developments in the 

Severn Estuary. Tidal lagoons are seen as a more sustainable option compared to tidal 

barrages, but this does not mean their environmental impacts can be overlooked. Tidal 

lagoons are expected to be located in unique habitats that arise as a result of high tidal ranges 
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such as estuaries. In the UK for example the Severn Estuary is a feasible site in terms of tidal 

energy resource, but is also known for its many environmental designations, see Figure 17 

[67].  

It is of particular importance that the first tidal lagoon in the world sets precedence in 

addressing its environmental impacts in order to allow for the sustainable development of a 

tidal lagoon industry in the future. Recent developments in the sector mean it is now vital to 

investigate the environmental impacts of tidal lagoons. Tidal lagoons will have environmental 

impacts; the challenge is to determine how negative impacts can be reduced and positive 

impacts enhanced to allow environmental net gain to be achieved over and above that which 

is required for environmental regulations. In order to achieve environmental net gain the 

environmental impacts of tidal lagoons need to be better understood. Potential solution options 

to address negative environmental impacts need to be sought and methods to assess the 

applicability of these solutions investigated. Managing the uncertainty in planning and 

implementing the world’s first tidal lagoon is critical; any research into lagoon environmental 

impacts at this stage in the industry’s development will help manage that uncertainty. Reduced 

uncertainty will reduce regulatory concern and increase investor confidence, further pushing 

the industry forward.  

Figure 17 Environmental designations on the Severn Estuary [67] 
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2.6.4 A Place for this Research 

The environmental impacts of tidal range schemes are well documented, including impacts 

such as hydrodynamics [68–73], morphodynamics [74,75], water quality [76,77], and 

ecological and social impacts [17]. Research focusing on tidal lagoons specifically is also 

recently well documented, in terms of either focus on individual environmental impacts e.g. 

hydrodynamic changes only, providing review of feasibility,  technology or energy generation 

estimates, and developer site environmental investigation documents [78–85]. There is no 

existing research that holistically investigates the variety of environmental impacts associated 

specifically with tidal lagoons, considering both the positive and negative impacts, the wider 

indirect implications and the potential for environmental net gain. This presents an industry 

knowledge gap. The first key objective of this research is to: Identify the key impacts of tidal 

lagoons. This will be done through literature review and extensive industry engagement. 

There are no tidal lagoons in the world, therefore there is no operational data on the 

environmental impacts to be addressed, let alone monitoring of different solution options to 

analyse mitigation efficiency and success. However, the technology and engineering concepts 

used in tidal lagoons are not new and have been applied in other industries with similar 

environmental impacts to those expected of tidal lagoons. There is a vast amount of 

transferable knowledge embedded within other sectors which is yet to be drawn out for 

application in the lagoon industry. The second objective of this research is to: Determine 

solution options to the key impacts of tidal lagoons. This will include a systematic literature 

review of transferrable solution options from other relevant industries to address the 

environmental impacts expected to arise as a result of tidal lagoons.  

When considering selection of environmental solution options for application in marine 

projects, developers often use standard parameters such as cost of solution, likely success, 

development stage of the solution and uncertainty surrounding it. An approach that is currently 

being used in other industries for large projects is Ecosystem Service Assessments and 

Valuations as part of economic appraisals for projects. The final objective of this project is to: 

Assess and value solution option combinations for addressing the key impacts of tidal lagoons. 

This will include a comparison of a ‘traditional’ solution selection method (multi-criteria decision 

analysis MCDA) with a ‘less-traditional’ method using ecosystem service approach as part of 

a Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA).  

2.6.5 Solution Assessment Research Tools: Brief Background  

Multi criteria decision analysis (MCDA) is a tool often used in the sustainable development 

sector, it is popular due to its ability to consider multi-dimensional criteria in complex projects 

[86]. The tool helps guide a decision or preference in complex projects and is therefore popular 
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in renewable energy developments where multi-discipline factors or stakeholders need to be 

considered. MCDA allows selection of a few criteria which are deemed vital contributing factors 

to a particular decision, these criteria are then assigned values based on individual judgement 

of  the potential alterative options [87,88].  

This process allows consideration of several criteria which would otherwise be incomparable, 

such as uncertainty, cost, likely success, development stage etc. It is often used to decide the 

most attractive options or scenarios for developments as it provides methodology which is 

repeatable and easily adapted to potential updates in criteria or weightings [89]. A relevant 

example use of an MCDA is as a tool for marine energy development planning recently 

developed for tidal stream arrays, in which the author considers location, cost, energy 

produced and social acceptance criteria [90]. MCDA can incorporate ecosystem services as 

part of the decision criteria or these can be considered separately through a dedicated 

ecosystem service approach.  

Ecosystem services (EsS) are the ‘goods and services provided to people by the environment’ 

[91], the ‘benefits provided by ecosystems that contribute to making human life possible and 

worth living’ [92]. The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment defined ecosystem services into 

broad categories of provisioning services (i.e. fuel, food, timber), regulating services (i.e. 

carbon regulation, air quality regulation), supporting services (i.e. photosynthesis, nutrient 

cycling) and cultural services (i.e. recreation, inspiration for art) [93], this has been expended 

further into more detailed divisions by the European Environment Agency in the Common 

International Classification for Ecosystem Services (CICES) [94]. The concept of EsS is not 

only academic, there has been recent rise in the use of this term in the business world, linked 

with natural capital and the requirement for social responsibility.  

The ecosystem service approach is a key element of planning and sustainable development 

and is a primary framework arising from the United Nations Convention of Biological Diversity 

[91]. The UK has a national level study which provides ecosystem services relating to different 

habitats and other related guidance, the UK National Ecosystem Assessment (UKNEA) 

[95,96]. It is increasingly becoming recognised that a wider ecosystem service approach to 

sustainable energy development is required [97–102], particularly in projects such as lagoons 

which are likely to be multi-disciplinary. The ecosystem service approach allows for the link to 

be made between environmental impacts and the translation of those impacts on the goods 

and services provided to society, or the impact on society. The approach can be the link 

between EIA’s and socio-economic assessments [100]. It ensures that an assessment is 

inclusive of socio-economic impacts relating to the environment and is a methodology to allow 

a holistic, ‘whole systems’ approach. This is crucial in allowing outputs from environmental 

impact assessments to be communicated in societally relevant formats [100].  
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The ecosystem service approach documents the ecosystem services received from the marine 

environment and then investigates how these services change because of implementation of 

a particular development or technology, in this research that is lagoon solution options, an 

example of other application is the impact of offshore wind energy on ecosystem services 

[103]. The marginal change to ecosystem services is first described, then quantified if possible 

and monetised if proportionate and relevant to do so. The descriptive aspect is known as an 

ecosystem service assessment (ESA), the valuation or monetisation aspect known as an 

ecosystem service valuation (ESV). Aggregating these monetary values, both positive and 

negative over a discounted period of time is referred to in this research as a cost benefit 

analysis (CBA) and will be a CBA of the changes (+ and -) to the ecosystem services only.  

2.7 Chapter Summary 

This background chapter explains the relevant tidal theory, discusses the key differences 

between tidal range and tidal stream energy and how tidal lagoons fit within the marine energy 

industry classification. A history of tidal range energy is reviewed to include tidal barrages and 

the events leading up to the recent focus on tidal lagoons. The UK potential for tidal lagoons 

is also reviewed and current ‘state of the art’ for tidal lagoons is presented, including the key 

industry benefits and challenges. Finally, the chapter concludes with consideration of how this 

research might fit in with the existing body of knowledge and gives brief background into some 

of the research tools that will be used. The background chapter combined with the introduction 

chapter now makes up Part 1 of the thesis setting the scene for the research, providing a 

research context and problem to be addressed.  
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3 Identification of Impacts  

3.1 Introduction 

The main aim of this chapter is to address the first research objective, i.e:  

• To identify the environmental impacts of tidal lagoons  

There are currently no man-made, energy generating, tidal lagoons in the world. As such no 

lagoon specific operational data was available to contribute towards addressing this objective. 

The data for this section of the research was instead gathered through literature review and 

extensive industry engagement. The chapter begins with description of an initial scoping 

exercise then follows a traditional reporting structure, including methods, results and 

discussion. 

The raw data and Excel files are referenced and published on the website ‘Zenodo’ for the 

reader to access directly, via author permissions [104–109]. Some of the research in this 

chapter has been peer reviewed and published in two separate papers, a practitioner 

publication for the Institute of Engineering and Technology (IET) [110] and a paper in the 

journal Renewable Energy [111]. The chapter repeats some of the content in these 

documents. The full document copy of these is included in Appendix 1 and 2 of the thesis. 

Some of the research from this chapter was also presented at the International Conference on 

Ocean Engineering (ICOE) 2016 and All Energy 2016, see Appendix 3 and 4 for copies of the 

conference presentation materials.  

3.2 Scoping Exercise  

The starting point of any research project is to determine what the existing knowledge baseline 

is and how new research can build upon it. This research started with a literature review on 

the environmental impacts of tidal lagoons, to provide that baseline of understanding and act 

as a scoping exercise to determine the research objectives.  

While a traditional literature review consists of a large written document. With an industry 

focused EngD it was deemed more beneficial to the sponsoring company to create a 

searchable and filterable Excel file on the negative and positive impacts of tidal lagoons. This 

document was labelled ‘Risk and Opportunities Register’ [104] and included a review of journal 

publications, industry updates, reports and feasibility studies in the tidal lagoon and barrage 

industries along with the tidal stream sector where appropriate and relevant to do so.   
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It was immediately apparent during the development of the register (July 2015) that there was 

a general lack of independent published research specifically on the environmental impacts 

(positive and negative) of tidal lagoons. This was understandable given that there were no 

tidal lagoons in the world. However, at the time there were significant developments in the 

lagoon industry sector which made an understanding of their impacts vital to allow further 

progress to be made. The scoping exercise therefore highlighted this as a significant research 

gap.  

In addition, it was clear when documenting both the negative and positive environmental 

impacts in the literature that the potential environmental benefits of lagoons were particularly 

under-represented. The imbalance of documented negative and positive environmental 

impacts meant that the idea of environmental net gain in lagoons, including the wider 

environmental implications, was relatively unexplored. 

It was clear that the scoping register documenting existing literature was providing only a small 

insight into what was actually happening in the industry at the time. This informed the decision 

to conduct extensive industry engagement to extract the information available from key people 

working on tidal lagoons that was not yet available in print. The main aim of the industry 

engagement was the same as that of the literature review, i.e. to identify the key environmental 

impacts of tidal lagoons (both positive and negative), but it also attempted to make a start on 

the second objective of identifying potential solution options by exploring solution ideas with 

participants to gain a baseline understanding of what solutions industry was currently working 

with. The register has not been updated since its initial use as a scoping exercise in July 2015 

and therefore serves as an indicative snapshot of the literature that was available at the start 

of the research. The full register can be seen on Zenodo [104].  

3.3 Methodology  

Under normal circumstances industry engagement aims to take a representative sample of an 

industry’s population in order to consider a working hypothesis. Due to the relative infancy of 

tidal lagoons in the UK and therefore a relatively small pool of potential industry participants, 

the focus of the engagement was instead on including as many of the most relevant 

participants in influential roles within key organisations as possible, rather than obtaining a 

large sample size of non-relevant participants.  

The pool of participants was split into those working on tidal range projects (herein referred to 

as ‘developers’) and those in government, conservation, regulatory, practitioner or other 

influential organisations (herein referred to as ‘influencers’). The participants were categorised 

in this way as it was expected that developers would have an in depth, detailed understanding 

of a specific project/s and would be a relatively small number of people. In comparison, 
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influencers were expected to be a larger pool of participants from a range of non-lagoon 

specific backgrounds having only general non-project specific views on tidal lagoons. The 

differences in the two categories warranted a different approach to data collection and analysis 

and the methodologies of each are explained in separate sub-sections in this document. The 

scale of the impacts discussed with participants included regional and local impacts. The 

global benefits/negatives of lagoons was not considered at this stage of the research e.g. the 

contribution to climate change mitigation as it was felt this overarching benefit might 

overshadow the participation, reducing the opportunity for detailed investigation into regional 

impacts.  

All participants of the industry engagement were asked to answer questions in their 

professional opinion and not on behalf of the organisations they were employed within. Due to 

the infancy of the lagoon sector at the time, many organisations did not yet have a standard 

stance or practice for lagoons. Therefore, the engagement provided a snapshot of what the 

current industry perspectives were of the people working, or likely to be working, on the 

development of future tidal lagoons.  

3.3.1 Questionnaires for Influencers  

3.3.1.1 Data Collection  

The online survey tool ‘Typeform’ was used to send questionnaires to influencers. This tool 

allowed a simple link to be sent to participants, their responses were then automatically logged 

on a downloadable excel file. The full questionnaire tracking and responses can be found on 

Zenodo ‘Questionnaire tracking and responses’ [105]. The questionnaire is still live, contains 

all of the questions asked and can be accessed by the reader here:  

• https://lagoonresearch.typeform.com/to/HQ1szq. Note: to move on from each section 

you will have to enter responses, please feel free to do so.  

The full list of questions can also be found in the ‘Questionnaire tracking and responses file’ 

[105] or in summary form in Table 6 at the end of this methodology section. At the start of the 

questionnaire, after permissions were obtained, the participants were asked to provide some 

background information on their current role to allow an understanding of what potential angle 

they would be approaching the questionnaire from. The questionnaire then focused around 

the following topics on tidal lagoons:  

• Future lagoon outcomes 

• Key environmental impacts (-) 

• Benefits and opportunities (+) 

• Solutions to environmental impacts 

https://lagoonresearch.typeform.com/to/HQ1szq
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• Key industry challenges 

The topics and questions were developed around collecting information to address not only 

the first research objective to Identify the key environmental impacts of tidal lagoons but also 

to provide a starting point for the second objective to Determine solution options to the key 

impacts of tidal lagoons. Alongside this the engagement also allowed consideration of how 

developers and influencers are approaching the challengers in the industry and what future 

outcomes they are working towards achieving.  

The questionnaires included a mix of closed and open questions and targeted individuals in 

decision-making roles. The questionnaire included some multiple choice questions; the 

options for these were developed based on the initial scoping literature register findings [104]. 

A focus was placed on providing enough information to allow the participants to make an 

informed decision, without the questions being biased or leading. Participants were selected 

based on academic and industrial reputation, industry literature review and conference 

contacts. Along with the initial email with the questionnaire link, participants were also sent an 

information sheet explaining the research objectives (see Appendix 5). Where possible this 

email was accompanied with a follow up call. An email reminder or ‘nudge’ was also sent 

following initial contact to remind participants of the research if they had not yet participated. 

All of the emails were written to individuals and not sent as automatic group emails.  

A total of 47 emails were sent out to participants. The questionnaire received a 51% response 

rate, with 24 individuals from 21 different organisations participating. Table 4 shows the list of 

participant roles, with Figure 18 showing the variety of organisations involved in pictorial form. 

The identifying information of those participants is not presented in this publicly available 

document in the interests of privacy and requested anonymity. Examiners and supervisors of 

this research can assess the full list of participants with author permission in the ‘Questionnaire 

tracking and responses’ file on Zenodo [105]. The response to the online questionnaires was 

deemed sufficient to allow for descriptive analysis and conclusions to be drawn.   
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Table 4 List of the roles of influencer’s participating in the questionnaire 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Participant Roles or Department 

Marine Advisor  

Energy and Marine Manager  

Head of Policy (Land use)  

Policy Department 

Policy Advisor  

Fisheries and Marine Project Lead  

Marine Planning Officer  

Principal Renewable Specialist  

Innovation Associate  

Research and Development  

Offshore Developer Engagement  

Policy Department 

Policy Advisor - Marine 

Technology Manager  

Senior Specialist - Tidal Range, Estuaries 

Water Resource Specialist  

Renewable Energy Business Development  

Marine Consents Advisor  

Marine Renewables Research and Guidance 

Wave & Tidal Sector Specialist  

Head of Energy industries and Innovation  

Marine Licensing Case Manager 

Director of Environmental Policy 

Marine Scientific Advisor 

Figure 18 Organisations associated with the participants of the questionnaire (influencers) 
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3.3.1.2 Questionnaire Data Analysis  

Software QSR NVivo 10 was used to code the open ended questionnaire responses [112], 

and the full coding NVivo analysis file can be found on Zenodo [106]. Coding is a method of 

qualitative data analysis, where passages of text are assigned a code-label relating to a 

particular theme or topic, and passages with the same label are judged to be of the same topic. 

This method allows patterns to be identified within qualitative data [113]. Some code-labels 

were pre-determined based on the questionnaire topics (aka a priori codes) [114], others were 

developed based on new findings arising within the data itself (aka grounded theory) [114].  

The raw coded data was then analysed further in an Excel file ‘Industry Engagement Analysis’ 

on Zenodo [108]. Descriptive statistics such as percentage distributions were used to analyse 

the closed question data and subsequently the coded qualitative data from open ended 

questions. It was not deemed appropriate to use more rigorous statistical analysis given the 

exploratory nature of the research and the lack of an empirical hypothesis to validate [115]. 

Reflecting the analysis, the results are presented as percentages, either as percentage 

mention, percentage selecting, or percentage participants to mention. Table 6 in the 

methodology summary presents a brief overview of the questions asked, the type of question 

and how the results have been analysed and presented.  

3.3.2 Interviews with Developers  

In order to gain deeper insight into industry perspectives, semi-structured interviews were 

conducted with developers. Participants were identified through literature review, and internet 

research. Individuals were sent an initial interview information sheet (Appendix 6) and invited 

to contribute to the research through interviews. The semi structured interview included a 

select few questions to guide the participants towards particular topics (see Appendix 6), but 

no other direction was given. The broad topics were the same as those identified for the 

questionnaires for influencers (future outcomes, environmental impacts, environmental 

benefits, potential solution options, main challenges).  

Interviews were conducted face to face or via Skype video call. Participants were sought from 

the tidal lagoon industry, in addition to related sectors such as tidal barrages, tidal fences, tidal 

bridges and hydroelectric projects. Each interview was recorded [107] and later transcribed 

for analysis [109], the full recordings and transcripts can be accessed by examiners and 

supervisors on Zenodo. A total of 8 developers from key organisations participated in the 

interviews, see Table 5 for a list of organisations, the identifying details of the participants is 

not shown in this document in the interests of participant anonymity. All the interview 

transcripts were then coded using software QSR NVivo to provide key response results and 

these results are presented as either percentage mention or percentage participants to 
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mention. The Excel file ‘Industry Engagement Analysis’ on Zenodo [108] shows all of the 

industry engagement raw results analysis including a list of participants and is accessible with 

author permission for research examiners and supervisors only. See Table 6 for a summary 

of the questions asked, the type of question, how they were analysed and in what unit they 

are presented.  

Table 5 Developers interviewed and associated organisations 

 

 

 

 

3.3.3 Methods Summary  

Table 6 below shows a summary of the methodology used in data collection, analysis and 

presentation. There is some information in Table 6 and in the code label information in various 

related Excel files on Zenodo that are very broad terms requiring further explanation. Table 7 

provides definitions for terms where the meanings are not immediately obvious.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Developer Participant Organisations 

Tidal Lagoon Power Ltd 

North Wales Tidal Energy  

North West Energy Squared 

Electric Mountain 

Solway Energy Gateway 

Wyre Tidal Energy  

VerdErg 

Cardiff University – Associated with Severn Barrage 
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Table 6: Summary of the chapter methods, including interview and questionnaire data collection, analysis and presentation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1High public acceptance, good environmental status, speedy deployment, maximising public goods and services, reliable supply of electricity, cost competitiveness of produced 
electricity, providing resilience to climate change, reliable technology.  
2Sediment regime alteration, changing hydrodynamics, restricted passage and migration, blade interaction with marine life, noise and vibration, introduction of invasive species, 
benthic habitat loss, other.  
3Engineering, environmental, technological, policy, financial, socio-economics, other.  

 

  Collection, Analysis and Presentation of Data 

  Question Asked Question Type Data Analysis Data Presentation 

  Interview (developers) Questionnaire (influencers) Interview Questionnaire Interview Questionnaire Interview Questionnaire 

E
n

g
a

g
e
m

e
n

t 
T

o
p

ic
 

Outcome If you had to say the project 
had one goal, mission or 
priority outcome, what 
would you say that was? 

Of the outcomes below, please 
select one which you believe to be 
the most important for future tidal 
lagoon developments. 1 

Structured  Multiple choice1 Coded 
response to 
question 

Number of 
options 
selected 

% mention % to select 

Impact What do you consider to be 
the top three environmental 
impacts? 

What do you consider to be the top 
three most significant direct 
environmental impacts of tidal 
lagoons?2 

Structured Multiple 
Choice2 

Coded 
response to 
question 

Number of 
options 
selected 

% mention % to select 

Benefits 
 
 
 

Participants spoke freely 
about the benefits 

Other than low carbon electricity 
and the direct economic benefits, 
what would you consider priority 
opportunities that a tidal lagoon 
could offer?  

Non-
structured 

Open ended Coded 
benefits 
section of 
transcripts 

Coded question 
responses 

% mention % mention 

Solutions Participants spoke freely 
about solution options 

Please select ways in which 
environmental impacts could be 
addressed through technological or 
environmental solutions.  

Non-
structured 

Open ended  Coded 
solutions 
section of 
transcripts 

Coded question 
responses  

% 
participants 
to mention 

% Participants 
to mention 

Challenges 
& 

Developer 
Focus 

Participants spoke freely 
about industry challenges. 
They were also asked: 
“suggest how the regulatory 
process could be improved” 

In your professional opinion, where 
should developers be focusing to 
reduce the environmental impacts 
posed by tidal lagoon 
developments? 

Non-
structured 

Open ended Coded 
challenges 
and 
improvemen
t sections 

Coded question 
responses 

% 
Participants 
to mention 

% Participants 
to mention 

Participant 
Backgroun
d or Role 

Participants spoke freely 
about themselves  

What broad category would you 
place your current role into?3 

Non-
structured 

Multiple choice3 Coded 
introduction
s 

Number of 
options 
selected 

% local 
connection 

% to select 
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Table 7: Definitions and examples of phrases used that require further explanation 

 

 

 

3.4 Results  

The results provide an insight into what was at the forefront of the influencers’ and developers’ 

minds, regarding the environmental impacts of tidal lagoons. Results are presented here on 

participant backgrounds, desired future lagoon outcomes, environmental impacts and benefits 

and finally solution options and further industry development. The Excel file ‘Industry 

Engagement Analysis’ [108] shows how the figures in this section were created.  

Topic Option Choice Definition/Examples 

Outcome Good Environmental Status Reducing environmental impacts and 
enhancing benefits as far as possible to 
achieve the best environmental status  

Outcome Maximizing Public Goods & 
Services 

Providing services or goods through the 
development of the lagoon in which the 
general public would benefit from e.g. leisure 
and recreation, area regeneration, positive 
aesthetics 

Impact Restricted Passage and Migration  Restricting any migratory route or passage of 
any species of fish or marine mammal 

Impact Introduction of invasive species  The accidental introduction of a non-native 
species through development of a lagoon or 
the ‘natural corridor’ effect that the lagoon 
might have, connecting different habitats to 
each other and allowing the movement of 
species into habitats that they would not 
normally reside in 

Solution  Engineering Design & Technology Any solution mentioned that is related to 
changing the initial engineering design or the 
choice or design of the technology itself with 
the view to avoiding environmental impacts. 
E.g. Turbine blade number, shape of the 
lagoon wall, material used for the wall, built in 
additional habitats etc. 

Solution  Operation & Maintenance Any activity undertaken after the construction 
phase which attempts to reduce or restore 
environmental impacts e.g. Zonation activities 
based on breeding seasons, temporarily 
pausing generation to allow species 
migration, manipulation of the water levels 
within the basin for environmental benefits 
such as flood control rather than purely for 
energy generation.  

Solution Compensation & Catchment 
Measures 

Any activity based on compensation or 
offsetting of impacts through the use of offsite 
areas. E.g. habitat creation or restoration, 
Payment for Ecosystem Services (PES) 
schemes, catchment management measures.  
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3.4.1 Participant Background  

Background information on the participants was obtained to allow further understanding of 

how the results on the key environmental impacts of lagoons might be biased towards 

particular roles. Figure 19 shows how influencers categorised their current role. Of the 

influencers who participated, 67% are from either environmental or policy roles, with the 

remainder residing in technological or socio-economic categories.  

The interviews with developers have shown a pattern of strong local connections between 

developers and the local area of their proposed project or development. Over half of the 

developers mentioned their local connection when introducing themselves at the start of the 

interview. It was often the case that the developer organisations were formed from locals, local 

business people or local forums, as opposed to large multi-national organisations which is 

often the case in other energy sectors. An example here is Wyre Tidal Energy which was 

formed by three local businessmen passionate about the local area of Fleetwood and its 

regeneration [116]. 

Figure 19 Influencers’ professional backgrounds displayed as percentage number of 
influencers 
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3.4.2 Priority Lagoon Outcomes  

Participants were asked about which outcomes they believed to be a priority for a future tidal 

lagoon development (Figure 20). Influencers selected ‘Good Environmental Status’ and ‘Cost 

Competitiveness’ as the key priority outcomes. ‘Good Environmental Status’ here is defined 

as reducing the environmental impacts and enhancing environmental benefits where possible.  

For developers, ‘Area Regeneration & Wealth’ received the highest percentage mentions with 

‘Reliable Electricity Supply’ and ‘Good Environmental Status’ in joint second. Neither 

influencers nor developers considered ‘Speedy Deployment’ as an important outcome at the 

time of engagement. There are other differences seen here, for example, with ‘Cost 

Competitiveness’ and ‘Reliable Technology’ showing different levels of priority between the 

two groups.  

Figure 20 shows what influencers believe to be the key outcomes based on their respective 

professional backgrounds (stacked bars). We can see from this that the majority of participants 

selecting a ‘good environmental status’ are from an environmental background and those 

participants with technology, policy or socio-economic backgrounds found cost 

competitiveness a key priority outcome.  
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Figure 20: Participants desired outcomes for future tidal lagoons. Developers and Influencers shown, 
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3.4.3 Key Environmental Impacts & Benefits  

Whilst both influencers and developers agree that a ‘Good Environmental Status’ is a priority 

outcome for tidal lagoons, it is important to further understand which specific environmental 

impacts and benefits are underlining this outcome and how the influencer and developer views 

compare on these specifics.   

Figure 21 shows what participants believe to be the top three environmental impacts of tidal 

lagoon developments. The top two most significant impacts in the view of both the influencers 

and the developers are ‘Sediment Regime Alterations’ and ‘Changing Hydrodynamics’.  

Developers and influencers selected different options for their third most important impact. 

Developers believe that ‘Water Quality’ is the third most significant impact of lagoon 

developments, whilst influencers selected ‘Restricted Passage & Migration’ for that position. 

‘Water Quality’ was not mentioned at all by influencers (a box for ‘Other’ impacts was provided 

in the questionnaire), despite it being in the top three environmental impacts for developers. 

Whilst influencers placed more weight on ‘Restricted Passage & Migration’, developers still 

had this impact in mind, with it lying in fourth position in terms of its significance as an impact. 
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Participants were asked what they deemed to be the priority opportunities a tidal lagoon could 

offer aside from low carbon electricity and any direct economic benefits (Table 8). Influencers’ 

most mentioned benefits include ‘Flood Defence & Control’, ‘Habitats & Biodiversity’ and 

‘Leisure & Recreation’. In contrast, developers most mentioned benefits were ‘Area 

Regeneration & Socio-economics’, ‘Local Employment’ and a ‘Local Economy Boost’. These 

benefits were also areas of high percentage difference in mention between influencers and 

developers (green cells Table 8). This further suggests that influencers and developers have 

different priorities when considering the benefits of tidal lagoons. Benefits which had little to 

no difference in the percentage mention (red cells Table 8), suggesting an overall consensus 

in the priority given to them by influencers and developers include ‘Base load potential’, 

‘Multiple use opportunities’, ‘Tourism’ and ‘UK image’.  

Table 8: The benefits of tidal lagoons as % mention by developers and influencers. Colour is 

assigned to the highest % mention for each benefit between influencers and developers, i.e if the 

colour is on developer side then developers mentioned this benefit the most. The actual colour 

depends on the scale of this % difference, (Green = ≥5% difference in % mention, Amber = ≥2 % 

≤4 %, Red = <2%). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Benefits 

% mention % mention 

Influencers Developers 

Area Regeneration & Socio-Economic Benefits 6 14 

Coastal Erosion Protection 8 4 

Community Share 2 4 

Education & Research 5 7 

Energy Base Load 3 4 

Export Opportunities 3 4 

Flood Defense & Control 16 9 

Habitat Biodiversity 14 6 

Leisure & Recreation 13 4 

Local Economy Boost 3 9 

Local Employment 3 11 

Multiple Use 6 6 

Renewable Energy Acceptance 6 0 

Supply Chain 3 5 

Tourism 6 7 

Transport & Connectivity 0 5 

UK Image 3 2 
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3.4.4 Environmental Impact Solutions  

Environmental impact solutions are grouped into three broad categories: ‘Engineering Design 

& Technology’, ‘Operation & Maintenance’ and ‘Compensation & Catchment Measures’ (see 

Table 7 in the methodology section for further definitions). Both developers and influencers 

were asked about what the potential solutions could be to address environmental impacts, and 

the responses are summarised in Figure 22. Due to the infancy of the lagoon sector the 

solution options identified by participants (both developers and influencers) were often around 

transferable solutions from other industries. For example under engineering design there are 

multiple strategies, one example of which is using ecological criteria in the building design, 

such as the rock pools built into Sydney Harbour wall [117]. Numerous operation and 

maintenance strategies arose throughout the engagement with both influencers and 

developers; these were largely based around the pausing and restarting of generation 

depending on important ecological seasons, temporal or spatial zonation of activities and 

control of in-basin water levels for environmental gains. Measures based around habitats and 

biodiversity creation and restoration were mentioned by both influencers and developers for 

the compensation and catchment based measures solution option. Overall developers had a 

broader view of the potential solution options than influencers, demonstrated by the larger 

triangle spread of representation in Figure 22. All of the developers interviewed mentioned 

some form of solution under the ‘Engineering & Technology’ category, with 75% also 

mentioning a ‘Compensation & Catchment Measures’ solution. These two categories were 

also identified by influencers, 67% of them mentioning a solution in both ‘Engineering design 

& Technology’ and ‘Compensation & Catchment Measures’. ‘Operation & Maintenance’ was 

mentioned the least by both influencers and developers, with 50% and 22% mentioning them 

respectively.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 22: Developer and regulator suggested solution options for environmental impacts 
grouped into three broad categories and presented as % participant mention. 
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3.4.5 Further Industry Development  

Influencers were asked to suggest areas in which developers should be focusing their efforts 

to reduce environmental impacts of tidal lagoons. A variety of suggestions arose; however, a 

clear theme relating to location developed with 29% of influencers suggesting a focus on site 

selection to avoid impacts in the first instance. Of equal focus (29%), influencers wanted to 

see developers focusing on the issues of intertidal habitat loss.  

When developers were asked what they believe to be the key challenges in the industry 33% 

mentioned finding a suitable site. Whilst influencers wanted to see a focus on site selection, 

developers believe this to be one of their key challenges. Other key challenges for developers 

were found to be lack of information and experience in the lagoon sector, maintaining interest 

in lagoons as a form of energy generation and securing funding.  

When developers were asked specifically where improvements could be made in the 

regulatory process, 50% stated that clearer more accessible lagoon-specific policy or guidance 

was required, with 63% suggesting a reduced process time for consents.  

3.5 Discussion 

The initial scoping exercise register on the environmental impacts and opportunities of tidal 

lagoons in July 2015 highlighted that the published literature was not representative of the 

progress being made in the lagoon industry at the time. This presented a number of 

opportunities to address key knowledge gaps. In particular the benefits were found to be 

under-represented in the literature, with a holistic approach to environmental impacts of tidal 

lagoons rarely found. 

The imbalance of the environmental negatives and positives found during the scoping exercise 

along with the general lack of lagoon specific published information prompted consideration of 

how environmental net gain could be achieved in lagoons, without a full available knowledge 

base on the likely impacts being available. This formed the basis justification for extensive 

industry engagement to build and document this knowledge base in order to allow further 

research to be undertaken.  

The main aim of this chapter was to achieve the first research objective: ‘To identify the 

environmental impacts of tidal lagoons’. Alongside this aim a number of other key findings 

were discovered and have also been presented in the results and discussion sections of this 

chapter and published in two papers [110,111]. Solution options were also discussed in the 

industry engagement and this provided a springboard for the next chapter of the research 

which investigates solution options to the key environmental impacts of tidal lagoons.  
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3.5.1 Desired Outcomes 

The industry engagement indicated that the industry is collectively considering achieving a 

‘good environmental status’ as the lagoon sector begins its development. Whilst both the 

influencers and developers are working towards this outcome, previous research has yet to 

explore whether their views on the details of the environmental impacts of lagoons are aligned. 

Aligning their views on these details such as the key impacts, benefits, solutions and key 

challenges would allow for a smoother transition from lagoon planning to development and 

towards achieving a good environmental status in future lagoons. Through industry 

engagement this research has provided a first step towards achieving this industry aim, by 

identifying the views of the influencers and developers, considering the areas of contrast and 

consensus and later providing recommendations on how to move the industry forward in light 

of this information. 

The priority outcomes selected by influencers and developers reflect their likely key objectives. 

For example, the nature of an environmental influencer’s role in the industry is to protect the 

environment, whereas a developer is most concerned with generating a reliable and 

predictable supply of electricity and to obtain the associated revenue. Many developers also 

have strong local connections to the area of a development and as such their priorities with 

local area regeneration and wealth are also not surprising.  

‘Speedy Deployment’ was not a priority for influencers or developers at the time of 

engagement. It is clear that other outcomes are a priority for tidal lagoons at this stage. This 

is surprising given the current urgency towards transitioning to a low carbon economy. There 

is also a risk that ocean energy will not be sufficiently mature before that capacity is taken up 

by other forms of renewable energy, hence the need for a speedy deployment should not be 

overlooked. The relative infancy of the lagoon sector and the fact that there has yet to be a 

single tidal lagoon development in the world could provide the reasoning behind the lack of 

priority on speedy deployments. The consensus suggests that it is better to go slow with the 

first development and ensure that other higher priority outcomes are achieved first and 

foremost to bolster investor certainty and set a sustainable precedent for future tidal lagoon 

sector development. If the questionnaire were to be undertaken again in the present day 

(2018), this outcome might be different, especially given the financial difficulties TLP have 

faced as a direct result of the delays in government decisions on SBL for example.  

The environment is at the forefront of both influencers’ and developers’ minds in terms of a 

priority outcome for lagoon developments. However, there are also a number of other 

outcomes seen as priorities by the industry. It is vital that whilst the industry strives towards a 

positive interaction with the environment it does not lose sight of a lagoon’s primary purpose: 

to generate low carbon electricity at a cost competitive rate. In addition, whilst there will be a 
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number of local environmental impacts, there is an overarching environmental benefit which 

should not be forgotten, i.e. that tidal lagoons are contributing towards tackling global climate 

change.  

The wider literature now shows that whilst many still believe that lagoons have the potential to 

be environmentally friendly alternatives to barrages [118] and are working towards this 

outcome [63,85,119], others still consider the uncertainty surrounding the identification of 

impacts a key barrier to lagoon development [4,18,66,120]. Environmental impacts of barrages 

and the misalignment of views of different stakeholders have been historical issues in the tidal 

range sector [75,118,121,122], with the top two key challenges of lagoons being recently 

identified as cost and environmental effects [5]. One of the key objectives of the industry 

engagement was to determine the key environmental impacts of tidal lagoons, in order to 

investigate solution options for them. The next section discusses this in more detail.   

3.5.2 Impacts & Benefits  

An ecosystem is a complex web of interactions amongst the living (biotic) and non-living 

(abiotic) environment. Any environmental impacts of a tidal lagoon will therefore have a 

complex impact on inter-tidal, marine and terrestrial ecosystems. It will also have knock-on 

implications for the wider environment, people, society and economics. In this sense, 

determining the top three environmental impacts allows us only to scrape the surface of this 

vast web of interactions. However, there is use in asking influencers and developers to 

consider the top three, as this shows us what impacts are currently being focused on in the 

industry, and therefore in practice. The wider literature serves as an indication of the types of 

environmental impact of lagoons currently being focused on including impacts such as 

hydrodynamics [68–73], morphodynamics [74,75], water quality [76,77], and ecological and 

social impacts [17]. Research focusing on tidal lagoons specifically is also recently well 

documented, in terms of either focus on individual environmental impacts e.g. hydrodynamic 

changes only, providing review of feasibility,  technology or energy generation estimates, and 

developer site environmental investigation documents [78–85]. With certain papers placing a 

focus on fish safety and the consequences of flood plain damage to migrating birds [5,83].  

Sediment regime and hydrodynamics are seen as key abiotic drivers of an ecosystem; this 

may suggest why they have been selected as key impacts by both developers and influencers. 

These impacts also interact with each other, with changing hydrodynamics influencing the 

sediment regime and a change in the seabed morphology as a result of sediment regime 

change influencing the local hydrodynamics. These impacts are also well studied [68–75], 

which could explain why they are at the forefront of the industry’s mind. Conversely, perhaps 

the reason why the impacts are well studied is because the industry has been placing a focus 
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on them. Never-the-less, this does represent an area of consensus between influencers and 

developers. 

The impact of ‘Water Quality’ represents an area of differing prioritisation amongst developers 

and influencers. This was a key impact raised by developers and was not mentioned directly 

by influencers. This question to influencers was a multiple-choice question in which ‘Water 

Quality’ was not an option. Although an ‘other’ box was provided for influencers to raise the 

issue, this style of questioning may have resulted in the differences seen. The water quality 

impact here is related to the entrapment of water in a basin, which may also entrap pollutants, 

similar to the eutrophication issue previously seen at Sihwa Barrage [35]. This impact could 

potentially be worsened by run-off from surrounding land. It could be that the influencers who 

were questioned are not aware of this issue, or, that they do not consider this issue to be of 

higher concern than the other impacts. Influencers did consider ‘Restricted passage and 

migration’ as a key issue, which can be linked to issues of water quality; this may also explain 

the difference seen in prioritising key impacts. 

Environmental impacts can be categorised into knowns, known unknowns and unknown 

unknowns [110]. All of the impacts in this engagement have to be knowns or known unknowns, 

and the uncertainty surrounding impacts may have been one of the factors influencing 

participants’ choices. The engagement work cannot take into account the unknown unknowns 

and these will only become apparent if a tidal lagoon is given the go-ahead, in which case 

careful monitoring will be required.  

Often overlooked, tidal lagoons will also have a number of positive environmental impacts or 

benefits, and therefore beneficiaries such as people, society and the wider environment. The 

key benefits mentioned by influencers and developers were different and as such would have 

different beneficiaries. Developers mentioned key benefits where the beneficiaries will mostly 

be the local area, the local economy and the local people. In contrast, the influencers’ priority 

benefits provided a spread of beneficiaries across society, the local ecosystem and individuals.  

This result can partly be explained by the participants’ backgrounds. Over half of the 

developers had local connections to the area of the project or development they were 

associated with; it is not surprising then that they chose benefits that would ultimately provide 

opportunities for the local area and its community. In addition, local benefits are likely to 

increase local support for a project, reducing public opposition. As influencers are not 

necessarily linked to an individual project’s locality, they are more likely to take a more holistic 

view and consider the wider potential benefits of a project.  

If the positive environmental impacts can outweigh the negative for a particular development 

then an overall net gain can be achieved for society in terms of the overall impact a lagoon 
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might have on the environment. For this to be achieved a holistic approach needs to be taken 

with consideration of the wider environment and identification of potential solution options that 

span a variety of disciplines. Where possible environmental impacts can be described, 

quantified and valued [123]. They can then be incorporated into economic appraisals to allow 

developers to find a financially and environmentally effective means of providing solution 

options that achieve environmental net gain that goes over and above regulatory 

requirements. This idea of environmental net gain for tidal lagoons is relatively unexplored; 

this was highlighted in the scoping exercise where there was a significant lack of published 

material, particularly on the potential environmental benefits of tidal lagoons.  

3.5.3 Solution & industry Development  

Environmental impact solution options are often applied working down the mitigation hierarchy 

(Figure 23). Within this, avoidance of an impact is addressed first, then reduce, restore and 

finally looking to offset as a last resort. Arguably, what is missing from this list is to enhance 

potential environmental benefits, and therefore the ability of a project to leave a lasting ‘net 

gain’ legacy. There are a number of solution options within these hierarchy steps (Figure 23) 

and for simplicity they were grouped for the study into the three broad categories: ‘Engineering 

Design & Technology’, ‘Operation & Maintenance’ and ‘Compensation & Catchment 

Measures’.  

Both influencers and developers are considering solutions at the top end of the mitigation 

hierarchy in terms of the avoidance of impacts through engineering design and technology 

choice. There is yet to be a lagoon developed and so it is understandable that the industry is 

looking to avoid as many impacts as possible in the first instance through these solutions. 

Given the relative infancy of the industry, the majority of work to date has been on the 

engineering design and technology planning and so this might explain the large percentage of 

industry participants mentioning these solution options, in particular the developers.  

Alongside this, site selection as another avoidance strategy is also being taken into 

consideration by all of the participants. Influencers believe developers should place more focus 

on this, whilst developers consider choosing a suitable site to be one of their biggest 

challenges. An issue arises here in that the areas with the best tidal range often provide a 

unique habitat to be protected e.g. the Severn Estuary [124], therefore selecting a site that has 

the best resource for energy generation and that also avoids sensitive habitat is a challenging 

endeavour. Conundrums like this allow for other solutions further down the mitigation hierarchy 

to come into play. 

The results suggest that the industry is considering either avoiding impacts or compensating 

them via strategies such as changing lagoon wall design, turbine technology or habitat 
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creation. The middle section of the hierarchy to ‘reduce’ and ‘restore’, for example through 

operation and maintenance strategies, is not being highlighted as a focus in the industry’s 

minds at the time of engagement. This represents an area where further research is required 

to fill the gaps in the solution options being considered by the industry. Further attention on 

the reducing and restoring strategies such as ‘Operation & Maintenance’ would allow a full 

mitigation hierarchy of solutions to be provided to the industry, thereby reducing the 

environmental impacts of tidal lagoons as much as possible. An example of potential operation 

and maintenance strategies that could address the key environmental impacts of 

hydrodynamic and sediment regime changes are managing ebb and flood generation times 

and considerate dredging techniques.  

The scope within solution option ‘Compensation & Catchment Measures’ is wider than the 

suggestions arising from participants or by this study thus far. There is an opportunity here to 

consider innovative wider environmental solutions such as Payment for Ecosystem Services 

(PES) for example. Incorporating the benefits these solution options might have in terms of 

enhancement over and above that of regulatory requirements for the environment, society and 

the economy would allow for a stronger case for tidal lagoons in the future. A vital avenue for 

further research is therefore the consideration of the overall environmental and economic 

benefit of differing solution options that will allow for the largest positive net gain in future tidal 

lagoons to be realised. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 23 : Mitigation hierarchy for environmental impacts. Hierarchy adapted from source: [39] 
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One of the key requirements for the industry’s development is that influencers and developers 

work together to move forward through the planning and regulatory process ensuring that 

lagoons are developed efficiently and sustainably. The key challenges in the industry include 

a lack of clear and accessible guidance available for developers, in addition to lengthy 

regulator processing times. More recently it has become clear that the political aspects 

surrounding the lagoon industry also present significant challenges. This political aspect in 

terms of government funding has not been explored in this research, but is discussed in 

Chapter 6.  

The infancy of the industry means that to date there is no specific lagoon guidance and instead 

the industry relies on adapting guidance from other sectors. If lagoon-specific guidance were 

to be developed this would provide certainty of information to developers and indeed the 

influencers themselves, in addition to reducing regulatory process times. Clarity and 

consistency of specific guidance may also reduce the costs often associated with the 

requirements of a precautionary approach to development as suggested in the Ocean Energy 

Forum’s Strategic Roadmap [125]. It is essential that any lagoon-specific guidance is set up 

prior to the first lagoon project; this ensures that the process is in place to support the industry 

through the development process and takes away some of the risks and costs associated with 

being the ‘first mover’ in a new industry.   

Lack of industry experience and information is an issue, for developers and for influencers. 

Developers have no blueprint of plans to work with in development and influencers lack the 

evidence they need to ensure compliance with legislative regimes and environmental 

directives. This issue will improve with time and thorough monitoring will allow for updated and 

enhanced regulatory guidance and smoother developer deployments. It will also provide 

opportunities in terms of exportable skills, experience and information as the world’s first 

movers in the tidal lagoon industry. Chapter 4 of this research includes a systematic literature 

review which discusses the available wider literature on solution options.  

3.5.4 Uncertainty and Limitations  

This was not an in depth social science study, however the research was grounded in basic 

social science theory on industry engagement and qualitative data analysis through coding. 

Whilst the industry engagement attempted to include every participant in influential roles within 

key organisations the response rate was not 100%. Therefore, the results were in the end a 

sample of the lagoon industry and not a complete set. The research did not include a study on 

how best to get a representative sample of people from the lagoon sector and in hindsight this 

would have enhanced the robustness and confidence in the research outputs if it had been 
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undertaken. For example, this may have included aiming for a representative split of 

participant backgrounds or representative split in organisation types. This was not considered 

at the time because the tidal lagoon sector was in its infancy and as such the number of known 

people working in it was limited. The plan was to speak to them all and avoid the need to 

choose a representative sample.  

The participants were split into two pools ‘developers’ and ‘influencers’ and this allowed us to 

make comparisons on their perspectives. Due to the different tidal lagoon knowledge level and 

participant number between the two pools of participant, two different strategies were used to 

collect data (questionnaires and interviews). This difference in strategy raises uncertainty in 

the ability for the outputs to then be compared directly. Whilst the different methods may pose 

slight differences in the results, the general perspectives of both the influencers and 

developers on the same broad topics were obtained and these general perspectives are what 

is being considered and compared in the research. The different methodologies are not 

thought to undermine the key outputs, but they do represent a level of error surrounding them 

that should be noted as a limitation.  

3.6 Conclusions & Recommendations 

This section of the research presents a first identification and analysis of the influencer and 

developer views on the environmental impacts of tidal lagoons. The industry perspectives on 

the key impacts and benefits will be used moving forward to the next chapter to determine 

potential solution options to address the key environmental impacts.  

Aligning the views of the influencers and developers on this topic is vital to allow for a smooth 

transition of tidal lagoons from current planning to future development. Whilst this study 

considers and compares the influencers and developer perspectives it is not the main focus 

of the research and provides only a starting point to realising this collaborative sector aim. 

Both influencers and developers are ultimately working towards ‘Good Environmental Status’ 

as one of the priority outcomes for tidal lagoons, and so this provides a foundation of a 

common goal to strive for. It is important to keep in mind that other outcomes are also of high 

priority and that the primary goals of a lagoon are ultimately to produce low carbon electricity 

at a cost competitive rate. In addition, whilst lagoons will have a number of local environmental 

impacts, it is essential not to forget the overarching global benefit of their potential contribution 

towards tackling climate change through the displacement of fossil fuels.  

Environmental impacts of a lagoon will have complex implications for the intertidal, marine and 

terrestrial ecosystem in which it is developed [32,35]. The impacts identified in this section of 

the research look at the known and known unknown impacts, since the unknown unknowns 
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will only be apparent once a tidal lagoon is operational. ‘Sediment Regime Alterations’ and 

‘Changing Hydrodynamics’ are at the forefront of influencers’ and developers’ minds as the 

key impacts of tidal lagoons. Whilst there is some differences in the priorities given to ‘Water 

Quality’ and ‘Restricted Passage and Migration’ by influencers and developers, both impacts 

are considered to be of high priority by the industry as a whole. These key impacts will be 

taken forward into the next section of the research where potential solution options are 

considered for addressing the key environmental impacts of tidal lagoons.   

A number of key benefits of tidal lagoons were highlighted by influencers and developers. 

Influencers’ key benefits provided beneficiaries spanning the ecosystem, society and 

individuals whilst developers focused mainly on the benefits to the local area and its people. 

It is expected that this result is due to the strong local connections the developers have with 

the local project areas. Effective management of environmental benefits and impacts of a 

lagoon could result in an overall positive impact on the environment (net gain), that goes over 

and above regulatory requirements. There needs to be consideration of both positives and 

negatives along with solution options that consider the wider environment if this is to be 

achieved.  

The industry is focusing largely on avoiding or compensating impacts through engineering 

design, technology and compensation measures. There is a short-fall in the focus being placed 

on restoring and reducing environmental impacts through operation and maintenance 

strategies and an underestimation of the potential scope of contribution that compensation 

and catchment based solution measures could provide. In addition, one of the biggest hurdles 

currently being presented to the industry is the lack of clear and accessible regulator guidance 

providing a focused connection point between influencers and developers. The three key 

industry recommendations from this section of the research are as follows:  

• Lagoon-specific regulatory guidance or policy should be developed providing clear 

and accessible information to both influencers and developers to ensure a smooth 

development of the sector and reduction in regulatory process times.  

• Further research should be undertaken into reducing and restoring environmental 

impacts through the use of operation and maintenance strategies.  

• There needs to be further acknowledgement in the lagoon industry of solution options 

that go over and above regulatory requirements to provide environmental and 

economic enhancement to achieve overall project net gain. In particular this should 

be further investigated within the compensation and catchment based solution 

options.  
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These recommendations are carried forward into the next section of this research. They also 

provide a starting point for other external research that works towards marrying the views of 

the influencers and developers on the environmental interactions of tidal lagoons.  

3.7 Summary  

The scoping exercise literature register highlighted the need for industry engagement due to 

the lack of literature on tidal lagoon specific environmental impacts which was not deemed to 

be representative of the developments occurring in the industry at the time. Questionnaires 

with influencers and interviews with developers allowed the first objective of the research to 

be achieved, i.e. Identify the key impacts of tidal lagoons. Alongside this objective the research 

resulted in a number of other secondary outputs, some of these are presented alongside the 

key results in this chapter (e.g. key industry challenges and desired future outcomes), and 

also documented in publication (environmental impact frameworks, comparison of industry 

perspectives) [110,111]. This chapter also provided a brief consideration of the industry’s view 

on the potential solution options to the key impacts of lagoons. The next chapter builds on this 

further by addressing the next research objective: to Determine solution options to the key 

impacts of tidal lagoons.  
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4 Solution Options Investigation  

Chapter 3 included extensive industry engagement to determine the likely key environmental 

impacts of tidal lagoons. It also provided a snapshot of what solutions are being discussed 

within the lagoon industry. This chapter builds on this research and aims to address the second 

identified research objective, i.e.: 

• Determine solution options to the key impacts of tidal lagoons 

Tidal lagoons are a new idea, but the key concepts making up this idea are not new. Other 

industries have applied similar technology and engineering concepts and as such have had to 

manage similar environmental impacts. These other applications include use of walls to 

impound water in the coastal defence, dam, barrage and hydropower industries, and use of 

turbines to generate energy in river run, pumped storage and tidal stream applications. In 

addition, environmental impact such as water and sediment pollution, fish and marine mammal 

impacts, marine spatial planning conflicts and loss of marine biodiversity are commonly 

addressed in the maritime and river industries. It is expected then that the nascent lagoon 

industry can draw from the experiences seen in these industries that have already successfully 

(or not) managed similar environmental impacts. This chapter uses a systematic literature 

review to quantify the available literature covering relevant solution options from other 

industries that could be applied to future lagoon developments to address their expected key 

environmental impacts. This chapter is presented in traditional format: methodology, results, 

discussion and conclusions. The chapter includes quantitative analysis of what resources are 

available to the lagoon industry, how this compares to the current industry understanding 

presented in Chapter 3, where the expertise lies globally, what environmental impacts are 

being addressed and how applicable and transferable the solutions are for lagoon application. 

The research in this section of the thesis has been written and published in the journal Marine 

Policy [126], see Appendix 12. 

The main Excel file including the whole screening process, database of solution options and 

subsequent analysis of that data can be found on Zenodo, referenced as follows:  

• K. Elliott, Systematic Review Screening Record & Analysis, (2018). 

doi:10.5281/ZENODO.1297037.   URL: https://zenodo.org/record/1297037  

https://zenodo.org/record/1297037
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4.1 Methodology  

4.1.1 Literature Search  

The review uses the PRISMA statement as a reporting style guide [127] alongside guidance 

from Collaboration on Environmental Evidence [128] on systematic literature review 

methodology. This method was chosen based on its existing use and recent recommendation 

in the marine environmental sector [129–131]. Whilst the PRISMA methodology was used and 

followed in full, Sections 5 and 6 of the CEE were used as secondary supporting guidance to 

inform key parts of the methodology, such as conducting a literature search and screening 

documents for eligibility.  

The literature search was performed on three databases:  Google Scholar 

(https://scholar.google.co.uk/), SciVerse Scopus (https://www.scopus.com/home.uri) and 

Science Direct (http://www.sciencedirect.com/). Google scholar is not typically used in 

systematic reviews due to the way it filters results differently to other search engines, it was 

included in this research as it was deemed an important search engine to allow the capture of 

industry related literature. Together, these form a comprehensive database of peer-reviewed 

research. The collected papers were between 1987 and the cut-off date of 04/04/2017. The 

following search terms in the title, abstract or keywords allowed the papers to be included in 

the initial literature search: ‘Marine’ or ‘Ocean’, ‘Environmental impact’ or ‘Environmental risk’ 

and ‘Solution’ or ‘Mitigation’.  

The search engine results were first filtered by relevance (rather than date) to the search 

terms; this was expected to give the most accurate papers first. The initial literature search 

brought up 1114 papers, 688 papers after duplicates were removed. Figure 24 shows a flow 

chart of paper selection, which is a standard PRISMA reporting guideline. Grey literature, such 

as websites or documents outside traditional commercial or academic publishing and non-

English publications, were excluded from the review at this point if found.  

4.1.2 Selection Criteria  

The 688 papers from the initial search were screened in terms of their abstract contents. A 

total of 559 papers were excluded at this stage (Figure 24), with the exclusion criteria and the 

number excluded for each reason shown in Table 9. The remaining 129 paper abstracts 

included information on solutions which could be applied to the impacts likely to be presented 

by tidal lagoons in the future. As a general rule, if the abstract was unclear or any uncertainty 

surrounded its inclusion it was included for the next stage of screening.  

https://scholar.google.co.uk/
https://www.scopus.com/home.uri
http://www.sciencedirect.com/
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The next stage was full text screening of the 129 papers selected from the abstract screening. 

The exclusion criteria here were the same as the abstract screening stage, with the additional 

exclusion factor of books and any further grey literature found, Table 9. Books and grey 

literature were excluded as any new, credible and innovative solutions were expected to be 

represented in the up-to-date, peer reviewed research papers. A total of 52 papers were 

excluded at the full text screening stage of the review.  

Following this final screening stage, a total of 77 papers were included in the final data 

collection and quantitative analysis (Figure 24). The full list of included papers can be seen in 

Appendix 7. All the papers included had viable solution options presented in their full text that 

could be applied in the future to the environmental impacts that may arise as a result of the 

implementation of tidal lagoons in the UK.  

Table 9 Paper exclusion criteria at abstract and full text screening stages with number excluded 
for each reason shown 

 

Exclusion Criteria  
Abstract 

Screening 
Full Text 

Screening 

Impacts presented could not be related to lagoons 146 16 

Impacts identified but no solution options given 143 11 

Focus of the paper is not on environmental impacts 96 16 

Focus of the paper on carbon emissions or climate 
change 

67 1 

Impacts are purely terrestrial 49 1 

Paper is for global scale impacts 44 0 

Impacts are of the environment on engineering 13 1 

Not available/ Not Found 1 1 

Books or grey literature publications 0 5 
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Additional records identified 
through other sources  

(n = 0) 

Records after duplicates removed  
(n = 688) 

Records screened 
(n = 688) 

Records excluded 
(n = 559) 

Full-text articles assessed for 
eligibility 
(n = 129) 

Full-text articles 
excluded, with reasons 

(n = 52) 

Studies included in synthesis 
and analysis 

(n = 77) 

Studies included in meta-
analysis 
(n = n/a) 

Figure 24 Flow chart of the review paper selection process and the number of papers excluded at 
each stage. This follows the PRISMA statement guidelines on reporting review process [127] 
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4.1.3 Data Extraction  

From the final 77 papers that remained after the screening process, information for analysis 

was extracted. The data extracted from the papers centred around two main themes: 1) 

characteristics of the paper; and 2) solution options presented for environmental impacts. The 

data extracted from the papers along with information on the purpose for extraction is detailed 

in Table 10.  

Table 10 Data extracted from the final 77 papers, further details and the reason or purpose for 
extraction 

*Scores assigned on author judgement and literature source information 

The information extracted allowed a quantitative analysis of patterns, identification of 

knowledge gaps and further interpretation of the potential solution options that could be 

applied to the environmental impacts likely to arise in the future tidal lagoon industry. This 

builds a picture of the extent and relevance of the literature available and if the solution options 

presented from other industries could be valuable in the future lagoon industry.  

Data Extracted Details Purpose 

Publication year Year first published  Provides timeframe information 

Author location Based on first author affiliation Provides idea of global expertise 

Study location If applicable (not all focus on a 
location) 

Indication of application areas and expertise 

Type of paper data Review, model or analysis of existing 
data, direct observation, expert 
opinion 

Provides indication of the quality and type of 
data available is it real world or theoretical 

Paper Discipline Environmental, engineering, social, 
economic, legal 

Indication of from which disciplines solutions 
are arising 

Study area type Marine, coastal, river, other Indication of relevance to coastal lagoon 
applications 

Environmental Impact 
being addressed 

e.g. fish and marine mammals, 
pollution (sediment/water), 
hydrodynamics, habitats and 
biodiversity, sediment regime  

Indication of which impacts are well 
researched in terms of solution options 

Description of solution 
option 

Qualitative description  Provides understanding of the solution 
options available 

Solution Type Engineering, site of technology 
design, operation and maintenance, 
compensation or catchment based 
measures.  

Provides information on which stage 
solutions are most well researched and 
where any gaps lie.  

Mitigation hierarchy of 
solutions 

Avoid, reduce, 
compensate/catchment based 

Provides information on which stage 
solutions are most well researched and 
where any gaps lie.  

1-5 Scale of solution 
development 
application  

1 = Theoretical, 2= Simulated or 
modelled, 3= Tested, 4 = Applied at 
pilot scale, 5= Applied at large scale 

Gives indication of how developed the 
solutions are 

1-5 Scale of solution 
applicability to 
lagoons 

1 = Other Industry, 2= Other industry, 
easily adapted to lagoons, 3= Marine 
Industry, not easily adapted, 4= 
Marine industry, easily adapted, 
5=Lagoon or barrage specific 

Gives an indication as to how applicable the 
solutions are to application in the lagoon 
industry  
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4.2 Results  

4.2.1 Analysis of included literature  

The number of papers on solution options for environmental impacts increases significantly 

after 2012, with 70% of the included papers from 2012 onwards (Figure 25). From the first 

paper in 1987 to 2011 there was an average of only 1 paper published per year. In comparison 

from 2012 to 2017 the average number of papers per year was 11. This suggests that this 

research field of beginning to address environmental impacts is relatively new and momentum 

is building on the subject of solution options.  

The majority of papers are review papers (39%), followed by modelling or analysis of existing 

data (25%) with the remainder being direct observation studies (19%) and expert opinion 

(17%). The high number of review papers has allowed a greater net to be cast in terms of 

studies covered in this review (directly or via another review). Review papers are not normally 

included in systematic reviews but they have been included in this research, normally practice 

would be to seek out the source references. They are included here if they are reviews of 

environmental impacts to which solutions were presented, the solutions are what the research 

is interested in and not the impacts being reviewed. Although it is a concern that the review 

papers will only provide theoretical ideas rather than concrete data, this is mitigated by the fact 

that a fifth of the papers included are direct observation papers, indicating that papers that 

have implemented and directly observed solution options to environmental impacts are also 

represented in the study. 

A large majority of papers on solution options (75%) are from an environmental discipline with 

the remaining third from either social (12%), engineering (9%), economic (3%) or legal (1%) 

disciplines. This is not surprising given the strong grounding in environmental disciplines 

required when considering solution options to environmental impacts. 87% of the papers 

included in the research are from either coastal or marine view points, this is not surprising 

given the aim of the study to find solutions for tidal lagoons using search terms ‘ocean’ and 

‘marine’. However, the remaining 13% of papers that met the criteria for inclusion were from 

river or other areas such as inland aquaculture farms or wetlands, showing that a wide variety 

of other industries could contribute transferable solutions to the lagoon industry.  

Assuming that paper author affiliation and study area represents geographical areas of 

expertise, the main clusters of expertise on solution options to environmental impacts relevant 

to tidal lagoons lie within North America (30%), Western Europe (14%) and Southern Europe 

(14%) (Figure 26). The author affiliations and number of papers mapped in Figure 26 show a 

truly global perspective on the solution options to environmental impacts. It is foreseeable that 
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industry focused studies may be in local languages to reach specific target audiences, these 

will have been excluded from the study but may still contain valuable solutions. 

A large proportion of papers (40%) had no specific area of study. The study area clusters align 

partly with the main author affiliation locations, with key clusters in Europe, North America and 

Australasia. Figure 26 represents the review papers’ global information gathering on solution 

options to the environmental impacts that tidal lagoons may present in the future. Despite the 

most progress on lagoon deployment being made in the UK to date, Figure 26 suggests that 

there are lessons to be learnt globally from other industries, in particular from the key clusters 

in North America, Europe and Australasia.  
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Figure 26 Number of papers per author affiliation location (A) and study area location (S). 31 papers of 77 (40%) had no specific area of study. 
(Base Map Source: [262]) 
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4.2.2 Environmental Impacts Addressed 

Whilst the key environmental impacts from industry perspectives have been discussed in 

Chapter 3 the environmental impacts addressed in the included papers in this literature review 

on solution options are varied and numerous. In order to provide an analysis these have been 

broadly categorised into impacted groups as follows: sediment regime, hydrodynamics, 

habitats and biodiversity, fish and marine mammals, pollution (water or sediment) and general 

impacts (more than 5 impacts considered in one paper). Figure 27 shows the percentage 

number of papers against the impacted group which the papers addressed. These 

environmental impact groups have been selected based on the impacts addressed in the 

literature, not on the findings in Chapter 3.  

Almost a quarter (22%) of the papers consider solution options for the impact of either water 

pollution or pollution in the sediment [132–148]. These impacts included marine water quality 

pollution from oil spills, increased vessel activity and associated pollution, pollution within 

entrapped or enclosed water bodies and marine litter due to increased tourism. They also 

included sedimentation pollution due to increased dredging activities and disturbance of 

contaminated sediments, entrapment of outflows and the pollution of sediment and benthic 

communities. The relatively high number of papers on these impacts could suggest that they 

have been common impacts in other marine, coastal and river industries and therefore may 

also be an issue for lagoons. The papers discussed also present solution options for these 

impacts, so on the other hand the high number of papers could suggest that these impacts are 

well researched and therefore more easily addressed.  

18% of the papers considered the impacts on fish and marine mammals, including noise 

pollution due to the construction of marine infrastructure, increased seismic marine surveys 

and vessel activity, blade interaction, barriers to migration and disruption to breeding grounds 

[149–157]. A further 16% of papers considered changing hydrodynamics as the key 

environmental impact [158–169], 13% covered the impact on habitat or biodiversity loss [170–

179], with 12% focusing on sediment regime changes including morphodynamics, bathymetry 

alterations, coastal sedimentation and/or erosion [180–188].  

All the impacts considered in the included papers are thought to be applicable to tidal lagoons 

in the future (part of the inclusion/exclusion criteria). Therefore, the solutions presented in the 

included papers could also potentially provide the foundation for solution options for the 

environmental impacts of tidal lagoons.  
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4.2.3 Solution Options and Lagoon Application 

Every one of the 77 included papers addressed a tidal lagoon-relevant environmental impact 

with a solution. Some of these solution options were the same, but nevertheless a database 

of literature on potential solution options to address the environmental impacts of tidal lagoons 

has been created [189].  

For analysis the solution options have been grouped into: ‘Engineering, site or technology 

design’, ‘Operation and maintenance’ and ‘Compensation and catchment based measures’.  

Whilst it is impractical to list all of the solution options Table -11 provides examples of solutions 

within each of these categories and Case Studies 1 to 3 provide further example and detail. 

Figure 28 shows the spread of papers within these solution option categories.  

Within the literature, 44% of the solution options fall under the ‘Operation and maintenance’ 

category. This includes, but is not limited to, temporal and spatial zonation of activities, 

sustainable dredging options and management of dredging material, advances in 

environmental monitoring, planning vessel activity and safety and operational timing and 

structure of energy generation. 30% of the solutions were within the ‘engineering, site or 

technology design’ category. This category refers to environmental awareness within site 

location, site design around sensitive locations, novel data or models to aid in site selection, 

integration of green infrastructure such as coral reefs, careful selection of building materials to 

promote target habitats, selection of technology to reduce impacts, wall design to reduce 
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impacts and enhance potential environmental benefits. The solution category reported the 

least in the literature is that of compensation or catchment based measures (25%). Within 

those solutions examples include habitat creation or restoration papers, payment for 

ecosystem services (PES) schemes or other catchment based activities. Table -11 provides a 

more detailed list of solution examples.   

Chapter 3 found through industry engagement that the solution options mentioned the most 

were within categories based on engineering, site or technology design, or compensation and 

catchment based measures [126]. Neither developers nor influencing organisations mention 

operation and maintenance strategies most frequently. In comparison this chapter and this 

literature review found that the majority of papers are on operation and maintenance type 

solutions. Figure 28 compares the industry’s view on solutions from Chapter 3 [126] to the 

solution categories uncovered as part of this chapter and systematic literature review. The 

results suggests that the gap in operation and maintenance understanding found in the 

industry engagement presented in Chapter 3 [126] could be filled with the operation and 

maintenance solution options found within this literature review.  

Traditionally solution options for environmental impacts follow the mitigation hierarchy 

[190,191]. This includes first avoiding environmental impacts, then reducing and finally 

compensating where necessary. Although the effectiveness of the mitigation strategy is 

occasionally questioned [192] it is still an established framework for addressing environmental 

impacts [193] . The solution options found in the literature review were categorised according 

to this basic mitigation hierarchy and compared to the text book version (Figure 29). In reality 

the number of solution options found within this paper do not follow the theoretical hierarchy 

in that ‘avoiding’ solutions do not appear in the majority of papers, with ‘reducing’ solutions 

next and ‘compensation’ least. The majority of solutions presented are to reduce 

environmental impacts, then to avoid and finally to compensate. 
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Table -11 Selection of example solutions within each solution category  

Solution Category  Selection of Examples 

Engineering, Site, Technology Design 

Sensitive site selection, ‘safe’ exposure levels and distances from protected or otherwise sensitive areas [194] 

Site selection in terms of best potential for habitat creation within the structures themselves, site selection to promote habitat 

creation on the structure over that lost during installation [172] 

Using artificial reefs or installing marine structures with appropriate materials that will allow for an enhanced reef effect 

providing habitat [173] 

Building and designing of green infrastructure within the design plans such as providing green (or in lagoon case blue) 

corridors or hubs or targeting particular keystone or umbrella species in the design of structures [174] 

Use of multi-purpose offshore installations to reduce impacts and increase viability of blue growth projects [195] 

Advancements in turbine design to reduce collision risk, careful selection of turbines to suit not only energy generation but 

sensitive species in the area [17] 

Incorporation of bubble curtains, flashing lights, passive acoustic monitoring, fish ladders, spill gates, fish lifts, surface 

collector or guidance nets, hydro sound dampeners in the initial engineering design for the impacts on fish and marine 

mammals[149,153,196] 

Use of nearby land sloping characteristics in the initial design of a structure to predict and prevent the amount of run-off 

related water contamination or in the lagoon case pollution entrapment  [148] 
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Incorporation of engineering flooding options in the initial engineering plans such as use of beach nourishment or artificial 

sand dunes to avoid coastal erosion [160].  

Better use of modelling, monitoring, incorporation of historic knowledge and advancements in new techniques, transfer of 

knowledge between industries, holistic view coupling of models to better understand and select sites, technology and 

engineering design [135,155,163,181,187,197–200].  

Operation & Maintenance 

Use of coastal geo-indicators and ecological indicators to provide rapid response to operation and maintenance plans 

[180][186] 

Integration of ecosystem functioning and ecosystem based management into coastal management practices to reduce 

environmental impacts, using an ecosystem based approach [201][202] 

Use of dredge and fill beach nourishment techniques to reduce erosion [182]. Could be dredged material from the lagoon.  

Control of sedimentation through sediment retention before entrance, sediment bypassing, control of hydrodynamic flow to 

reduce sediment accumulation, flushing or sluicing and managing existing deposits through sensitive dredging. Optimal 

dredging times and frequency. Potential end use of dredged sediments in civil engineering such as road subgrade layers.  

[179,183–185] 

Use of linkage framework to manage cumulative and overlapping ocean activities resulting in cumulative environmental 

impacts [203] 

Use of flora to filter pollutants or effluents [146] 

Spatial and temporal zonation and exclusion zones of activities to reduce environmental impacts [156,157,178,204] 
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Energy generation operation to reduce hydrodynamic impacts [82]. Careful operations management of vessel activity, 

relocation of vessel movement to lower risk areas, careful monitoring of vessel speed limits, optimal vessel use in terms of 

time at sea and frequency of trips to reduce noise and water pollution and chance of collisions or oil/fuel spill [147,156].  

In situ sediment pollution remediation techniques, including thin capping, solidification, sediment flushing, nanocompite 

reactive capping and bio reactive capping, Stabilisation of sediments using hydraulic binders [137,185] 

Visitor education on environmentally friendly practices in and around tourist attractions to reduce marine litter and pollution 

[139,205] 

Compensation or Catchment Based 

Measures 

Use of habitat creation through wetlands and vegetated ditches to reduce flooding or storm damage or to mitigate water 

pollution, improve water quality and compensate for loss elsewhere [132,134,142,158,164] 

Use of satellite remote sensing data to find and repair/compensate damage to ecology or habitat loss, mainly used for oil 

spills currently but could be applied to habitat loss [133] 

Use of geoengineering such as urea fertilisation to increase fish populations or using natural sediment transport systems 

to deposit sediment along the coastline to compensate for loss [206] 

Use of natural resources to increase flood defence level, such as mangrove restoration or afforestation [165] 

Use of Payment for Ecosystem Services (PES) schemes to conserve threatened ecosystems or to compensate over and 

above the value of ecosystem lost [207] 

Soft engineering approaches to provide compensation such as mangrove afforestation, coral reef transplants or 

introductions, marine reserves, planting of water filtering plants [161] 
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 Use of bioremediation methods like those seen in water pollution incidents [136] 

 Incorporating net gain bargaining in development of marine energy, integrating ecosystem service impacts into decision 

making [176] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: These solutions are just to provide examples within each category. They are not a comprehensive list of solution options. To see the full list go to the database on Zenodo (see link 

in Chapter Introduction)  
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Figure 28 Spread of solution options mentioned in industry engagement (Chapter 3 Figure 22) 
(top) [126] and within this Chapter literature review (bottom) over three basic solution option 

categories 
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4.2.3.1 Solution Case Study 1: VETT Turbines and Impact Avoidance 

A key concern with tidal energy schemes is the impact of fish mortality. The first stage of the 

mitigation hierarchy is to avoid impacts, with one strategy being through careful technology 

choice. The Venturi-Enhanced Turbine Technology (VETT) being developed by VerdErg is 

based on the Bernoulli principle and exposes no moving parts to the water channel [208]. 

VerdErg have achieved excellent results in recent tests, showing no impact on fish mortality 

with passage through the VETT’s primary flow path [209]. This is therefore an example of a 

potential technology choice which could reduce the impact of a tidal energy development on 

fish mortality. 

4.2.3.2 Solution Case Study 2: River Fowey PES Scheme 

 An example of a catchment-led approach to addressing environmental problems is that of the 

River Fowey PES auction. The River Fowey had issues with water pollution as a result of 

cumulative agricultural run-offs [210]. The West Country Rivers Trust, as part of the ‘Upstream 

Thinking’ initiative, distributed funding to farmers via a competitive bidding auction to deliver 

land-based measures which in turn improved the river’s water quality [210]. Similarly, PES has 

the potential to help reduce nutrient levels in coastal waters e.g. nitrogen levels in Poole 

Harbour as per the Defra PES pilot project [211]. This type of approach could be applied to 

not only offset any negative environmental impacts which may arise due to tidal lagoon 

development, but to help to deliver an overall net gain in the methods used to address the  

environmental impacts of a lagoon development. 

4.2.3.3 Solution Case Study 3: Built-In Enhancements, Sydney Harbour 

Adding new infrastructure in the sea will be a driver for change in the marine environment 

[212]. Building in enhancements early on in the engineering design can increase the positive 

environmental impacts of a development, contributing towards achieving environmental net 

gain. An example here is the intertidal habitats created in seawalls in Sydney Harbour. The 

designs do not compromise the engineering requirements or cost but do increase the diversity 

of species able to live on the sea walls [212]. Figure 30 shows a photograph of their 

construction. 
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4.2.4 Relevance to Lagoons 

The 77 papers included in this review present a wide variety of solutions, some theoretical, 

others already applied in large-scale industries. Some of the solution application industries are 

similar to tidal lagoons, for example tidal barrages, others from less similar industries, like the 

natural hazard management sector. Each solution was ranked based on two scales, the first 

on level of development (theoretical or applied), and the second on relevance to lagoons 

(lagoon specific or other industry) this was based on information from the literature sources 

and author judgement (Figure 31). This was a highly subjective process. In this research only 

the authors judgement was used and was based purely on the information provided in the 

resource in which the solution was obtained, from personal or colleague 

experience/knowledge of the sector. This included any examples or case studies of its use (at 

utility, commercial, prototype or theoretical model scale), and information on where and what 

application it was used for e.g. river industry, marine industry, hydroelectric industry or other. 

The uncertainty around these scores is therefore high. This uncertainty could be reduced if 

used in practice by conducting rigorous expert engagement to gain expert advice on each 

solution and/or using implementation/operational data sets on solution use to demonstrate and 

support evidence of its implementation, application and relevance to lagoons. The purpose of 

this was to determine how developed and relevant the solutions presented in the gathered 

literature might be to the future lagoon industry and therefore if this collection of literature could 

Figure 30 Built in rock pools in Sydney Harbour walls. Source: [212] 
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be a useful resource justifying further investigation in the future. Hence why no further rigorous 

expert guidance was sought or comprehensive data sets used. It aims to provide a first look 

at what is available currently to the industry.  

The majority of solutions fall in the middle of being not quite lagoon-specific, but perhaps 

related to marine renewable energy and not fully applied, for example, applied at pilot scale or 

in testing. The bold black box in Figure 31 outlines over half of the solution options that require 

only minor shifts in either their development to applied scale or to be adapted to be lagoon-

specific before they could potentially be implemented in the lagoon industry in the future. 

 

4.3 Discussion 

The field of solution options for the environmental impacts likely to arise as a result of tidal 

lagoons is relatively new. The large growth in the number of papers over the last 5 years shows 

that the environmental industry is gaining momentum. This momentum is supported by the 

growth of the regulatory and legislative environmental sector and the increasing pressure for 

corporate environmental awareness and responsibility.  

The lagoon industry is nascent, and environmental impacts are one of the key concerns for 

any future lagoon industry. With no operational man-made energy generating tidal lagoons in 

the world, there is no operational data on the environmental impacts of lagoons and no solution 

option guidelines to work by. Whilst tidal lagoons are a new concept, the technology and 

engineering feat they present is not new, and the individual engineering applications have 

been applied in other industries e.g. tidal barrages, dams, hydroelectric power stations, tidal 

stream turbines, breakwaters and coastal defence mechanisms. As such, the environmental 

impacts likely to arise from tidal lagoons are also likely to have already arisen and been 

addressed in other industries. This systematic review shows that there are wide-ranging 

solution options documented in the literature which have been either applied or suggested in 

other industries to address impacts similar to those which are likely to arise in the future lagoon 

1 2 3 4 5

1 0 2 0 1 0

2 1 4 7 6 3

3 2 2 7 8 5

4 2 6 5 5 6

5 0 0 2 2 1

Total 77

Solutions Matrix 
Theoretical                                                                            Applied

Other Industry 

Lagoon Specific

Figure 31 Matrix of solution options in terms of their development to applied scale (1 to 5, 5= fully 
applied, 1=Theoretical) and adaption to be lagoon specific (1=Other Industry, 5=Lagoon or Barrage 
specific). Graded Colour Scale: No.Papers ≤2 Light Greens, 3-5 Medium Green, ≥5, Bright Greens.  
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industry. The review quantitatively analyses the literature to show the relevance and 

development stage of these solutions and if this resource warrants further investigation for the 

industry in the future.  

The solution options have been analysed in terms of their potential to fill gaps, specifically the 

gaps in industry knowledge found in Chapter 3 during industry engagement [126], the cluster 

of expertise on solution options globally, the impacts which they seek to address and how well 

developed and adapted they are to a potential application in the lagoon industry.  

The use of systematic literature review in the marine environmental sector is not a new idea 

[129–131].  O’Leary et al (2015) identifies eighteen systematic reviews published on marine 

topics between 2008 and 2015, with 25% of those using the same PRISMA method used in 

this research [213]. O’Leary recommends the use of PRISMA alongside the guidance 

published by Collaboration for Environmental Evidence, The paper identifies the risks of using 

only the stand alone PRISMA methodology without additional guidance and states that using 

only PRISMA methodology can give the impression of having undertaken a more rigorous 

review. This research uses both the PRISMA method and the Collaboration for Environmental 

Evidence guidance as recommended by O’Leary et al (2015) [213].  

Liquete et al (2013) recognise that environmental assessment has grown rapidly over the last 

decade in their systematic literature review on the future prospects and current status for the 

assessment of marine and coastal ecosystem services [129]. The paper identifies that the 

majority of current papers focus purely on terrestrial information and move on to highlight the 

knowledge gaps in the marine and coastal sectors. Liquete et al (2013) use systematic 

literature review to classify and map marine and coastal ecosystem services and doing so, 

extract 476 indicators. Their review summarises the state of the available information related 

to ecosystem services in marine and coastal environments and is a key example of how 

systematic reviews can be used in the marine environmental sector to further quantify the 

knowledge base available within existing literature.  

Sierra-Correa et al (2015) provide a further example of how systematic review can be used to 

obtain new knowledge from existing literature in the coastal or marine environment. The paper 

conducts a systematic review using PRISMA methodology with a focus on human-

environmental interactions and ecosystem-based adaption for improving coastal planning on 

mangrove coastlines.  

4.3.1 Addressed Environmental Impacts  

All the papers included in the review consider environmental impacts relevant to tidal lagoons; 

this was part of the exclusion/inclusion criteria. One of the key impacts addressed in this 
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literature review is that of water or sediment pollution. The high level of research on this impact 

suggests that it is a common impact in other coastal and marine industries globally and 

therefore should be further investigated in terms of the lagoon industry. Water or sediment 

pollution was not within the top three environmental impacts suggested by the lagoon industry 

in Chapter 3 [126].  

The lagoon industry has indicated that one of the top three most significant impacts that tidal 

lagoons could present in the future is the impact on fish and marine mammals through 

restricted passage and migration, see Chapter 3 [126]. The systematic review in this Chapter 

provides evidence that there is a relatively high number of papers within the body of knowledge 

that provide solutions to address this impact, and therefore the lagoon industry should use this 

knowledge to address the key issue that was raised during the industry engagement. In fact 

both water or sediment pollution and fish and marine mammal impacts have a high number of 

papers and therefore solution options. Conversely, perhaps this provides an explanation as to 

why the industry perspective did not highlight water or sediment pollution as a key impact 

[126], if they are already aware of documented solutions options to address it uncovered in 

this review.  

If we assume that the number of papers for an environmental impact relates to the level of 

research of solution options available for that impact, then the impacts with the lowest number 

of papers are the impacts with the least research on solution options available. These impacts 

may present a higher risk for the lagoon industry. The impacts with the lowest number of 

papers in the review, suggesting the lowest level of research on solution options, are sediment 

regime changes, hydrodynamic change and impacts on habitats and biodiversity. These 

impacts were also highlighted by industry as being the most significant environmental impacts 

that lagoons could present in the future [126].  It can be inferred then that these impacts are 

likely to be key barriers in the development of the lagoon industry unless suitable solution 

options can be found, adapted and applied at lagoon scale.  

Although the number of papers for these key impacts is lower than for other impacts, there are 

still some solutions presented, and therefore solutions available to address these key impacts. 

In addition, the quantity of papers does not necessarily reflect on the quality or quantity of 

solution options presented. The solution options found in the literature should be used as a 

foundation or starting point for a drive and focus towards the development of applied, lagoon-

specific solutions for these key environmental impacts.  

4.3.2 Application of Solutions 

The literature presents a vast global knowledge base, spanning a variety of marine, coastal 

and river industries that could be drawn upon to address the potential environmental impacts 
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that might arise from tidal lagoons in the future. The tidal lagoon industry has the benefit of 

hindsight and learning from other industries with similar environmental impacts. It could and 

should utilise this.  

The lagoon industry at present is very UK-orientated; the developers, regulators, policy 

makers, practitioners and consultants involved are largely based in the UK for now [126], 

however this review has shown there is relevant expertise from other industries worldwide. 

The first-mover country for tidal lagoons will have a significant opportunity to boost its 

indigenous socio-economics via its developed supply chains, increased employment and 

knock on economic gains. This has been planned by TLP in the UK, for  example [119].   

This systematic review into solution options shows a global knowledge base of options 

available to address environmental impacts from other industries. There are clusters of 

expertise on impact solutions all over the world. The nascent lagoon industry should draw 

upon this global expertise. Using, adapting and implementing global knowledge within tidal 

lagoons will help address and progress global goals, such as that of addressing climate 

change. The recent advancements in the UK tidal lagoon industry therefore have global 

relevance. This audience also has solution options and knowledge to provide. Wherever the 

first tidal lagoon is developed they will be able to capitalise not only on the developments made 

in the UK so far but also the existing global expertise. The first movers in this sector will also 

then be world leaders, with a global audience to export skills and knowledge back out to.  

The review shows that the majority of solution options are arising from environmental 

disciplines. This is understandable given that a strong understanding of environmental impacts 

is essential to provide effective solution options. Environmental impacts are likely to have 

multidisciplinary implications, such as on the economic, social, engineering and legal sectors. 

As such, it would be beneficial for the lagoon industry if these sectors were also involved in 

the designing of solution options for environmental impacts, providing a multidisciplinary 

approach to a multidisciplinary issue.  

It was found in Chapter 3 that the majority of industry stakeholders focused on solution options 

related to engineering, site or technology design or compensation and catchment based 

measures [126]. A gap in the industry solution options was presented in the form of those 

relating to operation and maintenance strategies [126] (Figure 28). In contrast, the literature 

presents the majority of solutions to be in the operation and maintenance category. The 

knowledge base within the literature could help fill gaps in the industry’s understanding of 

solution options. 

Combining both the industry understanding on solution options and the solution options found 

within the literature it seems that most bases are covered for addressing the environmental 
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impacts of tidal lagoons. It is important for the lagoon industry to not only draw upon expert 

advice within the industry and from its stakeholders but also to refer and investigate further 

the available literature from other industries. In this way, the lagoon industry can find solution 

options from engineering, site and technology design, operation and maintenance and 

compensation and catchment based measures. This will reduce the number of gaps seen in 

the solution options available. Whilst most bases are covered in this way, the key question is 

now if those solution options are developed and specific enough for applications in the lagoon 

industry.  

Whilst the majority of papers included in this review are reviews themselves, 19% are direct 

observation. This suggests that some of the solution options being presented in the literature 

have also been applied and observed and therefore are not just theoretical ideas. Figure 31 

in the results gives a clearer picture of the number of solution options which are applied as 

opposed to theoretical and lagoon specific as opposed to from other industries. The majority 

of solution options presented in the literature are more advanced than purely theoretical but 

not quite applied yet on a large scale. Similarly, the majority of solutions are in the marine or 

coastal industries but not yet specific for use in the lagoon industry. Over half of the solution 

options in the literature are on the brink of being realistic options for lagoon scenarios in the 

future. Work is required to shift them towards being applied at larger scales and adapting them 

for lagoon specific applications, but they are ready and waiting to be advanced.  

The key message is that even though the lagoon industry is nascent and there is uncertainty 

surrounding its potential environmental impacts, the solution options do not have to be 

completely new, novel or innovative. This chapter suggests that with a relatively small amount 

of development, previously successful solutions applied to similar environmental impacts in 

related industries can be adapted to successfully address any environmental impacts that may 

arise in the future lagoon industry. This review shows that there is a valuable global literature 

resource representing solutions from other industries which should be further investigated for 

tidal lagoons. It is assumed that because of this global resource there will also be global 

expertise potential and a global audience for the first movers to export skills and knowledge 

to. 

4.4 Conclusion 

There is pressure on the lagoon industry, and in particular whichever scheme becomes the 

first lagoon in the world, to ensure that any environmental impacts which may arise are 

addressed successfully. The world’s first lagoon needs to set the precedent on addressing its 

environmental impacts if the future lagoon industry is to flourish sustainably. With no 

operational tidal lagoon data available, there is no guidance on solution options for tidal lagoon 

environmental impacts. This review uses the PRISMA reporting guidelines methodology along 
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with guidance from Collaboration on Environmental Evidence to consider a total of 1114 

papers with a final 77 papers presenting solution options to the environmental impacts likely 

to arise as a result of tidal lagoon development.  

The key environmental impacts according to the industry engagement discussed in Chapter 3 

[126] are also shown in this review to have a reduced level of research available on solution 

options. These could present further concern for the industry and should be a focus for further 

research. Whilst this is a concern, the categories of solution options presented in the literature 

have also been shown to fill a gap in the current industry understanding. 

The global spread of solution options gives the tidal lagoon sector a global audience and arena 

within which to both import and export knowledge and skills. The literature resource on solution 

options is vast and should be a valuable resource for the nascent lagoon industry. Other 

industries have applied similar engineering and technology concepts presenting and 

addressing the same environmental impacts which are expected of tidal lagoons. The lagoon 

industry can benefit from their hindsight and should capitalise on the opportunity to learn from 

this experience.  

To conclude, this chapter quantitatively analyses environmental solution literature to identify 

the extent and relevance of this available research as a resource for the nascent lagoon 

industry. It opens the door on a vast and valuable research resource that the industry should 

be investigating. Over half of the solutions found in this review require only small shifts in their 

development for them to be realistic solution options for the lagoon industry in the future. This 

finding highlights and justifies the need for further investigation into transferable environmental 

management and policy options for application in the lagoon sector.  

4.5 Chapter Summary  

This chapter aimed to address the second research objective, i.e. to determine the solution 

options to the key impacts of tidal lagoons. This was achieved through systematic literature 

review of the transferable solution options from other industries that address similar impacts 

to those likely to arise as a result of tidal lagoons. This method was used as there are currently 

no tidal lagoons in the world with no known lagoon specific solution applications to monitor or 

draw expertise from. A large literature resource was uncovered and quantified, and it is 

recommended that this resource be investigated further and utilised within the nascent lagoon 

industry.  

The solution options uncovered in this chapter are documented in a database on Zenodo [189]. 

Whilst an initial consideration of their applicability and relevance for lagoons has been 

undertaken this database does not provide a methodology to allow comparison and selection 
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of the different solution options. The next section of the research presented in Chapter 5 

considers how solutions can be selected, analysed and valued through a basic Multi-Criteria 

Decision Analysis (MCDA) for selection of solutions followed by a Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) 

of solution option combinations. This CBA also includes consideration of the wider 

environmental implications of solution options and comprehensive ecosystem service 

assessment (ESA) and valuation (ESV).  
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5 Solution Assessment & Valuation 

5.1 Introduction  

Through industry engagement Chapter 3 identified the key impacts of tidal lagoons. Chapter 

4 explored solution options to these impacts through systematic literature review of 

transferable options from other industries. The impacts have been identified, a database of 

solutions to address them created; the next stage of the research is to determine how to select 

and assess these solution options. This chapter builds on the previous research and aims to 

address the third and final objective to:  

• Assess solution option combinations for addressing the key impacts of tidal lagoons  

Traditional parameters considered in solution selection include: solution cost, development 

stage, applicability to the development (relevance), likely success and level of uncertainty. The 

first section of this Chapter applies a multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) to select two 

groups of solution options, considering these traditional parameters. The first group of 

solutions is deemed to be ‘optimal’ (Group A) in terms of the traditional parameters (low cost, 

well developed, relevant, successful and certain), the second group is deemed ‘less-optimal’ 

(Group B). The MCDA demonstrates a method of selecting a group of targeted solution options 

from a large database of solutions that addresses the key impacts of tidal lagoons. The 

database of solutions selected from is that which was created in Chapter 4. Groups of solutions 

have been selected rather than treating the solutions individually, this allows for consideration 

of the cumulative influence of solutions applied and to allow for solutions to address each of 

the key impacts to be considered simultaneously, it was also deemed an appropriate approach 

given the time constraints of the research.  

Lagoons have the opportunity to be multi-use, multi-function, multi-disciplinary projects. The 

environmental impacts of lagoons and the solutions implemented to address them will have 

significant wider environmental, social and economic implications (both positive and negative). 

It is therefore worthwhile considering this wider ‘value’ in solution comparison, appraisal and 

selection.  

In order to represent this wider value, the next stage of the research implements an ecosystem 

service assessment (ESA) and example valuation (ESV) which weights up the costs and 

benefits (CBA) of the marginal changes to ecosystem services as a result of solution 

implementation. Note this is not the costs and benefits of the financial cost of the solutions, it 

is the costs and benefits to the change in ecosystem services only. This wider assessment is 

undertaken on the two different solution groups selected during the MCDA (‘optimal’ Group A 
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and ‘less optimal’ Group B). In this way, it can be determined if capturing the wider 

environmental, social and economic ‘value’ of solutions changes our understanding of what is 

‘optimal’ and therefore the ‘optimisation’ of lagoons. This research demonstrates a 

methodology for selecting, assessing and comparing solution options to the environmental 

impacts of tidal lagoons and is to allow for further development of the knowledge in the sector 

and as a demonstration of how the wider value could begin to be captured in these 

developments. If it were to be applied in practice it would be set within the context of robust 

site-specific data and information. Given the values in this research are based on literature 

findings and assumptions the exact figures and values within should not be relied upon or any 

weight placed on them, the descriptive side of the ecosystem services is where the research 

is aiming to focus.  

Part of this research was presented at the International Conference on Coastal Engineering 

(ICCE), see Appendix 8 and 9. The majority of this section of the research has been carried 

out in two main spreadsheets; both are made available to the reader with author permissions, 

should they require more information or further detail on the example values used, as follows:  

• MCDA and solution selection of ‘optimal’ (Group A) and ‘less-optimal’ (Group B) [214] 

• ESA, ESV and CBA of solution groups A and B: [215] 

This Chapter follows a standard layout: introduction, methodology, results and discussion but 

also includes a brief background on the analysis tools implemented in the research. The 

Chapter is unavoidably table-heavy, the reader is encouraged to view the spreadsheets in 

which the work is presented as many of the tables are transferred from these.  

5.2 Research Tools: Brief Background  

MCDA is a popular tool which allows consideration of multidisciplinary and multi-unit criteria in 

decision making, it is often used in the sustainable development sector [86]. MCDA was 

chosen for the first selection of the solution groups for this reason, its ability to compare 

otherwise incomparable criteria such as: solution cost, development stage, applicability to the 

development, likely success and level of uncertainty for all the solution options for each 

environmental impact with one tool. MCDA can also be used to include environmental criteria 

such as ecosystem services, but this research has chosen to focus on this side of the research 

with a more specific, representative and detailed Ecosystem Service Assessment.  

Other alternatives to MCDA, such as decision trees, only using cost parameters, or taking 

each solution individually for each of the criteria was deemed either not comprehensive 

enough or too time consuming for the purpose of this research, making the results not 

proportionate to the time needed to get to them. MCDA was deemed both time efficient and 
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comprehensive enough for the scope of this research. One other advantage of MCDA 

(although not implemented in this research) is its ability to assign weightings to different criteria 

based on individual or project objectives. If this process were to be applied in practice, it is 

likely that weightings would be used, it is often difficult to provide strong justification, reasoning 

or references behind the different weightings when they are assigned and so this is often a 

major criticism of MCDA as a decision tool. Given that weightings can be based on personal 

preference and can have a strong influence on the final outcomes of the process there is a 

risk of introducing strong biases into the process and tweaking the final results to suit personal 

objectives. This is perhaps more sensitive in situations where developments are strongly 

linked to political influences or strong public opposition.  

The next stage of the research uses the ecosystem service approach to incorporate the wider 

environmental aspect of solution implementation into the assessment and decision-making 

process. The Ecosystem Service Assessment (ESA) allows the impact solutions have on the 

environment and the knock-on impact of these on society to be described and quantified in 

terms of ecosystem services. Whilst MCDA can incorporate environmental and social aspects, 

it was deemed that an ESA would be a more thorough and detailed way to consider the true 

impact of the solutions on the marginal changes to the ecosystem services. However, as is 

recommended later in this research, results of an ESA can then be used to inform which 

targeted criteria could be input into the MCDA process to represent the environmental and 

social aspects, which in practice would stream line the process and allow for only one tool or 

method to be used e.g. MCDA. If one tool is used, this allows for easier direct comparison 

between different scenarios, different projects or different sites.  

To provide a single unit for the information in an ESA, where relevant and proportionate to do 

so, it is possible to attach monetary values to the marginal changes in ecosystem services as 

a result of solution implementation. It is vital to note here that these monetary values obtained 

are only a very small part of the overall process and should not be focused on or taken as the 

final message. If this were to be applied in practice any monetary values which are obtained 

through an ESV should always be set back into the comprehensive and detailed setting of the 

descriptive ESA and would always be based on robust data sets and information which is site 

specific. This research presents the monetary values which were obtained based on the 

findings of an ESA as the final step in the process. The emphasis of this research is on the 

descriptive ESA and not the monetary values which are provided for demonstration of the 

process only, due to them being based on literature findings and a set of assumptions and 

not on robust site specific data. As such if more detail on the methodology of obtaining the 

exact monetary values is of interest to the reader, they should refer to the Appendix 11 or the 

Zenodo spreadsheet [215].  It is not included in the main body of the thesis, to avoid too much 

emphasis being placed on the monetary values by the reader.   
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The majority of this chapter and the main value of the research is obtained in description of 

the changes to ecosystem services as a result of solution implementation, these are then 

quantified in terms of likely significance and, where proportionate and relevant to do so and 

for demonstration only, they are valued (monetary values attached). This process should not 

end with the monetary values as the key message as is commonly understood [98,216,217] 

but that these should then be set back into the context of the descriptive and quantified 

assessment.  

The main negatives of using the ecosystem service approach is the amount of uncertainty, 

error and potential subjectivity involved in the process, this can be particularly dangerous if 

monetary values are assigned and then set out of context of the descriptive ESA or too much 

weight is placed on the monetary values out of context of the background story. This research 

recognises this danger and attempts to place more emphasis on the descriptive ESA side of 

the research throughout the process and provides only a small example of how monetary 

values could be assigned as a demonstration. The output values are only as good as the input 

information.  

5.3 Methodology 

The research included an MCDA for solution selection, an ESA for assessment of solutions 

and an ESV and CBA for valuation, appraisal and comparison of solution options. The 

methodology is structured to allow a walkthrough of this process.  

5.3.1 Solution Selection (MCDA)  

Prior to the start of the MCDA, the database of solution options created in Chapter 4 was 

upgraded to make it more ‘usable’ to the industry. This included combining it with the key 

impacts database in Chapter 3, showing the solution options alongside each key 

environmental impact. The database is now searchable and is in use as a ‘look-up’ tool for 

solution options to key environmental impacts of lagoons. Additional features were added to 

this, including site parameters that could provide early indication of an environmental impact 

should a lagoon be developed there, and a list of indirect environmental impacts linked to each 

key impact. An example of this is for the key impact of ‘sediment regime changes’, where there 

are early site indications of ‘high turbidity’ and ‘high sedimentation and transport rates’ with 

indirect impacts such as ‘benthic habitat loss’, ‘coastal erosion’ etc. This updated look up tool 

is part-of and incorporated into the MCDA spreadsheet [214].  

To select different solution options for the key environmental impacts to allow for later 

assessment, valuation and comparison a MCDA was undertaken on the solutions look-up 

database. The criteria used in the decision analysis were as follows: solution cost, solution 
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stage of development, solution relevance, solution likely success, level of indirect impacts 

addressed and level of uncertainty.  

Table 12 below shows the criteria used and the ranked ‘optimisation score’ assigned to them. 

The preferred way of assigning values would be based on lagoon specific data; however the 

lagoon industry is in its infancy and this data is not available. The next best approach was 

deemed to be to use the relevant chosen criteria and assign a rank based on author judgement 

and literature resources.  

The bands for the criteria were set using working examples form the resource of literature 

obtained during the previous chapters on solution and environmental impact investigation 

alongside expert author and colleague judgement. The cost bands for example were provided 

based on an upper and lower limit from key confidential industry knowledge with reasonable 

bands then set within these. The addressed % impact level considered the list of indirect 

impacts against each environmental impact and how each solution might address these, for 

example if all of the indirect impacts would be addressed by a solution it was deemed that this 

would score 100% on the addressed impact level, if the solution addressed none of the indirect 

impacts on the list, this scored 0%. The list of indirect impacts can be found next to each 

environmental impact in the MCDA spreadsheet [214]. Figure 32 shows an example of indirect 

impacts list related to the environmental impact ‘sediment regime changes’. The development 

stage was based purely on the information provided about the solution from the resource it 

was obtained from, this usually provided information of if the solution had already been applied 

in practice, only the most up to date resources were used and google searches of each solution 

confirmed its development stage. The relevant to lagoon criteria was based on author 

judgement, any solution which had been applied to a barrage, lagoon or hydroelectric site was 

deemed highly relevant. Any solutions in the marine industry that could be easily adapted to 

lagoons the next relevant, not easily adapted after that, from another industry and easily 

Optimisation 
Score 

Cost 
Range  

Development 
Stage  

Relevance to 
Lagoons 

Likely 
Success 

Addressed 
Impact Level 

1 > £5m Theoretical  Other Industry, 
not easily 
adapted to 
lagoons  

Low <10% of 
impacts 
addressed  

2 £1m to 
£5m  

Tested Other industry, 
easily adapted 

Low- 
Medium 

10% - 25% 
impacts 
addressed  

3 £100k to 
£1m 

Applied at small 
scale  

Marine 
industry, not 
easily adapted  

Medium 25% - 50% 
impacts 
addressed  

4 £1k to 
£100k 

Applied at full 
scale <10 years 

Marine 
industry, easily 
adapted  

Medium - 
High 

50% - 75% 
impacts 
addressed  

5 ≤ £1k Applied at full 
scale >10 years 

Barrage, 
lagoon or 
hydro specific 

High 75%-100% 
impacts 
addressed 
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adapted following and finally the least relevant solutions were those that were from another 

industry completely and would not be easily adapted to a lagoon scenario. Likely success was 

based on development stage and lagoon relevance, author judgement was used here, a 

solution that is only theoretical and is not relevant to lagoons and not expected to be easily 

adapted is likely to have a low likely success.  

Table 12 MCDA optimisation parameters and scoring scale 

 

It is possible to assign weights to the criteria, but for this analysis the weights are equal. 

Arguably the lagoon industry is still in its infancy and so it is impossible to sensibly assign 

weights at this stage, in addition it is a decision makers preference based on project specific 

goals as to what weights are assigned. This research is a demonstration of methodology to 

consider solutions on a high level, as such weights have not been assigned.  

Every environmental impact has several solution options that can address it. Each solution 

option for each key environmental impact was scored 1-5 across all of the criteria in  

Table 12, see Figure 32 for an example run through of this methodology. These scores were 

assigned based on judgement/ opinion with guidance from the literature which the solutions 

were sourced from. The average of these scores was taken and this provided the overall 

optimisation score for that solution. A high optimisation score meant a solution of low cost, 

high development stage, relevant lagoon application, successfully implemented previously 

and ability to address the majority of the indirect impacts, and vice versa for an overall low 

optimisation score.  

Given that this process is highly subjective, uncertainty was considered throughout the 

process. Uncertainty surrounding the solution, the key environmental impact and the cost of 

Optimisation 
Score 

Cost 
Range  

Development 
Stage  

Relevance to 
Lagoons 

Likely 
Success 

Addressed 
Impact Level 

1 > £5m Theoretical  Other Industry, 
not easily 
adapted to 
lagoons  

Low <10% of 
impacts 
addressed  

2 £1m to 
£5m  

Tested Other industry, 
easily adapted 

Low- 
Medium 

10% - 25% 
impacts 
addressed  

3 £100k to 
£1m 

Applied at small 
scale  

Marine 
industry, not 
easily adapted  

Medium 25% - 50% 
impacts 
addressed  

4 £1k to 
£100k 

Applied at full 
scale <10 years 

Marine 
industry, easily 
adapted  

Medium - 
High 

50% - 75% 
impacts 
addressed  

5 ≤ £1k Applied at full 
scale >10 years 

Barrage, 
lagoon or 
hydro specific 

High 75%-100% 
impacts 
addressed 

Optimisation 
Score 

Cost 
Range  

Development 
Stage  

Relevance to 
Lagoons 

Likely 
Success 

Addressed 
Impact Level 

1 > £5m Theoretical  Other Industry, 
not easily 
adapted to 
lagoons  

Low <10% of 
impacts 
addressed  

2 £1m to 
£5m  

Tested Other industry, 
easily adapted 

Low- 
Medium 

10% - 25% 
impacts 
addressed  

3 £100k to 
£1m 

Applied at small 
scale  

Marine 
industry, not 
easily adapted  

Medium 25% - 50% 
impacts 
addressed  

4 £1k to 
£100k 

Applied at full 
scale <10 years 

Marine 
industry, easily 
adapted  

Medium - 
High 

50% - 75% 
impacts 
addressed  

5 ≤ £1k Applied at full 
scale >10 years 

Barrage, 
lagoon or 
hydro specific 

High 75%-100% 
impacts 
addressed 
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the solution was taken into consideration again using a simple 1-5 scoring system (5=high 

uncertainty, 4=medium- high, 3=medium, 2= medium-low, 1=low). This uncertainty score 

acted as ‘error bands’ around the overall optimisation scoring. Figure 32 shows an example 

run through of this method and results for one key impact. This process was undertaken for 

all the key impacts of tidal lagoons. Whilst there are other, arguably more robust ways of 

monitoring uncertainty, such as the Monte Carlo approach as an example, this approach was 

deemed appropriate given the lack of accurate mathematical data available on the solution 

options (such as probabilities) and the timescales available for the research/proportionate 

amount of value it would add to the research findings.  

The most optimal solutions were selected based on the highest optimisation score for each 

impact; if two scores were the same, then the one with the lowest uncertainty was chosen. 

The less-optimal solutions were selected based on the lowest optimisation score for each 

impact; if two scores were the same, the one with the highest uncertainty was chosen. In this 

way a most ‘optimal’ and a ‘less optimal’ solution was chosen for each key environmental 

impact. The optimal solutions for each impact were grouped together (Group A) and the less 

optimal solutions also grouped (Group B).  
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Figure 32 Example run-through of MCDA solution analysis for selection of optimal (Group A) and less optimal (Group B) solutions: Example for one impact (Sediment Regime Changes)  
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5.3.2 Solution Assessment (ESA)  

The MCDA produced two groups of solutions. The next stage of the research begins to 

describe and quantify the wider environmental, socio-economic ‘value’ of the solution options 

in terms of their impact on the marginal changes to the provision of ecosystem services. This 

section of the research applies the ecosystem service approach through a proportionate and 

relevant ecosystem service assessment (ESA) of the solution option groups (A and B) that 

address the environmental impacts of tidal lagoons.  

The ESA first considers both the positive and negative EsS provided by a lagoon with no 

solution options (baseline) and then considers the marginal change of these services as a 

result of the implementation of solution groups A and B. The marginal change is assessed, 

not the absolute change as is recommended practice [216]. This assessment is based around 

the EsS provided at the operational stage of a lagoon only; the construction and 

decommissioning stages are not taken into consideration as they are thought to be temporary 

in terms of the implications for EsS.  

The first stage of the ESA is to define a baseline by identifying the key ecosystem services 

that a tidal lagoon will provide if no solution options are implemented. We can then compare 

this baseline to a lagoon with solution from group A and from group B. Whilst the assessment 

is intentionally high level and not specific to any one lagoon project, where guidance or 

parameters were required Swansea Bay lagoon was used as a reference. See section 2.6.1 

for more information on Swansea Bay lagoon.  The EsS were identified using standard lists 

from literature sources as follows:  

• UKNEA guidance [96] 

• Natural Resource Wales ecosystem approach guidance [218,219] 

• Green Book Principles [220] 

• Environment Agency’s Benefits Inventory [221] 

The final list used is based largely on the EsS from the Green Book [220], with only the EsS 

relevant to lagoons selected for the research, this was based on author judgement. The level 

of detail in the Green Book [220] was deemed sufficient for this study, it was thought that the 

expanded divisions in the CICES [94] were not required. This is made up of regulating, 

provisioning and cultural EsS, supporting EsS are not included in the assessment as they 

underpin the other services and so are excluded to avoid duplication.  

Once a baseline list of EsS that a lagoon could influence was created it was determined if 

these were likely to be positive or negative. For example, a lagoon provides energy which is a 

positive EsS provision (benefit), but it could also result in reduced water quality within the 
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lagoon, which is a negative EsS (cost). These are the costs and benefits which are weighed 

against each other later on in the ESV. A standard scoring system proposed by Defra [222] 

was used to assess the EsS provided by the baseline (Table 13). This method allows both 

benefits and costs to be labelled (+ or -), in addition to providing a rough indication on the 

expected significance of those (+ Vs ++). This is comparing the costs and benefits to changes 

to ecosystem services, not the actual financial ‘costs’ of a lagoon. However, the ESA and ESV 

document does contain consideration of solution capital and operational cost (CAPEX and 

OPEX) in the final tabs within the Zenodo file [215] to give an idea of relative magnitude. The 

majority of costs for solutions are expected to be relatively insignificant as it is assumed that 

some would be already ‘built in’ to a baseline lagoon, so the additional ‘cost’ would be related 

to change in ecosystem service e.g. flushing and sluicing more frequently will not alter the 

financial cost dramatically but will reduce the ecosystem service provision of energy 

generation.  

Table 13 Scoring system used in the ESA, based on system proposed by Defra 

Score  Assessment of likely impact  

++ Potential significant positive effect 

+ Potential positive effect 

0 Negligible effect 

- Potential negative effect 

-- Potential significant negative effect  

 

Following this, the marginal change to those baseline ecosystem services as a result of 

solution group implementation was then described. The aim of this is to describe how the 

ecosystem services (both + and -) are likely to change due to different solution groups being 

implemented. The marginal change was assessed using the same scoring system as the 

baseline (Table 13). Each individual solution within each group was assessed in this way. The 

results show clear indication of whether a solution implementation is likely to have a positive 

or negative impact on the EsS of a baseline lagoon and provides indication of the likely 

significance of that change. Here we begin to consider the more global implications of a 

lagoon, in terms of the ecosystem services they provide. For example, the benefits of climate 

change and increase in low carbon energy. This assessment feeds directly into the example 

ecosystem service valuation which attempts to demonstrate that these marginal changes can 

be monetised, where proportionate and relevant to do so.  
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5.3.3 Solution Valuation (ESV and CBA) 

The ESA will develop a baseline description of the EsS provided by a lagoon with no solutions 

implemented, whether those EsS were costs (negatives) or benefits (positives) and the likely 

significance of these. The ESA will also describe the type and significance of the marginal 

changes to those EsS as a result of implementation of solution groups A and B. The next stage 

of the research aims to further quantify and monetise these marginal changes to the 

ecosystem service provision of  a lagoon where proportionate and relevant to do so. In this 

Chapter of the research all of the EsS are described, it is only possible to quantify a few and 

only proportionate and relevant to monetise fewer still, Figure 33.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 14 shows a list of the EsS and which of these have been described, quantified and 

monetised. Table 14 demonstrates that the monetary value result will represent only the few 

EsS that it was possible, proportionate and relevant to monetise. In particular, the cultural 

services prove difficult to quantify and monetise, given they are highly subjective, largely 

qualitative non-market parameters.  It is vital that this value is always set back into the context 

Describe  

Quantify 

Monetize 

Figure 33 Ecosystem services order of assessment 
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of the qualitative picture built in the ESA and that the monetary values are not taken as stand-

alone. The results of the ESV will be presented alongside the ESA and discussed within that 

context only. If more details of the actual cost figures are required a substantive section has 

been added to Appendix 11. This is not presented in the main text, in an attempted to keep 

the focus on the descriptive side of the ESV and not the final monetary figures.  

Throughout the ESV and CBA industry-standard guidance from a variety of standards and 

sources was followed. The main guidance used is by HM Treasury (Green Book) [220], Defra 

[223], Eftec [224–226], Environment Agency [221] and Natural Resource Wales [218,219]. All 

of the information used in this analysis is desktop information taken from published literature, 

i.e. no primary data collection was undertaken. The EsS monetisation methodology involves 

extraction of values from literature and adapting based on a set of assumptions. 

Table 14 List of the ecosystem services used in this research and the level of 
assessment/valuation undertaken. Green shows level, grey shows those not included. 

Ecosystem 
Service Type 

Ecosystem Services 
Full List 

Described  Quantified  Monetised/valued 

Provisioning Food: (Aquaculture)  Yes  Yes Yes 

Food: (Fish) Yes Yes Yes 

Fibre/Fuel  Not relevant to 
lagoons 

n/a n/a 

Biochemicals  Not relevant to 
lagoons 

n/a n/a 

Genetic Resources  Not relevant to 
lagoons 

n/a n/a 

Ornamental 
Resources  

Not relevant to 
lagoons 

n/a n/a 

Energy Generation  Yes Yes Yes 

Regulating Air Quality  Yes Yes Yes 

Climate regulation - 
CO2e emissions 

Yes Yes Yes 

Climate regulation - 
Carbon sequestration  

Yes Yes Yes 

Erosion/Sediment 
control  

Yes Yes Yes 

Water quality  Yes Yes Yes 

Water regulation  Duplication with 
flood protection 

n/a n/a 

Natural Hazard 
Protection (Flooding) 

Yes  Yes Yes 

Bioremediation  Not relevant to 
lagoons 

n/a n/a 

Cultural  Spiritual/Religious 
value  

Not relevant to 
lagoons 

n/a n/a 

Inspiration for art Not relevant to 
lagoons 

n/a n/a 

Social Relations Yes  No – subjective and 
likely insignificant 

No – subjective and 
likely insignificant 

 Aesthetic Value  Subject to opinion – 
cannot say. 
Solutions not 
expected to have 
large aesthetic 
impact compared to 
baseline 

No - subjective No - subjective 
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Table 15 shows the methodology and assumptions for this analysis for all the monetised EsS 

and associated references, a substantive explanation section has also been added to 

Appendix 11 should further explanation be required. The full ESV excel file with all the 

calculations undertaken and all the relevant references can also be viewed on Zenodo [2]. In 

addition, a full list of literature sources for each solution can be found in a research map in 

Appendix 11. The following key considerations were kept in mind throughout the analysis:  

• All monetary values represent additional change relative to the baseline of a lagoon 

with no solutions and are therefore marginal values due to solution implementation, 

not absolute values 

• The literature sources of economic values in this analysis and the quality of the 

methodology used to obtain those economic values is important and only reputable 

sources with sound methodology were used. All references are provided 

• The economic values found in literature may need to be adjusted to represent the 

project’s tidal lagoon application, all assumptions on adjustment are provided 

• The risk of double counting and duplication needs to be considered at all stages of 

valuation. This is documented within the analysis spreadsheet [2]. 

• The delivery of changes over time cannot be overlooked. This will be taken into 

consideration in the CBA section  

• All changes to EsS are described, some are quantified and some can be monetised. 

Any monetary results need to be set back into the context of the qualitative description 

in the ESA 

• The valuation contains several assumptions with uncertainty and subjectivity 

throughout. All assumptions are clearly stated and uncertainty tracked at each stage 

of the process within the spreadsheet [2]. 

• The actual financial cost of the solutions themselves is not included directly in the 

ESV. The analysis aims to weigh up the costs and benefits to the change in ecosystem 

service provision only. However, the solution financial costs are still considered 

descriptively in order to provide an idea of relative magnitude of any potential benefits 

or costs to the ecosystem services (see Zenodo tabs CAPEX and OPEX [215]). It is 

Cultural heritage Yes Not relevant or 
possible to quantify 

Not relevant or 
possible to monetise 

Education and 
Research  

Yes Not relevant or 
possible to quantify 

Not relevant or 
possible to monetise 

Heritage & 
archaeology  

Yes Not possible to 
quantify 

Not possible to 
monetise 

Health Benefits  Yes Likely duplication 
with recreation also 
likely not to provide 
additional benefits 
as national scale 

Likely duplication with 
recreation also likely 
not to provide 
additional benefits as 
national scale 

Recreation & Tourism  Yes Yes Yes 
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expected that the majority of solution financial costs will be relatively insignificant when 

compared to the baseline. It is assumed for the purposes of this research that the 

‘costs’ are in terms of the change in ecosystem service provisions e.g. flushing and 

sluicing more frequently to reduce sedimentation will not alter the financial cost 

dramatically compared to a baseline scenario which already includes this regime, but 

will reduce the ecosystem service provision of energy generation (which is what is 

being assessed and compared in this analysis). If this were to be applied in practice 

accurate industry data on the actual financial cost of solutions could be included within 

the ESV to directly set the context for any gains or losses in ecosystem services in 

terms of monetary value, perhaps incorporating expert engagement to allow a more 

accurate idea of the scale of potential ‘value’ added to ecosystem service provision 

and if that is greater than actual solution financial cost. Again, the research aims to 

focus on the descriptive side of the ESVs and not the actual monetary values. Whilst 

the financial costs of solutions is considered to set the research into context, it is not 

an area which is focused on in the research.  

Once the changes to the baseline ecosystem services as a result of implementation of the 

solution group were monetised into per annum figures (+£ and -£) they were then weighed up 

against each other and set over a 100-year timeline. The Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) 

compares the costs (negative values) and benefits (positive values) of the ecosystem service 

change, using a declining discount rate (starting at 3.5%) over 100 years, as advised by the 

Green Book and informed by the lifespan of a typical lagoon. The per annum figures used 

were first converted into 2018 values, as some of the sources of economic values were from 

older literature. 
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Table 15 List of methods/assumptions made for each ecosystem service in terms of the baseline and the marginal changes as a result of 

implementation of the two solution groups, see Appendix 11 for further explanation if required. 

 

Monetised 
Ecosystem 
Services 

Baseline  
Assumptions/Method 

Group A Assumption/Method Group B 
Assumption/Method 

Notes Source Confidence level 

Food 
(aquacultur
e)  

Overall Benefit. Aquaculture 
production at the lagoon is 
expected to be equivalent in 
value per year as an average 
Welsh aquaculture enterprise  

None of the solutions implemented 
will influence the baseline  

Assumed that urea 
fertilisation will increase 
productivity of aquaculture 
by 33% in the months in 
which it is applied. 
Assuming urea fertilisation 
applied twice a year 
 
None of the other 
solutions in this group are 
thought to influence food 
compared to the baseline 

Urea 
fertilisation 
is not 
sustainabl
e and the 
benefits 
are 
relatively 
short term 
(25 years) 

[206,227
–230] 

LOW- MEDIUM based on ocean 
fertilisation experiments using urea 
on sea water in bottles, lots of 
variation in terms of actual 
application in the sea, lots of 
variation per site etc. Medium 
confidence in aquaculture 
production information as based 
on actual data on previous Welsh 
aquaculture production 

Food 
(fishing) 

Overall Benefit. The value of fish 
caught will be the same as that 
of a recent study on fish catch at 
Swansea bay 

No change in fish catch as a result 
of implementation of solutions, 
only sustainability of fish 
population to allow continued 
catch. Expected that fish will be 
caught elsewhere, no additional 
change  

Assuming urea fertilisation 
increases primary 
productivity by 33% and 
this in turn increases fish 
population (23%). 
Assuming 10% lost at 
each trophic level 
 
None of the other 
solutions in this group are 
thought to influence food 
compared to the baseline 

Urea 
fertilisation 
is not 
sustainabl
e and the 
benefits 
are 
relatively 
short term 
(25 years) 

[206,228
–231] 

LOW based on ocean fertilisation 
experiments using urea on sea 
water in bottles, lots of variation in 
terms of actual application in the 
sea. In addition, uncertainty 
around implications moving across 
trophic levels. Strong confidence 
in baseline assumptions on fishing 
industry at Swansea bay 

Energy Overall Benefit. Estimated 
energy generation from 
Swansea bay lagoon, TLP 

Assuming that flushing and 
sluicing will pause energy 
generation. Likely already flushing 

None of the solutions in 
this group are thought to 
influence energy 

None 
 

[9,183,2
32,233] 

LOW-MEDIUM Based on TLP’s 
Technical Notes, could contain 
some bias. Sedimentation study is 
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values. Price for that energy 
generation from literature source 

and sluicing in baseline. Additional 
10% assumed for addressing 
sedimentation impact 
 
Temporal zonation assumed to 
pause energy generation for 
sporting events. Assuming 3 
events a year i.e. 3 days of no 
energy generation  
 
Found in the literature that turbine 
technology to address fish impacts 
is as efficient at generating energy 
as baseline turbines would be  
 
The other solutions in this group 
thought not to impact energy 
generation  

generation when 
compared to the baseline  
 
 

based on that required in a 
barrage/reservoir system and may 
not be the exact same scale in a 
lagoon  

Air Quality Overall Benefit. PM10 
(Particulate Matter) avoided due 
to displacement of fossil fuel. 
PM10 emissions from fossil fuels 
in 2015 and total GWh of energy 
from fossil fuels in 2015 to give 
PM10 per GWh. Use of 
Swansea GWh estimated 
generation gives total PM10 
avoided. Standard government 
damage cost of PM10 avoided 
then used to monetise  

Used the change in energy 
generation of the scenarios as 
calculation directly linked  

Used the change in 
energy generation of the 
scenarios as calculation 
directly linked  

None  [46,234–
237] 

MEDIUM based on energy 
generation scenarios, DUKES 
data and UK government 
emissions data 

Carbon 
Regulation 

Overall Benefit. Literature 
sourced tonne of carbon dioxide 
equivalent emissions (CO2e) for 
each fuel type. Assuming a 
lagoon would replace gas, value 
sourced for tCO2e/MWh of gas 
production. Swansea Bay 

Used the change in energy 
generation of the scenarios as 
calculation directly linked 

Used the change in 
energy generation of the 
scenarios as calculation 
directly linked 

None [238] HIGH value taken from up to date 
literature and applied to Swansea 
Bay statistics. Scenarios 
determined based on changes in 
energy generation already 
calculated  
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energy generation figures used 
to give total avoided emissions. 
Predicted carbon prices used to 
monetise (£/tCO2e) 

Carbon 
Sequestrati
on 

Overall Negative. Swansea Bay 
regulation assessment assumed 
habitat impacted will be sand 
dunes (20%) and 
intertidal/subtidal benthic 
ecology (80%). Assume that a 
baseline development will result 
in all habitat sequestration 
benefits provided currently being 
lost. Reference found on carbon 
storage of different habitats. 
Predicted price of future carbon 
used to monetise 

None of the solutions implemented 
will influence the baseline  

Ecosystem restoration 
solution in this group 
assumed to change the 
carbon sequestration 
service compared to the 
baseline. It is assumed 
that this solution will 
restore the sand dune 
habitat lost due to baseline 
development and 
therefore save 20% of lost 
sequestration compared to 
the baseline. Reducing the 
severity of the negative 
impact 

Assumed 
that 
additional 
carbon 
sequestrat
ion only 
occurs 
when 
habitat is 
developing
. Once 
mature it 
is carbon 
balance. 
(first 40 
years).  

[238–
240] 

MEDIUM based on habitat 
regulation assessment for 
Swansea and standard carbon 
sequestration values for different 
habitats by Natural England. Some 
assumptions made about the 
exact make up of Swansea Bay 
lagoon habitat disturbance though, 
giving medium confidence level 
and not high. For example, 
assumed habitat made up of 20% 
sand dunes and 80% intertidal 
habitat. Also assumed that 
restoration will result in 100% of 
sand dune restoration back to 
baseline condition and extent 

Erosion 
control/ 
Sedimentati
on 

Overall Negative. Assumed that 
sedimentation within the lagoon 
will occur. TLP report on area of 
expected dredging required, and 
that maintenance dredging will 
occur every two years. Found 
cost of dredging in paper on 
sediment management in 
reservoirs (£/m3) 

The solutions in this group are 
expected to reduce the need for 
dredging shown in the baseline 
scenario by 10%. These include 
flushing and sluicing and 
environmental impact dredging.  
 
The other solutions are assumed 
not to influence required dredging 
activity  

The solutions in this group 
are not thought to have a 
significant impact on the 
sedimentation of a lagoon 
compared to the baseline 
scenario.  

None [183,241
,242] 

MEDIUM. TLP’s own figures for 
quantities so high confidence in 
amount of dredging required. 
Medium confidence in cost figures 
as based on US values for 
dredging of reservoirs. Assumption 
made that flushing and sluicing will 
reduce need for dredging by 10%, 
low confidence in this as depends 
on the site-specific characteristics 
and sediment regime 

Water 
Quality 

Overall Negative. No baseline is 
required here as can use the 
Environment Agency’s NWEBS 
tool which provides monetisation 
of marginal changes to water 
quality. It includes assessment 

Assumed that 4 receptors are 
influenced (all excluding recreation 
and fish) and that these are 
changed from poor to moderate  

Assumed that 4 receptors 
are influenced (all 
excluding recreation and 
fish) and that these are 
changed from poor to 
good  

The 
quality of 
the 
change 
was 
decided 

[243] MEDIUM following the 
Environment Agency tool on water 
appraisal. Making assumptions 
about receptors influenced and 
quality of the change 
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of 6 ecological components: fish, 
invertebrates, plant 
communities, water clarity, flow 
of water and recreation. To 
avoid duplication recreation and 
fish are removed from this 
analysis as monetised 
elsewhere. The number of 
receptors and the quality of the 
improvement changes 
depending on solution group 
implemented 

based on 
author 
opinion 

Flood 
Protection 

Overall Benefit. Likely to be 
major benefit, difficult to quantify 
without in-depth flood risk 
modelling, also baseline 
estimation is not required as 
only need to determine marginal 
change as a result of solution 
implementation 

Expected that flushing, sluicing 
and dredging in this group will 
improve the flood protection 
service provided. However likely 
that these will already be in the 
baseline to some extent and 
impossible to determine the 
marginal increase of these. It is 
also expected to be small 
insignificant increase and so not 
monetised 

Ecosystem based 
adaption/restoration to 
protect coastlines from 
inundation will improve the 
flood protection ecosystem 
service compared to the 
baseline. A case study 
(Medmerry restoration) 
showed that a 500ha 
restoration site can reduce 
public spend on flood 
defence maintenance by 
£300,000/year. Assuming 
500ha is restored 

None [85] LOW big assumption that 
implementation of restoration in 
Group B will be similar in scale, 
extent and success to the 
Medmerry reserve example.  

Tourism & 
Recreation 

Overall Benefit. Expected annual 
visitors from literature of other 
tidal tourist sites and TLP own 
predictions (gives a range). A 
study found on economic impact 
of visitors to a lagoon – 
monetisation values taken from 
here. The baseline is 
conservative estimate 

Assumed that spatial zonation, 
safer turbines and relocation/re-
routing of vessels will increase 
visitor numbers due to more 
opportunity for safe eco-tourism 
and sporting activities. The 
optimistic estimate for visitor 
numbers from the literature was 
used for this group of solutions  

Assumed that promotion 
of keystone species and 
building of green corridors 
may increase eco-tourism 
at the site marginal above 
the baseline, but not as 
much as increase seen in 
Group A. Medium estimate 
of visitor numbers used for 
this group of solutions  

None [18,48] MEDIUM. Visitor numbers and 
monetisation of that from literature 
sources. Actual changes in visitor 
numbers as a result of solution 
implementation is own judgement, 
but is bound within ranges from 
the literature  
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5.4 Results  

The MCDA allowed for two groups of solutions to be selected from the solutions database 

created in Chapter 4. Table 16 shows the solution groups selected alongside their relative 

optimisation score and level of uncertainty. Group A is the ‘optimal’ solution group, group B is 

the ‘less optimal’ group.  

Table 16 Results of the MCDA solution selection, see Zenodo for full excel [214] 

 

It can be seen in Table 16 that the solution options in group B have lower optimisation scores 

than in Group A in addition to a higher uncertainty band. The solutions in group B are therefore 

deemed to be ‘less-optimal’ in terms of the traditional decision criteria used (solution cost, 

solution stage of development, solution relevance, solution likely success, level of indirect 

impacts addressed and level of uncertainty). The start of the ESA included a baseline 

Group  
Key Environmental 

Impacts 
Solutions 

Optimisation score and 
[Uncertainty] 

1 2 3 4 5 

G
ro

u
p

 A
 '
O

p
ti

m
a
l'
 

Sediment regime 
changes 

Flushing or sluicing       4.4   

Changing 
hydrodynamics 

Dredging and utilising - dredge and fill beach 
nourishment reduce hydrodynamic changes 
impact 

      4.4   

Habitat and 
Biodiversity loss  

Use of spatial zonation e.g. leave certain 
areas untouched for species spawning 

      4.4   

Pollution (water 
and/or sediment) 

Relocation or re-routed movement of vessels 
to reduce increased traffic impact causing 
increased noise pollution/chance of leakage  

      4.4   

Impact on fish and 
marine mammals 

Turbine selection with fish and marine 
mammals in mind - or advancements in 
turbine design  

      4.4   

Direct impacts of the 
structure 

Use of temporal zonation e.g. temporarily 
sluice gates to allow ship navigation  

      4   

G
ro

u
p

 B
 '
L

e
s
s

-O
p

ti
m

a
l'
 

Sediment regime 
changes 

Use of geoindicators for rapid change 
response 

    3.1     

Changing 
hydrodynamics 

Ecosystem based adaption/restoration to 
protect coastlines from erosion and 
inundation 

    2.9     

Habitat and 
Biodiversity loss  

Urea fertilisation geoengineering to nutrient 
poor regions, restoring the natural habitat and 
biodiversity  

  1.7       

Pollution (water 
and/or sediment) 

Site selection close to existing habitats with 
qualities for improving water - buffering water 
pollution e.g wetlands 

    3.1     

Impact on fish and 
marine mammals 

Catchment land and land slope 
characteristics used in site selection to 
reduce risk of run-off related water 
contamination 

    2.8     

Direct impacts of the 
structure 

Selection of keystone or umbrella species to 
protect or promote via building green 
infrastructure - use of green/blue corridors 
and hubs 

  2.3       
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assessment of the ecosystem services a lagoon with no solution options would influence. The 

baseline ESA results are shown in Table 17 below.  

Table 17 Baseline Ecosystem Service Assessment for a lagoon with no solution options 
implemented to address its environmental impacts 

Ecosystem 
Service  

Benefit or 
Cost  

Assessment Assumptions 

Food: 
(Aquaculture)  

Benefit Aquaculture production ++ Assumed that the lagoon will be 
equivalent of a standard aquaculture 
enterprise in Wales 

Food: (Fish) Benefit  Fishing industry, fish catch 
+ 

Big assumption that fishing industry will 
not be influenced by baseline lagoon. 
Even though fish may be impacted it is 
likely that fishing will still occur in other 
areas. National impact not expected. 
Potential marginal increase due to 
walled structure and fish 
aggregation/protection of nursery 
populations. Very uncertain assumption, 
subjective.  

Fibre/Fuel  Not relevant to 
this study 

Not relevant to this study Not relevant to this study 

Biochemicals  Not relevant to 
this study 

Not relevant to this study Not relevant to this study 

Genetic 
Resources  

Not relevant to 
this study 

Not relevant to this study Not relevant to this study 

Ornamental 
Resources  

Not relevant to 
this study 

Not relevant to this study Not relevant to this study 

Energy 
Generation  

Benefit  Tidal energy ++ Assumed production of similar scale to 
Swansea Bay lagoon  

Air Quality  Benefit  Displaced fossil fuels, 
reduced release of PM10 
++ 

Assumed that energy of lagoon will 
displace fossil fuel and that all fossil 
fuels release PM10.  

Climate 
regulation - 
CO2e 
emissions 

Benefit  Displacement of fossil fuel 
CO2e ++ 

Assuming that energy of a lagoon will 
displace energy from the gas industry, 
displacing CO2 emissions 

Climate 
regulation - 
Carbon 
sequestration  

Cost  Overall habitat loss and 
loss of sequestration of 
those habitats -- 

Assuming that loss of land will occur 
under footprint of the lagoon and loss of 
these habitats will result in loss of all 
their ability to sequester carbon  

Erosion/Sedim
ent control  

Cost  Expected sediment build up 
within the lagoon -- 

Dredging plans for Swansea Bay 
provide indication of likely cost of the 
impact to be resolved. Solutions which 
change this cost are assessed. 

Water quality  Cost Expected water quality 
issues in the water 
enclosed within the lagoon, 
similar to those seen at 
Sihwa barrage before it was 
updated -- 

Assuming poor water quality in the 
baseline lagoon. Assuming that 
environment agency tool for water 
appraisal (NWEBS) is sufficient for the 
analysis 

Water 
regulation  

Removed as 
duplication with 
Flood Risk  

Removed as duplication 
with Flood Risk  

Removed as duplication with Flood Risk  

Natural Hazard 
Protection  

Benefit  Flood risk protection ++ Assumed that baseline lagoon provides 
flood protection through sea wall and 
control/store of water.  

Bioremediation  Not relevant to 
this study 

Not relevant to this study Not relevant to this study 

Spiritual/Religi
ous value  

Not relevant to 
this study 

Not relevant to this study Not relevant to this study 

Inspiration for 
art 

Not relevant to 
this study 

Not relevant to this study Not relevant to this study 

Social 
Relations 

Benefit  Increased social activity as 
a result of increased 
recreation/tourism etc ++ 

Assumed baseline lagoon will have 
increased social activity  
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 Aesthetic 
Value  

Subjective/opin
ion - cannot 
say  

Subjective/opinion - cannot 
say  

Subjective/opinion - cannot say  

Cultural 
heritage 

Cost  Fish impact, culture, 
pollution etc -- 

Assumed that cultural heritage may be 
negatively impacted due to links with 
key environmental impacts and 
livelihoods.  

Education and 
Research  

Benefit  World’s first proves 
beneficial for education and 
research ++ 

Baseline lagoon will increase 
educational and researching activities, 
this would be the case for the first 
lagoon, perhaps decreasingly beneficial 
when becomes the norm  

Heritage & 
archaeology  

Cost  Sediment regime changes 
likely to disturb or smother 
sites -- 

Assumed that baseline lagoon will 
impact negatively on under water 
heritage such as shipwrecks etc.  

Health Benefits  Benefit ++ Increased recreation due to 
new walkway and cycle 
ways, increased health 
benefits ++ 

Assumed positive impact on local and 
regional health, national health not 
influenced as likely source elsewhere. 
This has strong duplication risk with 
recreation 

Recreation & 
Tourism  

Benefit ++ Ecotourism, world first 
attraction, sporting 
activities, swimming, 
sailing, triathlons etc ++  

Assumed that baseline lagoon will be 
open to the public and used for 
recreational activities  

 

From the baseline ESA it is shown that a lagoon with no solutions implemented to address its 

environmental impacts results in several ‘costs’ to ecosystem service provision or the goods 

and services provided to society. These include cost to carbon sequestration as a result of 

habitat loss, cost of sedimentation and cultural heritage due to changes in the sediment 

regime, cost to water quality due to pollution and entrapment issues within the lagoon and 

further costs related to cultural heritage. These descriptions are based on personal judgement 

from understanding within literature and any assumptions are listed alongside this information.  

The baseline also includes numerous benefits in terms of EsS provision, namely recreation 

and tourism, health benefits, education and research, social relations increase, flood 

protection, displacement of carbon emissions, renewable energy generation, improvement in 

air quality and food in the form of fish and aquaculture activity. These benefits arise largely on 

the assumption that a lagoon will be multi-use. A few of the EsS have been greyed out; these 

were deemed either not relevant to lagoons or to pose significant risk of duplication with other 

EsS already assessed.  

The next stage of the ESA looked at how the baseline EsS (Table 17) will change as a result 

of implementation of solutions in groups A and B. Table 18 and Table 19 describe these 

changes showing the ESA undertaken for solution group A (‘optimal’) and solution group B 

(‘less-optimal’) respectively.  

The results show that the ‘optimal’ group of solutions (A) have negative implications for the 

energy generation EsS and with that the associated carbon emissions reductions and air 

quality services provided. Group A solutions do however have a number of benefits, noticeably 

on fish impact, water quality, social relations, recreation and tourism.  
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The solutions in group B were thought to be less optimal as selected in the MCDA. The ESA 

shows that some of the solutions do have minor negative implications for the EsS provided by 

a lagoon compared to the baseline including on energy generation and therefore associated 

carbon emissions displacement and air quality improvement. However, this is also the case 

for the ‘optimal’ solutions in group A. The solutions in group B are otherwise very positive with 

additional benefits for 11 of 15 EsS, compared to 9 of 15 for group A noticeable solution in this 

group is urea fertilisation which results in cost implications to almost all of the EsS when 

compared to the baseline, if this were to be removed from this group then group B would be 

even more positive compared to group A in terms of EsS provision.  

The ESA provides a qualitative understanding of how the two solution groups compare with 

each other in terms of change in EsS provision against the baseline. It shows that whilst there 

are positive and negatives to both, the solutions in Group B (previously understood as ‘less-

optimal’) have more benefits and less costs when compared to Group A (previously 

understood as ‘optimal’).  

Where relevant, possible and proportionate to do so, some of the changes detailed in the ESA 

(Table 18 and Table 19) can be monetised. This provides further insight into the optimisation 

of solution selection i.e. which group is optimal and which is less so. It is important to remember 

that the values shown represent only the changes in EsS that could be monetised, not all of 

the changes and so the values should always be set back into the context of the information 

in the ESA results (Table 18 and Table 19). Table 20 shows the key results of the monetisation 

of these changes as undertaken within the ESV and CBA, a more detailed explanation can be 

found in Appendix 11 if required. For the full analysis and section by section results see the 

working spreadsheet for the ESV and CBA on Zenodo [215]. 
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Table 18 ESA for solution group A 'Optimal' implementation.  Assessing the marginal change to EsS compared to the baseline 

Ecosystem Services 
(EsS) Full List 

Baseline 
Benefit or 
Cost 

Change to EsS as a result of implementation of solutions in Group A 

Flushing or 
sluicing 

Dredging and 
utilising 

Use of spatial 
zonation  

Relocation or 
re-routed 
movement of 
vessels - traffic 
impact  

Turbine 
selection with 
fish and marine 
mammals in 
mind  

Use of temporal 
zonation  

Group A 
OVERALL  

1. Food a (aquaculture) Benefit  no change no change  no change  no change  no change  no change  no change  

1b. Food (fish) Benefit no change no change  Benefit ++ Cost - Benefit ++ Benefit ++ Benefit ++ 

Fibre/Fuel  Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant 

Biochemicals  Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant 

Genetic Resources  Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant 

Ornamental Resources  Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant 

2. Energy Generation  Benefit  Cost -  Cost - no change  no change  Cost -  Cost -  Cost -  

3. Air quality  Benefit  Cost -  Cost -  no change  no change  Cost -  Cost -  Cost -  

4. Climate change 
regulation emissions  

Benefit  Cost -  Cost -  No change No change Cost -  Cost -  Cost -  

5. Climate change 
regulation sequestration  

Cost  no change  no change  no change  no change  no change  no change  no change  

6. Erosion/Sediment 
Control  

Cost  Benefit ++ no change  no change  no change  no change  no change  Benefit ++ 

7. Water Quality Cost  Benefit +  Cost - Benefit +  Benefit +  no change  no change  Benefit +  
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Water regulation  Not included 
due to 
duplication risk 

Not included 
due to 
duplication risk 

Not included 
due to 
duplication risk 

Not included 
due to 
duplication risk 

Not included 
due to 
duplication risk 

Not included 
due to 
duplication risk 

Not included 
due to 
duplication risk 

Not included 
due to 
duplication risk 

8. Natural hazard 
protection (Flood 
Protection) 

Benefit  Benefit +  Benefit +  no change No change  No change  No change  Benefit +  

Bioremediation  No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

Spiritual/Religious value  No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

Inspiration for art No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

Social relations Benefit  Cost -  Cost -  Benefit + Benefit + Benefit + Benefit + Benefit + 

 Aesthetic Value  Not relevant, 
highly 
subjective  

Not relevant, 

highly 

subjective  

Not relevant, 

highly 

subjective  

Not relevant, 

highly 

subjective  

Not relevant, 

highly 

subjective  

Not relevant, 

highly 

subjective  

Not relevant, 

highly 

subjective  

Not relevant, 

highly 

subjective  

Cultural heritage values  Cost  no change  no change  Cost -  Cost -  Benefit +  no change  Cost - 

Education and Research  Benefit no change no change no change no change no change no change no change 

Health benefits  Benefit  no change  no change  Benefit ++ Benefit ++ no change  no change  Benefit ++ 

Heritage & Archaeology  Cost  no change  Benefit ++ no change  no change  no change  no change  Benefit ++ 

9. 
Recreation/ecotourism  

Benefit  No change No change Benefit ++ Benefit ++ No change Benefit ++ Benefit ++ 
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Table 19 ESA for solution group B 'Less Optimal'. Assessing the marginal change to EsS compared to the baseline 

Ecosystem Services 
(EsS) Full List 

Baseline 
Benefit or 
Cost 

Change to EsS as a result of implementation of solutions in Group B 

Use of 
Geoindicators  

Ecosystem 
restoration to 
protect 
coastlines from 
erosion  

Urea 
Fertilisation 

Site selection 
close to natural 
water 
purification 
areas e.g. 
wetlands  

Catchment land 
selection to 
reduce run off 
pollution 

Keystone 
species and 
blue corridors  

Scenario 2 
OVERALL 
SCORE  

1. Food a (aquaculture) Benefit  No change  No change   Benefit ++  No change   Benefit ++ No change  Benefit ++ 

1b. Food (fish) Benefit No change  No change   Benefit ++ No change no change   Benefit ++ 

Fibre/Fuel  Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant 

Biochemicals  Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant 

Genetic Resources  Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant 

Ornamental Resources  Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant Not relevant 

2. Energy Generation  Benefit  No change  No change  No change  Cost - Cost - No change Cost - 

3. Air quality  Benefit  No change  No change  No change  Cost - Cost - No change  Cost - 

4. Climate change 
regulation emissions  

Benefit  No change  No change  No change  Cost - Cost - No change  Cost - 

5. Climate change 
regulation 
sequestration  

Cost  No change  Benefit +  No change  No change  No change  No change  Benefit +  

6. Erosion/Sediment 
Control  

Cost  Benefit + No change  No change  No change  No change  No change  Benefit +  

7. Water Quality Cost  No change Benefit + Cost - Benefit + Benefit + No change Benefit + 
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Water regulation  
Not included 
due to 
duplication risk 

Not included 
due to 
duplication risk 

Not included 
due to 
duplication risk 

Not included 
due to 
duplication risk 

Not included 
due to 
duplication risk 

Not included 
due to 
duplication risk 

Not included 
due to 
duplication risk 

Not included 
due to 
duplication risk 

8. Natural hazard 
protection (Flood 
Protection) 

Benefit  No change  Benefit + No change No change No change   No change   Benefit + 

Bioremediation  
No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

Spiritual/Religious value  
No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

Inspiration for art 
No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

No relevant to 
this study  

Social relations Benefit  No change  No change  Cost (-) No change  Benefit + No change   Benefit + 

 Aesthetic Value  
Not relevant, 
highly 
subjective  

Not relevant, 

highly 

subjective  

Not relevant, 

highly 

subjective  

Not relevant, 

highly 

subjective  

Not relevant, 

highly 

subjective  

Not relevant, 

highly 

subjective  

Not relevant, 

highly 

subjective  

Not relevant, 

highly 

subjective  

Cultural heritage 
values  

Cost  No change  No change  Cost - Benefit + Benefit + Benefit + Benefit + 

Education and 
Research  

Benefit no change no change no change no change no change no change no change 

Health benefits  Benefit  no change no change no change Benefit ++ no change no change Benefit ++ 

Heritage & 
Archaeology  

Cost  Benefit ++ no change no change no change no change no change Benefit ++ 

9. 
Recreation/ecotourism  

Benefit  No change  No change Cost - No change Benefit ++ Benefit ++ Benefit ++ 
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Table 20 Results of the ESV and CBA of the ecosystem services changes compared to the 
baseline as a result of solution implementation. These figures are for demonstration purposes 
only, please see Appendix 11 and Zenodo spreadsheet [215] if further details are required.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: See full ESV and CBA analysis in spreadsheet on Zenedo [215]. 

 

Table 20 shows monetisation of some of the key changes in EsS as a result of solution group 

implementation and represents the monetary results from the ESV and CBA. It shows that 

from the EsS changes that could be monetised group B (‘less optimal’) solutions seem to have 

greater value or ‘worth’ when compared to group A (‘optimal’) in terms of EsS provision. This 

indicates that changing the parameters used to select solutions could change which are 

deemed ‘optimal’ or not. Taking  into consideration the wider environment, society and 

economy through use of ecosystem service approach can alter the decisions being made on 

how to assess the solutions used to address environmental impacts of lagoons. When the 

wider, more holistic, view of lagoons is taken into account, considering their multi-use 

opportunities, the solutions likely to be selected will change, i.e. what is deemed as most 

‘optimal’ will change.  

The values are very sensitive, uncertain and in some areas subjective. The descriptive ESA 

provides the detail required, without placing definitive values onto the process. The process 

provides demonstration of an alternative methodology to assess the wider implications of large 

scale, multi-use developments. The monetary values are for indication only, but they do show 

that in some cases what is deemed ‘optimal’ in the traditional sense might not always be when 

considering a more holistic and wider picture and approach. To fully understand the wider 

approach the descriptive ESA is what should be considered and taken on moving forward. 

Services Group A Present Value (£m, 
100years) 

Group B Present Value (£m, 
100 years) 

Food Aquaculture not valued 3.41 

Food Fishing  not valued -0.22 

Energy  -8.11 not valued 

Air Quality  -0.36 not valued 

Carbon CO2  -7.02 not valued 

Carbon Sequestration  not valued 0.0003 

Erosion/Sedimentation 4.24 not valued 

Water Quality  1.60 3.44 

Flood Risk  not valued 0.01 

Recreation & Tourism 18.47 9.23 

Overall Present Value  8.82 15.88 
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5.5 Discussion  

Tidal lagoons are set to be multi-use, multi-function facilities, making them unique in terms of 

large scale energy developments. It is vital that any solutions implemented to address their 

environmental impacts take into account the wider implications lagoons will have on the 

environment, society and the economy as multi-use facilities. Traditional parameters of 

solution selection do not consider these wider implications. This section of the research 

demonstrates use of the ecosystem service approach as a methodology for incorporating the 

wider implications in solution selection and comparison for tidal lagoon developments. This 

echoes current understanding that incorporation of the ecosystem service approach in energy 

policy and decision making is vital for a ‘whole systems’ approach [99] bridging the link 

between environmental impacts and socio-economic implications [100].  Demonstration of this 

approach in a lagoon setting has uncovered that what solutions were deemed ‘optimal’ under 

the traditional parameters (solution cost, solution stage of development, solution relevance, 

solution likely success, level of indirect impacts addressed and level of uncertainty) might no 

longer be ‘optimal’ when considering the EsS provision and the wider societal ‘value’ of 

lagoons.  

It is worth including a sense check of the results to consider its limitations. The monetary 

values are highly uncertain, subjective and underpinned by numerous assumptions. In 

addition, the values represent only a small proportion of the EsS present at the site, only those 

that it was possible and relevant to monetise. With small changes to any of these values the 

results could be different. If this methodology is to be used in the industry, it is assumed that 

it will be backed up by primary research input data and not purely as a desktop study as this 

has been. The process is for demonstration only; the spreadsheet developed could act as a 

starting point for this process, for tidal lagoons in the future. Despite this uncertainty, if the 

values are considered back in the context of the qualitative ESA there is enough of a result to 

warrant further consideration and investigation of alternative methodologies such as this in 

solution option decision making for tidal lagoons. This is particularly prominent for large scale 

developments which are likely to be multi-function, such as a tidal lagoon which provides more 

to society than just its energy generation (e.g. flood protection, recreational facilities, 

aquaculture, carbon sequestration, air quality improvements etc). A recent study by Holland 

et al (2018) [99], highlights the use of ecosystem services in the design of future energy 

systems and the limitations that these types of methodologies can have, some of these 

limitations also ring true for this research, namely the limited number of ecosystem services 

that could be realistically monetised.  

To obtain the monetary values, the EsS changes had to be described first. Only a few of these 

could be quantified and fewer still could be realistically monetised. This describe, quantify, 

monetise is standard practice for EsS valuation [216]. This monetary value represents only a 
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fraction of the overall picture in which it is taken from. It is vital then that this value is taken 

back into the quantification and description. Figure 34 shows an updated EsS valuation 

triangle to reflect this additional process, the figure has been developed for this research but 

is based on understanding of relevant available guidance on EsS valuation [193,221], coined 

here as the ‘egg timer’.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The ESA allows an assessment of the two groups of solutions in a different way, in the context 

of ecosystem services. This aims at capturing the wider environmental, social and economic 

benefits and costs of solution implementation. The baseline ESA shows that a multi-use 

lagoon with no solutions implemented brings both benefits in service provision and costs which 

are linked to the key environmental impacts. The key EsS benefits a lagoon can bring to 

society in a baseline lagoon include aquaculture (food production), energy generation, leisure 

and recreation, flood protection, carbon regulation and air quality improvements. The key costs 

include sedimentation, water quality issues, loss of habitat resulting in carbon sequestration 

loss and the potential for negative impacts to cultural heritage.  

The database of solutions created in Chapter 4 addresses the key environmental impacts of 

tidal lagoons. This Chapter is considering what the implications are to the wider environment, 

Figure 34 The 'egg timer' ecosystem service valuation. Describe, monetise and quantify as the 
standard EsS valuation triangle labelled ‘OLD’, then set the monetary values back into the 
qualitative context as shown in the egg timer labelled ‘NEW’. 

OLD 

NEW 
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society and economy of addressing those impacts in terms of EsS provision. Does addressing 

the environmental impacts actually bring benefits to people? Or just the environment?  

The ESA for both solution groups A and B shows that both positive and negative implications 

occur for the EsS provision, but overall both prove to have a ‘net gain’. The ESV reiterates this 

with positive monetary values for both groups of solutions. It might be deducted then, that it is 

worth implementing solutions to address the environmental impacts of lagoons not only for the 

environment but also for society. Implementing solutions is likely to result in net gain in terms 

of EsS provision to society. This net gain is achieved through enhancement of benefits and 

reduction of costs when compared to a baseline lagoon with no solutions implemented. The 

ESV used to demonstrate this process found that a net gain of present value between £8.8m 

and £15.8m could be achieved over 100 years with solution implementation on a lagoon of 

approximate parameters to Swansea Bay, depending on whether solution group A or solution 

group B is chosen. The ESV in this research was purely desktop based and used to provide 

indication of what the next steps after an ESA might look like for a lagoon development. When 

we put these indicative ESV values in the context of wider lagoon planning (e.g. £1.3 billion 

[9] in total for a lagoon development), we can see that the ‘value’ of these seem relatively 

minor, however it is worth noting that the monetary values are only a very small part of the 

overall ecosystem service landscape and therefore further emphasis should be placed on the 

descriptive side of the ecosystem service process, in this case the ESA.  

So if both the solution groups result in positive outcomes for EsS provision when implemented, 

the next question is how can the positive outcome be maximised? This all depends on the 

solution combination selected. The results show that solution group B proved of greater EsS 

‘value’ than group A and this was contradictory to the original MCDA labels of ‘less-optimal’ 

and ‘optimal’ decided under traditional selection parameters. This really now becomes a 

debate about the definition of ‘optimal’. Group A is likely to be relatively low cost, certain, well 

developed, successful etc, but will not bring the most benefits in terms of the wider 

environment, society and economy. Group B is likely to be more expensive, less certain, less 

well developed but has a greater opportunity for added value in terms of the wider picture. 

This is confusing in the context of industry talk about ‘value for money’, because it really 

depends on what criteria this is measured against. If the EsS are included then group B is 

better value for money, you would be getting more for your money in terms of the wider 

implications to aquaculture, flood risk, leisure and recreation etc. If only the traditional 

parameters are considered, that group B is very expensive and a bit of a risk compared to the 

cheaper more certain options in group A.  

Although this work does not consider the value of lagoons as a whole within the UK’s energy 

mix, this debate over ‘value for money’ becomes much larger scale when considering lagoon 

developments in general as multi-use facilities. The UK government currently believes 
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Swansea Bay to be not good ‘value for money’ in their cost assessment which considers  

electricity generation in terms of cost, competitiveness on the market and carbon reductions, 

whereas TLP’s cost assessment shows Swansea to be very good value for money. Their 

assessment includes the wider environmental societal and economic aspects of a lagoon as 

a multi-function development. On an even larger scale, it might be argued that as a society, 

the focus is on the value of money, not the value for money. This is discussed further in 

Chapter 6 when all the research findings are pulled together and their place in an industry 

context detailed. It is worth noting that this research considers only the smaller scale ‘value for 

money’ debate relating only to solution options to the environmental impacts of lagoons, and 

so conclusions cannot be drawn which reflect the value of lagoon developments to the UK 

energy mix.   

The ESV section of this research aimed at putting some of the less-measurable wider 

parameters in the same monetary value to allow context and comparison of information in the 

same units as the traditional parameters. When this was done the research showed that group 

B ‘less optimal’ became the best value for money or perhaps most ‘optimal’. This research 

approach has its limitations and was for demonstration purposes only, but it does allow a 

process to prompt consideration of the wider picture in future solution option consideration and 

allows for a conversation starter on what society sees as ‘optimal’ or ‘valuable’.   

This research considered only two groups of solutions, which were selected in the MCDA, 

using traditional selection parameters. The next stage, if this were to be applied in reality, 

would be to run through this method with multiple different combinations of solutions to see 

which group of solutions results in the highest ESV value and most positive ESA picture.. This 

would essentially become the new ‘optimal’ set of solutions. This has not been done in this 

research as the process was for demonstration only. However, it would be done, for example, 

when sound primary research can be input into the method and when the exact details and 

parameters of a lagoon and its site are known. In addition, a number of solutions could be 

excluded in the first instance based on site/project specifics, budgets, preferences, expertise 

etc making the process much more streamlined towards the key goals, criteria and objectives 

of a particular development. The research was also cautious not to publish a set of ‘optimal’ 

solutions but instead keep the findings high level and warn readers of the site- and project-

specific nature of solution success and implications, encouraging this process to be 

undertaken and tailored to specific needs.  

Taking a full circle back to the original solution selection (MCDA), it can be imagined how this 

could now be improved, given what is now known after the ESA and ESV/CBA. The MCDA is 

a relatively quick process, especially when a spreadsheet is already set out to enable a user 

to quickly input their own scoring. If the MCDA could be tailored to allow for some of the wider 

information to be captured it might allow for a first quick-look into solution selection that is 
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more comprehensive than the original MCDA with only traditional parameters. Including the 

EsS that seem to be creating the largest differences in value as a result of solution 

implementation could be one way forward; from this research the suggested ones would 

impacts on energy generation, leisure and recreation and water quality. Alternatively, EsS 

might be included for assessment in the MCDA if a development has a particular goal or 

objective to achieve, for example to provide flood protection to an area or to provide 

aquaculture facilities. 

The process of environmental valuation is controversial and has not always been applied 

successfully. Whilst in some industries monetary valuation of the environment is endorsed as 

a core strategy towards tackling environmental issues and incorporating those into decision 

making regarding solution options, in others it is widely and vigorously contested and rejected 

as being a capitalist approach forced upon nature conservation when it is not applicable [244–

247]. As Büscher et al (2016) [248] wrote to explain the disagreement of environmental 

valuation: “To further bring conservation into capitalism, then, is to lay bare the various 

ecosystemic threads and linkages so that they can be further subjected to separation, 

marketization, and alienation, albeit in the service of conservation rhetoric”. Due to this 

controversy it is vital then that any valuation is considered carefully and the implications of its 

findings are fully understood and set back within the whole system description and not 

selected, separated and marketed.  

In recent years there has been a general shift in focus towards non-monetary valuation and 

placing more focus on the descriptive side of ecosystem services through ecosystem services 

assessments in recent years [249–251], and many environmental scientists and ecologists 

still advocate economic valuation of ecosystem series as a positive, pragmatic, short term 

strategy for the communication of the value of the environment that reflects dominating 

economic and political languages [245].  

The understanding of the use of valuation for ecosystem services lags behind that of the 

terrestrial sector [252]. Cavanagh et al (2016) discuss if valuation of marine ecosystems is 

appropriate and effective by comparing examples in three contrasting systems, which reveals 

a diversity of valuation approaches with varying rates of success. The recommendation of 

Cavanagh et al following this research is that valuation should be embedded within existing 

management structures, rather than being treated as additional mechanisms or alternatives 

alongside development and sharing of best practice across regions [252].  

The research shows that this type of valuation in use for selecting solution options can be used 

to help bridge the gap between the environment and energy development and policy, this fits 

in with the wider literature on this topic in other industries [245]. Holland et al (2016) [100], 

recognise this gap and reiterate the need for the analysis of energy systems to move form a 
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current primary focus on only the environmental indicator of carbon towards inclusion of a 

broad range of ecosystem services on which human well-being depends [100]. In addition,  

other authors have highlighted the current lack of understanding of energy systems and their 

interactions with ecosystem services [253,254]. This research provides an initial consideration 

of the use of the ecosystem service approach in the application of solution selection to address 

the environmental impacts of tidal lagoons.  

5.6 Conclusions 

Through MCDA, ESA, ESV this section of the research has demonstrated a process for 

selecting, assessing, valuing and comparing solution options that address the environmental 

impacts of lagoons in a way that aims to capture the wider environmental, societal and 

economic implications which is well placed within the current wider literature detailing the need 

for greater understanding of the use of the ecosystem service approach in the energy sector 

and in the marine environment, despite the ongoing controversial stance on valuation of the 

environment and environmental economics. The research finds that implementation of 

solutions to address the key impacts of lagoons is not only beneficial to the environment but 

also to the EsS provided to society. Solutions have both benefits and costs in terms of EsS 

provision compared to the baseline of a lagoon with no solution options but overall, they are 

valuable to the environment and to people. 

The research shows that the combination of solutions is important in achieving maximum net 

gain and that what is deemed traditionally ‘optimal’ in terms of solution options might not give 

the highest net gain when the wider EsS provision is considered. The research has a number 

of key limitations and is based on several assumptions. These assumptions and limitations 

are discussed and presented throughout the chapter. The main aim of this section of the 

research is to demonstrate a methodology for selecting, assessing and valuing different 

solution option combinations to address the environmental impacts of lagoons that captures 

the wider descriptive picture of lagoons being multi-use facilities with wider benefits and costs 

to society and the economy.   

5.7 Chapter Summary  

The Chapter aimed to address the third and final research objective to assess and compare 

solution option combinations for addressing the key impacts of tidal lagoons. This was 

achieved through an MCDA for selection of solutions, ESA for assessment of solutions and 

ESV for valuation which incorporates the wider environmental, social and economic value of 

EsS provision. This wider ecosystem picture was  deemed essential to capture given the multi-

use nature expected of tidal lagoons. It is recommended that this research be used as 
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demonstration of a methodology which could be used in selection, assessment and valuation 

of different solution option combinations to address the environmental impacts of tidal lagoons.  

The full process was undertaken on two Excel spreadsheets which are available on Zenodo 

[215] with more details on the ESV methodology to be found in Appendix 11. The next Chapter 

will consider how the research from this Chapter and Chapters 3 and 4 fit together and how 

this relates to the current status of the lagoon industry at present.  
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6 Summary & Industry Context  

In 2015 when this research began there had been recent developments in the industry that 

meant there was a need to further understand the environmental impacts of tidal lagoons to 

ease regulatory concerns. This included the awarding of a development consent order from 

the UK government to Swansea Bay lagoon and a further proposal for a fleet of lagoons 

around the UK by TLP. The two biggest barriers to development at that time were seen to be 

cost concerns and uncertainty surrounding the environmental impacts [16,17]. Since the start 

of this research there have been significant further developments in the sector. This chapter 

provides a summary of the research and discusses how it now fits into the current state of the 

industry and comments on the sector progression. This includes consideration of the Hendry 

review, recent government rejection of Swansea Bay Lagoon, response from TLP and 

discussion around the lagoon sector in the future. This research started with the aim of 

reducing the uncertainty surrounding the environmental impacts by investigating what they 

are, what the solutions to address them could be and the expected cost of these solutions.  

6.1  Key Impacts of Lagoons 

The first objective of the research was to determine the key impacts of tidal lagoons both 

positive and negative. With no energy generating lagoons in the world to monitor and a 

significant lack of lagoon-specific research available on their environmental impacts, it became 

immediately clear why there was uncertainty surrounding their environmental impacts as there 

was so little specific documentation on them. This lack of available literature did not reflect the 

activity in the industry at the time, with the buzz of Swansea Bay’s development consent order 

and significant debates being held over its potential environmental impacts. This presented a 

clear opportunity for industry engagement, to investigate and document the industry’s 

perspective on the environmental impacts of tidal lagoons. The results of this engagement are 

written up in Chapter 3 which addresses the first research objective ‘Identify the key impacts 

of tidal lagoons’. 

Throughout the engagement it became apparent that there were two groups forming with 

differences in their responses being seen, the regulatory side and the developer side. In the 

future it is important that these views are married in order to make sure the differences in 

opinion do not create a barrier to the industry’s development. The industry perspectives (and 

the differences between them) on the environmental impacts of tidal lagoons are written up as 

a published paper in the International Journal of Renewable Energy [111] and parts written up 

alongside a framework for impact identification in a practitioner publication by the Institute of 

Engineering Technology (IET) the Engineering & Technology Reference [110].  
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It was very clear from the beginning of the research that lagoons are unique compared to other 

large-scale energy projects in that they have the opportunity to be multi-use, multi-function 

facilities that could provide significant benefits to the wider environment, society and economy. 

Throughout the identification of the environmental impacts through industry engagement both 

the negative and the positive impacts were considered. It was found that overall the industry 

believed the key negative impacts to be ‘sediment regime changes’ and ‘hydrodynamic 

changes’ with key positives being ‘flood defence and control’ and ‘area regeneration’. This 

wider context of weighing up both the positives and negatives of a multi-use facility was kept 

in mind throughout the research.  

The impacts identified in this chapter are the industry’s view of the key impacts; they are not 

monitored or modelled impacts, they are the opinion of experts working in the industry at the 

time. The actual impacts of lagoons are, as yet, unknown and will not be fully known until a 

lagoon is developed to allow monitoring opportunities. If the impacts identified in this research 

are what the industry believes to be most significant then that gives us indication on what is 

currently being focused on, where work and progress is being directed towards and highlights 

any gaps or differences between industry groups. Without lagoons to monitor this was deemed 

the best approach for a holistic, non-site-specific approach to identifying the likely key positive 

and negative impacts of lagoon. This section of the research allowed a research gap to be 

filled by providing published documentation covering a holistic industry perspective of the 

potential key negative and positive impacts of any future tidal lagoons.  

6.2      Resource of Solution Options 

Tidal lagoons are a new idea, but the concepts making up that idea are not new, for example 

in infrastructure including sea walls, harbours, barrages, dykes, hydroelectric power etc. 

During the industry engagement many participants drew on these examples to help explain 

what key environmental impacts they believed lagoons to have. The next stage of the research 

was to determine the potential solution options to the impacts of tidal lagoons and it seemed 

a logical step to investigate transferable solutions from other industries. If these impacts have 

been dealt with before, then the lagoon industry should be learning from that. Given the lack 

of information available from tidal lagoons themselves, this was deemed the next best option.  

The investigation into solution options started with the industry engagement in Chapter 3. 

Participants were asked what they deemed to be potential solution options to the key impacts 

of lagoons. The aim of this was to understand what basis the industry was currently working 

on, what solutions they were working with at present. It was found that both influencers and 

developers had strong understanding of the initial engineering design, site and technology 

selection and compensation and catchment based measures but seemed less knowledgeable 

of operation and maintenance strategies.  
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The systematic literature review into transferable solution options to address the 

environmental impacts of tidal lagoons undertaken as part of this research, detailed in Chapter 

4 and published in the Journal of Marine Policy [126], found a vast resource of relevant solution 

options to the key impact of tidal lagoons from other coastal, marine and river industries. 40% 

of the solution options found during the literature review were in the operation and 

maintenance sector. This suggests that the gaps in lagoon industry understanding can be filled 

with existing literature/understanding from other industries. If one of the key barriers to the 

lagoon industry is still uncertainty surrounding the environmental impacts, this uncertainty can 

be dramatically reduced when transferable experience and learning from other decades-old 

industries can be considered.  

The solutions investigation research does not go into significant detail on any one solution as 

this will be dependent on the environmental impact being addressed and the specific site’s 

characteristics. This section of the research aims only to showcase what information is 

available as a valuable resource to the nascent lagoon industry to be investigating further. It 

proves that this resource is worth consideration and could help dramatically reduce the 

uncertainty currently seen in the lagoon industry.  

6.3 Solution Assessment & Valuation 

The research up to this point has identified the key impacts of tidal lagoons and presented a 

valuable resource of potential transferable solution options. The main outputs of this work have 

been published documentation and databases of key impacts and solutions. Whilst this is 

useful, solutions still need to be selected, assessed and valued for comparison. It is essential 

that this process is inclusive of the wider aspects of lagoons as multi-use facilities. In this 

section of the research, Chapter 5 details a potential methodology for solution selection 

(MCDA), assessment (ESA) and valuation (ESV) which allows consideration of lagoons as 

multi-use facilities. This section essentially suggests and demonstrates a way in which 

addressing the environmental impacts of tidal lagoons could be optimised, enhancing the 

benefits and reducing the negatives to achieve overall net gain or value in terms of both the 

environment and society.  

Using the ecosystem service approach, it was found that taking this wider context into account 

changes which solutions were deemed ‘optimal’ or most ‘valuable’. The overall title of this 

research is ‘Optimising tidal lagoons: an environmental focus’; a key aspect of the debate in 

Chapter 5 was around the real meaning of the word ‘optimal’. It was ultimately decided that it 

depends what criteria you are including or excluding. The overall value of certain solutions to 

society is much higher when considering the ecosystem service provision of a lagoon as a 

multi-use facility. Taking this into account or not would therefore change the way solutions to 
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the environmental impacts of lagoons are selected in the future, and it therefore how lagoons 

are optimised in terms of their environmental impacts.  

Whilst this research only draws conclusions on solution options selection and not on the 

development of lagoons as a whole, there is a very topical debate in the lagoon and energy 

industry at present on what is deemed ‘valuable’ and the excluded/included criteria used to 

determine value. The next subsection of this Chapter considers the recent developments in 

the lagoon industry and how this research now fits within this setting.  

6.4  Industry Context  

In 2016 the UK government still had not made a decision on Swansea Bay lagoon and the role 

of a lagoon industry in the UK energy mix. Despite the awarding of the development consent 

order for Swansea Bay in 2015 and strong public and Welsh government backing, the UK 

government had concerns regarding the relative cost of lagoons compared to other energy 

projects and the implications of this to the taxpayer. In February 2016 the UK government 

announced the launch of an independent review into the feasibility of tidal lagoons for the UK. 

This was led by former Energy Minister Charles Hendry and is known as the ‘Hendry review’ 

[12]. See section 2.6.2 for background information.  

Taking almost a year to investigate, the Hendry review was published in 2017 [18,66]. The 

outcome was a positive one for the lagoon industry and recommended a path finder project 

go ahead as soon as ‘practically possible’. Swansea Bay was the only serious path finder 

proposal at the time. As a pathfinder it was understood that it would be more expensive than 

other larger lagoons as it would not benefit from economies of scale. The Hendry review also 

highlighted that lagoons could be cost competitive to tax payers when compared to nuclear 

power when considered over a long period of time (100 years). In addition, the review noted 

the ‘wider benefits’ beyond power generation which lagoons could provide and highlighted that 

any purely economic analysis of lagoons would overlook these benefits and therefore overlook 

the potential of lagoons as a strategic decision for the UK. For these reasons the review 

recommended that allocation of development of lagoons for specific sites be open to 

competitive tender to allow large, complex projects greater flexibility to incorporate other 

benefits such as flood protection, area regeneration and tourism. The Hendry Review brought 

home the message of considering lagoons as multi-function facilities that provide many other 

benefits to society other than energy generation. It recommended lagoons go ahead, that 

Swansea Bay go ahead and that these wider benefits be encouraged during those 

developments, with environmental impacts carefully monitored.  

After 18 month delay, in June 2018 the UK government rejected the Swansea Bay lagoon 

development [13]. The reason for the rejection was the project was not seen as value for tax-
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payer’s money following a Department for Business Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) 

value for money assessment [13,52,255,256]. This assessment is one that is carried out on 

all large-scale energy generation bids in the UK. It considers the three ‘C’s of carbon reduction, 

cost reduction and competitive advantage and it includes electricity generation only [120]. In 

this way large scale energy projects can be compared against each other, all undergoing the 

same value for money assessment. From this assessment BEIS concluded that nuclear power 

is more cost effective than tidal power and that on today’s market renewable energy could be 

bought from cheaper sources such as offshore wind.  

BEIS’s value for money assessment does not consider a lagoon’s long expected lifespan, 

does not consider cost reductions over time, does not consider decommissioning costs (which 

will be significant for nuclear) and does not include the wider societal benefits of flood 

protection, leisure and recreation etc. The actual figures which they present in the analysis 

report and factsheet [256,257] are therefore only part of the whole picture. Many of the values 

and figures BEIS present have been contested publicly in a published rebuttal by TLP [15]. 

One example from this rebuttal is BEIS’ headline statement that Swansea Bay lagoon will cost 

three times as much as Hinkley Point C Nuclear power station. TLP argue that this calculation 

is based on capital cost only, and therefore does not take into account that Hinkley Point’s 

expected lifespan is 60 years, whereas Swansea Bay’s is 120 years [15]. 

TLP had their own independent cost assessment undertaken by Aurora Energy previously in 

2016 [258]. This concluded that tidal power was a cost-effective strategy to meet the UK’s 

energy demands in the future. Both the cost assessments by BEIS and TLP are covered by 

non-disclosure agreements that they have agreed between themselves. As such the exact 

detail of their respective cost assessments are unknown, leaving the general public, as ‘tax 

payers’, relatively in the dark about the detail of the cost modelling work. What is known is that 

BEIS’s assessment does not include the wider societal benefits of lagoons, whereas TLP’s 

does, and that the BEIS assessment considers lagoons over 35 years and TLP’s over 120 

years. In this way, it can be deduced that inclusion or exclusion of these wider benefits over a 

long period is determining whether or not lagoons are seen as ‘value for money’. BEIS argue 

that they cannot put the higher cost of development for wider benefits of leisure and recreation 

and flood protection onto consumer energy bills, and their current model for assessing the 

value for money of energy projects is solely for energy generation systems i.e. not flood 

protection and other societal benefits [120].  

It appears that TLP and BEIS disagree on the definition of ‘value for money’ and what this 

includes or excludes. Society might say that one development with multiple uses is providing 

‘more for the money’, ‘more bang for the buck’, ‘killing two birds with one stone’ and all the 

societal phrases coined for the advantages of this approach. Or society might say by trying to 

incorporate more than one function there will be a loss of quality and robustness of individual 
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function e.g. energy generation from a sole function station might be more efficient than from 

a multi-use station. Either way, a representative decision is being constrained by an arguably 

outmoded energy policy that does not allow for proper assessment of multi-use energy 

facilities that could bring benefits across many disciplines, economic, societal and 

environmental. The UK government currently does not seem to have a system or model to 

assess the true ‘value’ of lagoons because the Swansea Bay proposal was innovative, i.e. 

nothing like this has been presented to them before. The sector is no further forward after the 

recent rejection of Swansea, because nobody really seems to know if Swansea Bay is ‘value 

for money’. TLP’s analysis is under a non-disclosure agreement and could be open to 

accusations of bias given they are the developer, and BEIS’s analysis is only a small part of 

the overall picture with what seems like significant limitations in methodology.  

This raises a number of questions relating to the government’s energy policy, some of which 

were discussed after the Swansea bay rejection [120], but many of which remain unanswered, 

including: Are multi-use, innovative energy developments being discouraged now because 

they will fail the traditional energy value for money assessment? Why are the current systems 

not being adapted as and when tested with new and forward-thinking project proposals? Why 

was there a significant 18-month delay in this decision, if using an existing model of 

assessment which has been implemented may times? Was there even a need for the Hendry 

review, if BEIS just defaulted back to an existing standard methodology for testing energy 

developments? If looking at what is better for future generations, why are these assessments 

not over 100 years, to reflect the projects lifetime, or not inclusive of decommissioning? What 

happens to the assessment results when we include the societal cost of damaging nuclear 

waste or of rising sea levels? Why is all this work under a non-disclosure agreement, but the 

public are expected to accept it as now fact and superior to the analysis which TLP has done? 

This research has considered the environmental impacts of lagoons, and in 2015 when the 

research started it was thought that this would be a significant barrier to lagoons alongside the 

high costs. Now the barriers of lack of transparency and lack of innovation in terms of 

government assessments can be added to that list. Chapter 5 of the research considered the 

wider benefits against more traditional criteria and concluded that, for solution option 

implementation only it was essential to be aware that inclusion or exclusion of these will 

change what is deemed ‘optimal’ or ‘value for money’. The industry is now also debating what 

is value for money and it again seems to hinge on the inclusion or exclusion of the wider 

benefits to society. Whilst this research cannot draw conclusions on how the wider inclusion 

or exclusion of benefits to society might change what is deemed value for money for lagoons 

as a whole, it does find that inclusion or exclusion of this criteria changes what is deemed 

optimal in terms of solution selection to address the environmental impacts lagoons are likely 

to present.  
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If the initial hurdles on differences in definition of ‘value for money’ can be overcome and if the 

government can adapt, innovate and host the idea of multi-use facilities in order to allow for 

their proper assessment then the UK might foreseeably be developing lagoons in the future in 

the UK. In which case, this research would provide information to reduce the uncertainty 

currently seen around the environmental impacts of tidal lagoons. The proposed Cardiff Bay 

lagoon is still pushing ahead, and received its grid connection award in September 2017 

[49,259,260]. As the industry engagement in Chapter 2 of this research showed there are 

many other developers in the industry, with lagoons in the planning pipeline. In addition, the 

Welsh government has made an offer of investment to TLP for Swansea bay lagoon which 

provides a promising line of investigation for the company [261].  

There might be significant benefits for the first mover of the industry and for the country which 

hosts that development, namely the exporting of skills and knowledge globally and becoming 

a world leader in the technology. If the UK does not develop lagoons then it is likely that other 

countries will be primed to capitalise on the UK’s inactivity. This research helps to reduce the 

uncertainty surrounding the environmental impacts of lagoons by increasing the knowledge 

base in the sector, providing tools to tackle the key industry barriers and demonstrating that 

‘optimisation’ and ‘value for money’ of solution option implementation is subject to the criteria 

used in its assessment. In this way, the research contributes towards building a case for 

continuing to peruse the development of the lagoon sector globally. 
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7 Conclusions & Further Work  

7.1 Further Work 

Further research could focus on the public perspective on the key impacts of tidal lagoons, 

this would allow for further comparison with the developer and influencer perspectives 

gathered in this research. This would also provide insight into the link between the 

environmental impacts of tidal lagoons and the flow of benefits or dis-benefits to society as a 

result of changes to these impacts with solution option implementation i.e. changes to 

Ecosystem services. In addition, gathering the public perception on solution options and 

expected ecosystem service provision would allow key beneficiaries to be identified and 

associated potential funding opportunities.  

The excel files developed as part of this research would require further ‘clean up’ to make 

them more user friendly, potentially linking them together and having consistent identifying 

codes for certain impacts or certain solutions.  

Another avenue for further research would be to do a site-specific study, considering multiple 

different developments at one site and comparing these in terms of cost, environmental and 

societal impact. This kind of further study may first aim to determine if a lagoon could be 

effective at one particular site and then expand out into feasibility of lagoons at sites around 

the UK and therefore feasibility of a UK industry.  

Using one specific site may also be useful in terms of a study with and without the inclusion of 

ecosystem service consideration, to further investigate how inclusion of wider environmental 

and societal information could change decision making. 

7.2 Conclusion 

This research provides the sector with first identification of influencer and developer views on 

the environmental impacts of tidal lagoons to address the first research objective i.e. 

Identifying the environmental impacts of tidal lagoons. This gives a snapshot of industry 

perspectives, identifying what the industry believes to be the key negative and positives of 

lagoon developments. In doing so, the research uncovers the similarities and more importantly 

the differences between influencers and developer groups, proactively highlighting a potential 

future cause for concern and providing recommendations to address this.  

It is vital that the views of influencers and developers are aligned if a smooth transition of 

lagoons from planning to development is to be achieved. This research allows a starting point 

for the industry to progress into a collaborative approach to tackle the environmental impacts 
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of tidal lagoons moving forward, by presenting what the key impacts and benefits are, the 

preferred key outcomes of lagoon developments, what solution options might be available and 

the differences in influencer and developer perspectives. The research directly fills a 

knowledge gap relating to the lack of lagoon specific research on the environmental impacts 

and benefits of tidal lagoons through a holistic and whole-systems approach.  

In addition, the industry engagement section of the research highlighted the key industry 

challenges according to influencers and developers likely to be working on future tidal lagoons 

and suggests how these challenges can be addressed through development of lagoon-specific 

regulation, reduction in process and consenting times and developing a more targeted 

approach to solution development. The industry engagement research allowed for gaps in 

industry knowledge to be highlighted in solution options available to the industry. This gap is 

then later filled by this research using systematic literature review of solutions from other 

relevant industries.  

To address the second research objective i.e. Determine solution options to the key impacts 

of tidal lagoons the research applied novel use of systematic literature review to allow a large 

and valuable resource to be discovered on the potential for transferable solution options to 

address the environmental impacts of lagoons from other relevant coastal, marine and river 

industries. The database of solutions created as a result of the research justifies the need for 

the nascent lagoon industry to investigate solution options from other industries further and 

capitalise on the learning and experience in terms of addressing similar key environmental 

impacts. Furthermore, the solution options research directly fills a sector knowledge gap which 

was uncovered in the industry engagement on the types of solution options currently available 

to the lagoon industry. Highlighting this resource for the sector could allow reduction of the 

uncertainty surrounding the environmental impact of lagoons through the extraction of 

confidence from the learning and experience of other relevant industries in the handling of 

similar environmental impacts. This research is both relevant and timely, given that uncertainty 

on environmental impacts of lagoons and regulatory concern is currently seen as one of the 

key barriers to lagoon developments.  

The final section of the research addresses the third objective to Select, assess and value 

solution option combinations for addressing the key impacts of lagoons. This provides a 

workable methodology for selection, assessment and example valuation of solution options to 

address the environmental impacts of tidal lagoons which allows incorporation of the wider 

environmental, social and economic aspects of lagoons as multi-use facilities. The research 

combines the established techniques of MCDA, ESA, ESV and CBA to demonstrate use in a 

novel way, for assessing the optimisation of lagoon solution options.  
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In demonstration of the novel approach for tidal lagoons the research finds how sensitive the 

results are to inclusion or exclusion of the wider ecosystem service aspects of solution 

implementation. This further highlights that consideration, or not, of the wider benefits of 

lagoons could underpin what solutions are deemed ‘optimal’ and as such the ‘optimisation’ of 

lagoons..  

In addition to advancement of knowledge in the sector, the research has developed a number 

of tools to allow for practical application of the new knowledge. These include a lagoon 

environmental impact and benefits database, solution option look-up tool for key 

environmental impacts, a solution selection and site parameter MCDA tool and a template for 

application of an ESA, ESV and CBA to allow inclusion of the wider environmental, 

socioeconomic aspects in solution appraisal and lagoon environmental optimisation.  

At the start of the research in 2015 there was no comprehensive literature on the 

environmental impacts of lagoons, let alone solution options or a demonstrated methodology 

for their selection, assessment and example valuation. In addition, there are no tidal lagoons 

in the world to gain information from and, at the time, very little lagoon specific research in 

print. This research has identified the environmental impacts of lagoons through industry 

engagement, investigated solution options to address the key impacts through systematic 

review of transferable options from other relevant industries and demonstrated a way to select 

and analyse solutions which considers the wider environment and socio-economic 

implications of lagoon developments. The research makes contribution towards optimising 

tidal lagoons with an environmental focus by addressing its overarching aim to Optimise the 

selection of solution options to address the key impacts of tidal lagoons.  
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Abstract
Tidal range energy is an attractive renewable energy option, particularly in areas of high tidal range, such as the
UK. Historically one of the main barriers to tidal range developments in the UK, specifically tidal barrages, has
been regulatory environmental concerns and uncertainty surrounding environmental impacts. Tidal lagoons are
often suggested as a means of reducing the environmental impact of barrage options. Recent developments in
the lagoon sector mean it is now more important than ever to further consider the environmental impacts arising
from tidal lagoons and the potential constraints these impacts may pose to the industry’s future growth.
Environmental impacts and their interactions are complex, often making them difficult to understand and
manage. Here, the authors develop a conceptual framework to categorise impacts, present results from consult-
ation with regulatory and policy organisations and discuss potential impact and enhancement solution options.
This study includes a number of case studies to present lessons learnt, opportunities, cautions and successful
implementation of past solutions. In the absence of operational tidal lagoons, these case studies are based
on barrages and other relevant developments.

Introduction
Renewable energy technologies are being developed
and deployed globally to tackle climate change.
Marine energy, comprising wave and tidal resources,
is currently un-tapped in the UK to a significant
degree. Tidal energy consists of two energy extrac-
tion types: tidal stream and tidal range. Tidal range
energy can utilise both barrage and lagoon technolo-
gies. Fig. 1 shows a basic breakdown of this
categorisation.

Tidal barrages contain turbines within a barrier that
extends between the banks of an estuary or river.
Tidal lagoons differ as they contain bodies of water
in a basin, which is either constructed along one
side of an estuary or river, or located completely off-
shore [1].

Both tidal barrages and lagoons extract energy from
the tides by creating an artificial difference in water
levels, or head. Higher water levels are constrained
by the lagoon walls and sluice gates; when these are
opened, the flow of water drives turbines to generate
electricity.

In the UK alone, tidal lagoon energy could contribute
up to 8% of the current electricity demand, assuming
six tidal lagoons are constructed [2]. Tidal lagoons
have additional advantages such as a 100-year life
span, reduced uncertainty through the use of proven
technology, a high level of predictability and the op-
portunity to phase shift energy generation around a
coastline. These advantages alone make tidal
lagoons an attractive renewable energy option for
the UK.

However, despite the advantages, there are cur-
rently no operational man-made, energy generating
tidal lagoons in the world. The reasons for this
include the lack of serious project proposals in
the past, in addition to concerns regarding
reduced energy output when compared with
barrage systems.

Recent developments, including the awarding of a de-
velopment consent order to Tidal Lagoon Swansea Bay
in June 2015 [3] and the announcement of the gov-
ernment review into the feasibility of tidal lagoons
for the UK [4], mean that it is now more important
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than ever to consider lagoons as a key player in the
energy market.

Given the recent developments in the industry it is vital
that the interactions of a lagoon with the environment
are further understood and solutions to address
impacts are sought. Further understanding will allow
impacts to be effectively managed, reducing the
chance of environmental constraints hindering the
industry’s growth in the future.

Environmental interactions of tidal lagoons are dis-
cussed below, given the absence of any operational
tidal lagoons all case studies presented in the paper
are based around tidal barrage developments or
other relevant projects.

Lagoon environmental interactions
Assessing the environmental impacts of a tidal lagoon
is a complex activity. Ecosystems are a detailed web of
interactions between the physical, or abiotic, environ-
ment and the living, or biotic, environment. Further
complexity is added through the site- and design-
specific nature of any interactions, the potential cumu-
lative impacts and the fact that these interactions are
in a constant state of flux. As a result of this, any en-
vironmental impacts of a lagoon will be site specific,
will have knock-on implications through the ecosys-
tem, society and local economy, and are likely to
alter over the course of a lagoon’s 100-year life span.

Rather than attempting to list all of the potential envir-
onmental impacts of tidal lagoons, this paper pro-
poses a conceptual framework (Fig. 2) and provides

examples of impacts to illustrate this framework.
Fig. 2 shows the grouping of environmental impacts
in the framework and how these are linked to the
lagoon development, society and the economy. The
arrows in Fig. 2 describe the links, often two-way,
between each of the groups, for example, the
abiotic environmental impacts will have a two-way
interaction with the biotic impacts. These interactions
are discussed further below.

Abiotic interactions
Research to date has focused on abiotic impacts in-
cluding the alteration of hydrodynamics and tidal
range resource [5–10], morphodynamics [11–15] and
water quality [16, 17]. Abiotic impacts are strongly
linked to each other, for example changing hydro-
dynamics is a driver for changing sediment regime.
Abiotic impacts also significantly influence biotic
impacts such as how water quality might influence
the marine biodiversity. In addition to this, abiotic
impacts have the potential to impact the lagoon
itself, such as sediment build up influencing energy ex-
traction performance or maintenance strategies.

Case study – La Rance siltation: The La Rance barrage,
built in 1966 has a capacity of 240 MW and stretches
750 m across the Rance River in Brittany, France [18].
Since its construction and operation, changes to the
sediment regime have been observed, with around
30,000 m3 of silt added to the marine basin each
year [19]. This is thought to have been caused by
the increase in slack water times and therefore a
reduced current [19]. The La Rance operation now
includes maintenance dredging, particularly in the

Fig. 1 Basic categorisation of tidal lagoons within marine energy
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navigational channels towards the estuary head [20].
This abiotic change is therefore increasing the bar-
rage’s operation and maintenance activities, increas-
ing the amount of dredging required and thereby
increasing operational costs.

Biotic interactions
Biotic impacts of tidal lagoons, sometimes referred to
as ecological impacts, are less well understood. A few
papers have considered the ecological interactions and
linked these with society [21, 22], but Hooper and
Austen’s [22] paper was the only one found to com-
prehensively review the impacts of tidal range
schemes along with discussing societal and economic
factors related to them. Whilst it focused on tidal bar-
rages, some of the impacts will be transferable to tidal
lagoons.

As with any food chain interaction, biotic impacts will
influence a web of other biotic parameters across all
the trophic levels of an ecosystem, such as how over-
fishing of sand eels has led to a decline in their preda-
tor populations of seabirds the Arctic Tern and Puffin
[23]. Perhaps a less obvious interaction is that of
biotic impacts influencing abiotic parameters. An
example here might be biofouling altering the hydro-
dynamics around a structure, or biotic waste from
fish farming altering the local water quality [24].
These interactions are likely to result in a chain of

effects, where a change in the abiotic environment
will lead to a biotic change, which in turn results in
a secondary abiotic change and so on. It is therefore
important to consider the wider knock-on effects of
any environmental impact that a development may
have.

Case study – Sihwa Barrage impact chains: Sihwa
Barrage in South Korea was built as a dam in 1984
[25]. The dam blocked the natural flow of the river
and altered its sediment regime. This abiotic change
led to a deterioration in water quality, including exces-
sive phytoplankton growth (eutrophication) [26], a
biotic impact which potentially had knock-on implica-
tions for the abiotic environment in deeper water, for
example decreased sunlight penetration and tempera-
ture changes. In 2012, the dam was opened as a
retrofitted tidal barrage allowing the reintroduction
of sea water through turbines, reinstating the flow
of water, improving the ecological water quality and
generating renewable energy [27].

Environmental benefits
With all changes to the environment there will be
winners and losers. Often overlooked in the industry
are the potential environmental benefits and, as
such, beneficiaries (people, society and the environ-
ment). As with all other interactions, these may be a
consequence of positive abiotic or biotic impacts.

Fig. 2 Grouping of environmental impacts and interactions with tidal lagoon developments, society and economy
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There will be a number of benefits of lagoon develop-
ments; the most obvious of these is the new habitats
presented for species colonisation. This assumes a
net gain in habitat area and condition over and
above any initial habitat loss.

A well-known example of an abiotic positive impact is
that of reduced local coastal erosion. Marine sediment
transportation is sensitive to changes in the coastline
form; introduction of a lagoon may reduce coastal
erosion. It should not go unmentioned that it could
also exacerbate coastal erosion if the local processes
are not fully understood and incorporated into early
lagoon planning and design.

Flood protection could also be a potential abiotic
benefit provided by tidal lagoons, again, this is a
complex issue as it assumes positive manipulation of
a sensitive environmental process. A lagoon that is
not implemented well could increase flood risk to a
local area through siltation of inflows and a raised
water table. It is therefore essential to fully understand
the local processes prior to assessing the true benefits
that could be provided by a lagoon.

Case study – Thames Barrier flood protection: The
Thames Barrier crosses 520 m of the River Thames
and has the sole purpose of providing flood protection
to central London [28], similar to the protection which
could be provided by a tidal lagoon. It has 10 steel
gates that can be raised across the river preventing
tidal surges from the sea, or lowered to relieve the
pressure of river flooding within the catchment [28].
Lowering the gates also allows for tidal current flow
through the barrier and access for marine traffic.
Careful management of the Thames Barrier therefore
allows for flood protection and control of the catch-
ment services which could be provided by the tidal
lagoon industry.

Key impacts – the regulator perspective
Identifying the ‘most significant’ impacts is subjective
and, as already mentioned, complex. Interestingly
the regulators’ perspective on what they believe to
be the key outcomes, impacts and benefits may
differ from the tidal industry and societal perspective.
Marrying these different perspectives is part of the
challenge of realising the successful deployment of
tidal lagoon projects in the UK, especially given that
one of the key barriers to tidal barrage developments
has historically been regulatory environmental con-
cerns [29]. In this section, we present a snapshot of

the environmental issues that are at the forefront of
regulators’ minds.

A short online questionnaire was sent to regulatory,
policy and conservation organisations. This was tar-
geted at participants in decision-making roles within
relevant organisations. The main aims were to deter-
mine what regulators perceived to be the most
desired outcomes of future tidal lagoon develop-
ments, the key impacts (positive and negative) and
how they believed developers should focus on improv-
ing the environmental status of future tidal lagoons.
Four key questions were asked as follows:

(i) What outcomes do you believe to be the most
important for future tidal lagoon developments?’
(ii) What do you consider to be the most significant

environmental impact of tidal lagoon developments?
(iii) Other than low carbon energy and direct eco-
nomic benefits, what are the priority opportunities a
lagoon could provide?
(iv) Where should developers be focusing their
efforts to enhance the environmental status of tidal
lagoons?

The questionnaire received a 51% response rate
with a total of 21 different organisations contributing
(Fig. 3).

Participants believed the most desired outcomes for
future tidal lagoon developments to be a ‘cost com-
petitiveness’ and a ‘good environmental status’
(Fig. 4). Good environmental status here was defined
as reducing negative impacts and enhancing positive
impacts where possible. This is not linked to the
marine strategy framework directive which defines
‘good environmental status’ differently [30].

Participants deemed the three most significant envir-
onmental impacts to be ‘sediment regime alterations’,
‘changing hydrodynamics’ and ‘restricted passage and
migration’, as shown in Fig. 5. It is important to re-
member here that these impacts will interact with
each other, the wider biotic and abiotic environment,
society, economy and even the lagoon itself.

Benefits can be provided ‘naturally’ from the lagoon
or by providing solutions to address impacts that go
over and above regulatory drivers. The questionnaire
asked participants about the potential benefits that
could arise from both of these sources. Flood
defence and control along with leisure and recreation
featured highly in the ‘natural’ benefits mentioned by
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Fig. 4 Response to question: ‘What outcomes do you believe to be the most important for future tidal lagoon developments?’

Fig. 3 Organisations participating in the questionnaire
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participants. Of the additional benefits mentioned by
participants, habitat protection, creation and en-
hancement of biodiversity were mentioned most
frequently.

These questions provided an idea of the outcomes,
impacts and benefits in the minds of the participants
at the time of taking the questionnaire. The next
step was to determine where regulators believed
developers should focus their efforts in terms of im-
proving the environmental status of future lagoons.
A variety of responses to this question were given.
However, there was a key theme throughout the ma-
jority of responses and that was that there should be a
focus on site selection to avoid impacts in the first
instance.

Range of solution options
Whilst avoiding impacts should be a priority there are a
range of other solution options to be aware of.
Typically, negative impacts are addressed and positive
enhancements sought working down the mitigation
hierarchy. The mitigation hierarchy is a strategy for
addressing impacts; it works to first avoid impacts,
then reduce and then finally compensate or offset.
There is also potential to harness benefits in this way,
by delivering enhancements at each stage of the hier-
archy to offset the negative impacts. Within the hier-
archy, strategies for impact solutions such as site
selection, engineering design and technology, biodiver-
sity offsetting by restoration, creation of habitat and
catchment-based measures such as payment for ecosys-
tem services (PES) schemes can be categorised (Fig. 6).

Fig. 5 Response to question: ‘What do you consider to be the most significant environmental impact of tidal lagoon developments?’

Fig. 6 Mitigation hierarchy and potential strategies at each level
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Case study – Venturi-enhanced turbine technology
(VETT) turbines and impact avoidance: A key concern
with tidal energy schemes is the impact of fish mortal-
ity. The first stage of the mitigation hierarchy is to
avoid impacts, with one strategy being through
careful technology choice. The VETT being developed
by VerdErg is based on the Bernoulli principle and
exposes no moving parts to the water channel [31].
VerdErg have achieved excellent results in recent
tests, showing no impact on fish mortality with
passage through the VETT’s primary flow path [32].
This is therefore an example of a potential technology
choice which could reduce the impact of a tidal energy
development on fish mortality.

Case study: river Fowey PES scheme: An example of a
catchment-led approach to addressing environmental
problems is that of the River Fowey PES auction. The
River Fowey had issues with water pollution as a
result of cumulative agricultural run-offs [33]. The
West Country Rivers Trust, as part of the ‘Upstream
Thinking’ initiative, distributed funding to farmers via
a competitive bidding auction to deliver land-based
measures which in turn improved the river’s water
quality [33]. Similarly, PES has the potential to help
reduce nutrient levels in coastal waters e.g. nitrogen
levels in Poole Harbour as per the Defra PES pilot
project [34]. This type of approach could be applied
to not only offset any negative environmental
impacts which may arise due to tidal lagoon develop-
ment, but to help to deliver an overall net gain in the
environmental impact of a lagoon development.

Achieving a good environmental status is not only
about addressing negative impacts but also about en-
hancing positive impacts wherever possible. This

allows a project to work towards an environmental
net gain. Environmental enhancements can be devel-
oped within the lagoon design itself or through later
compensatory or offsetting stages of the hierarchy.

Case studies – built-in enhancements, Sydney
Harbour: Adding new infrastructure in the sea will
be a driver for change in the marine environment
[35]. Building in enhancements early on in the engin-
eering design can increase the positive environmental
impacts of a development, contributing towards
achieving environmental net gain. An example here
is the intertidal habitats created in seawalls in
Sydney Harbour. The designs do not compromise the
engineering requirements or cost but do increase the
diversity of species able to live on the sea walls [35].
Fig. 7 shows a photograph of their construction.

Remaining industry challenges
Whilst environmental impacts are a prominent chal-
lenge for consideration, it is important not to lose
sight of balancing these with a lagoon’s primary
goals. As a business model a lagoon is dependent
on its ability to generate and sell energy. Therefore,
any strategies to address impacts need to ensure
that a lagoon’s energy efficiency and power gener-
ation are not compromised.

A key challenge for lagoons, and one that is currently
under review, is cost [4]. There needs to be a balance
between enhancing the environmental status of a de-
velopment and keeping a project cost efficient. Any
mitigation or enhancement strategies need to be en-
vironmentally worthwhile in order to balance the
cost implications they present.

Fig. 7 Built-in rock pools in Sydney Harbour walls. Source: [35]
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Another point for consideration is the overarching
benefit of a lagoon as a means of displacing fossil
fuel power stations. Analysing the local environmental
impacts is vital in order not to undo the environmen-
tal, economic and societal benefits created by increas-
ing renewable energy capacity as a means of
combating climate change.

Every tidal lagoon will have environmental impacts,
both positive and negative. If the positive impacts out-
weigh the negative impacts then an environmental
‘net gain’ can be achieved. This allows a development
to have an overall positive impact on the environment.

The ecosystem services assessment framework [36, 37]
offers a way to assess, quantify and value environmen-
tal changes and determine what they mean for soci-
etal and economic wellbeing. When incorporated
into the established environmental impact assessment
(EIA) process, the framework provides a means to
identify potential environmental mitigation and en-
hancement options. The eftec study in 2010 made
some progress in this area, by valuing habitat loss in
the context of tidal range developments [38].
Despite this progresses, multiple challenges still
remain in developing a fully integrated cost–benefit
analysis, to include economic, societal and environ-
mental interactions.

There would be benefit in allowing environmental in-
formation to be incorporated into economic appraisals
to represent environmental costs and benefits within
developments from an early stage; arguably it is
market failure not to do so. This would allow develo-
pers to find cost-effective means (financially and envir-
onmentally) to achieve an environmental net gain in a
way that goes over and above the regulatory drivers.

As it stands, lagoons are suggested as environmentally
advantageous alternatives to tidal barrage develop-
ments [22]. Individual lagoons are typically much
smaller scale than individual barrage options and so
their environmental impacts are limited by compari-
son. However, multiple lagoons would be required
to provide energy generation at a strategic level, as
such the cumulative environmental impacts of multiple
lagoons will be a remaining challenge for consider-
ation. The UK Strategic Environmental Assessment, in-
cluding cumulative impact assessments of all project
EIAs will go some way into managing this concern.
However, knowledge surrounding the issue is still
limited; hence the government’s review into tidal
lagoons is currently seeking evidence to address it [4].

Dealing with uncertainty
One of the key challenges is identifying the impacts
and dealing with the uncertainty associated with
them. Here we can consider impacts as ‘knowns’,
‘known unknowns’ and ‘unknown unknowns’.

† The knowns are impacts we are aware of and can
therefore work towards developing solutions for.
Whilst these are understood, there are no operational
lagoons and so there is still a level of uncertainty sur-
rounding the extent of these impacts.
† The known unknowns are impacts we know that
we have little knowledge about. These can be
managed through targeted research and survey
work to reduce their uncertainty. In this way, they
can move to the ‘knowns’ category and solutions
can then be developed to address them.
† The unknown unknowns will only come to light
when there is an operational tidal lagoon. At present
these are not likely to present a regulatory barrier
given that the regulators will not know what they
are in order to regulate them. This does not mean
that they are not an industry concern. Early stage
monitoring of lagoon developments will be required
here to move these impacts into the ‘known
unknowns’ category and eventually the ‘knowns’
category.

Dealing with uncertainty surrounding impacts is a
challenge, with ongoing industry attempts to address
the key research gaps. An example of this is the
Offshore Renewables Joint Industry Programme’s
Forward look for the wave and tidal sectors [39].
Developing solutions to ‘knowns’, investigating
further the ‘known unknowns’ and careful monitoring
of the ‘unknown unknowns’ will allow the industry to
manage environmental uncertainty and push the
growth of the sector forward.

Conclusions
Tidal lagoons are an attractive marine renewable
energy option for the UK. Recent developments in
the sector mean it is now more important than ever
to further understand and manage impacts in order
to reduce the potential constraints they may pose on
the industry. A lagoon’s interaction with the environ-
ment is complex. Abiotic and biotic environmental
impacts (positive and negative) will interact with
each other, the wider ecosystem, the lagoon itself,
society and the economy. Environmental impacts can
also accumulate, have knock-on impacts and can
change significantly in extent and type over time.
There is usefulness in using a conceptual framework
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to understand and manage environmental impacts
and their interactions.

Regulator consultation revealed that environmental
status and cost competitiveness are at the forefront
of regulators minds for tidal lagoon’s future outcomes.
The key negative impacts were believed to be ‘hydro-
dynamic changes’, ‘sediment regime alterations’ and
‘restricted passage and migration’. Potential environ-
mental benefits noted by the consultation include
‘flood defence and control’, ‘leisure and recreation’
and ‘habitat protection or enhancement of biodiver-
sity’. The consultation provided a snapshot of the
impacts and benefits currently taking priority in the
regulatory industry.

Whilst avoiding impacts should be the first point of
call, there are a number of different solution and en-
hancement options working down the mitigation hier-
archy. A number of these solution options have
already been successfully demonstrated in other indus-
tries and could be translated to the future lagoon in-
dustry. The remaining industry challenges are around
creating project environmental net gain, balancing en-
vironmental concerns with project cost and energy ef-
ficiency and dealing with impact uncertainties.
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a b s t r a c t

Tidal lagoons are an attractive renewable energy option that could aid the UK in meeting its ambitious
renewable energy targets. One of the main barriers to tidal range development in the UK to date has been
regulatory environmental concern. In order for the nascent lagoon industry to move forward into
development, the views of the developers and other influential stakeholders such as government bodies,
regulators, conservationists and practitioners (herein referred to as ‘influencing stakeholders’ or ‘influ-
encers’) need to be aligned. This study is the first of its kind using online questionnaires and semi-
structured interviews to present and compare the views of both developers and influencing stake-
holders on the environmental interactions of tidal lagoons. We find that, whilst both influencers and
developers are working towards the common goal of a good environmental outcome for tidal lagoons,
there are mismatches in their views in terms of the priorities given to the key environmental impacts,
benefits and potential solution options. The work provides insight into what is at the forefront of de-
velopers' and influencers' minds, highlighting the key themes within their views and transforming this
information into policy recommendations that will help the industry's development move forward.
© 2017 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction

The deployment of renewable energy is regarded as a strategy to
combat climate change through the displacement of fossil fuel
energy sources and therefore the reduction of carbon emissions.
There have been a number of global agreements aiming to mitigate
the impact of climate change, the most recent being the 2015 Paris
Agreement. To date, 114 of 174 parties have signed this historic
agreement and begun to adopt climate change strategies into their
own national agendas [1]. Nationally, the UK has a target to provide
15% of its energy needs from renewable sources by 2020 [2]. There
needs to be an increase in the rate of deployment of renewable
energy in the UK if it is to achieve this target within the next 3

years. Under ‘business as usual’ conditions it will fail to achieve this
target [3].

There are a variety of renewable energy options that the UK
could deploy to meet these ambitious targets. Often overlooked is
the vast amount of marine energy available around the UK coast-
lines, the majority of which is currently untapped. This article fo-
cuses on tidal lagoon energy as part of the marine energy sector;
Fig. 1 shows a breakdown classification of marine energy and how
tidal lagoons are placed within this.

Tidal range technologies harness the energy available in the rise
and fall of the tides. Traditionally tidal range energy consists of tidal
barrages and tidal lagoons. A tidal barrage typically extends the
banks of a river or estuary, whilst a tidal lagoon forms a loop
attached to one side of an estuary or is completely offshore [5].
Fig. 2 shows a basic sketch describing this difference.

Tidal range schemes, including both barrages and lagoons have a
theoretical resource potential of 121 TWh/year in the UK [6]. To put
this into perspective, in 2015 the UK produced 339 TWh of elec-
tricity [7]. In theory, although not necessarily in practice, tidal range
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schemes could contribute up to 36% of the UK's electricity pro-
duction, with lagoons contributing 7.4pp, of that figure. Tidal
Lagoon Power Ltd, one of a number of companies investigating
options for tidal lagoon development, has a framework plan for the
UK to develop a fleet of 6 tidal lagoons. It is estimated these could
contribute 8% to the UK's total electricity supply [8].

Lagoons therefore have the potential to contribute significantly
to the UK's electricity mix. They also have a number of other ad-
vantages in terms of their energy production, including a high level
of predictability, the differing times of tides around the UK allowing
a phase shift for continuous energy generation and a long expected
life span (120 years) [9].

Despite these advantages, there is currently no energy gener-
ating tidal lagoon in the world. The main barriers to date have been
a lack of serious proposals, high capital costs and environmental
concerns. There is now a serious proposal, with Tidal Lagoon Power
presenting the first of their tidal lagoon developments: Tidal
Lagoon Swansea Bay. Swansea Bay was awarded a Development
Consent Order (DCO) in June 2015 [10]. The costs of lagoons were
investigated in a government commissioned review considering
the overall feasibility of lagoons for the UK energy market. This
review, published in December (2016), concluded that lagoons did
have a cost effective role to play in the UK and recommended that a
focus should be on a small pilot scheme initially with sufficient
time to allow for environmental monitoring [11]. Whilst tidal la-
goons have previously been presented as a more environmentally
friendly alternative to barrages [12], the environmental impacts of
lagoons are still a concern for the industry, as highlighted by the
recent government review [11]. As such, environmental concerns
are likely to present additional hurdles in the industry's future
development. Consenting and licensing issues are often seen as
cross cutting barriers to marine energy [13]; an example in the
lagoon industry is the current delays being seen in awarding of a
Marine License to the Swansea Bay Tidal lagoon.

Whilst progress has been made in identifying and estimating

the potential environmental impacts of tidal range projects, such as
the hydrodynamic changes [12e17], morphodynamics [18,19] and
water quality [20e23], ecological interactions with society [12] and
environmental interactions with each other [4], there has been
little focus on the industry's view of these environmental impacts.
These key environmental changes noted in the literature will have
multiple associated environmental, societal and economic impli-
cations. Whilst these are too many to document here some exam-
ples include; coastal erosion or sediment deposition, increased
flood risk, extensive habitat or biodiversity loss, displacement or
injury to marine mammals, damage to fish populations, damage or
displacement of bird populations, impacts for local marine industry
and recreation, impact on underwater marine heritage and changes
to local water quality including potential impacts on the water ta-
ble. Mackinnon et al. (2016) [4] describes a framework to identify
and further understand the complex interactions between the
environmental impacts of tidal lagoons.

The tidal lagoon industry is in its infancy; there is therefore little
tidal lagoon specific research to date and hence finding information
through direct industry engagement is appropriate. An additional
implication of the nascent lagoon industry is the lack of tidal lagoon
specific environmental regulatory guidance. This could present a
further issue unless clear communication between influential
stakeholders such as government bodies, regulators, conserva-
tionists and practitioners (herein referred to as ‘influencing stake-
holders’ or ‘influencers’) and developers is undertaken and
respective views understood.

In order for the sector to move forward in a sustainable and
timely way it is therefore essential that the influencer and devel-
oper perspectives on the environmental impacts of lagoons are
aligned. This will reduce any potential delays in the development
process and provide the best chance for future tidal lagoons to
contribute positively to the environment through an effective bal-
ance of positive and negative impacts (net gain). This study is the
first of its kind, analysing the differing views of influencing stake-
holders and developers within the nascent lagoon industry,
providing understanding of why these views arise and how
awareness of them can aid with the industry's future development.

Whilst there are tidal barrage developments elsewhere in the
world [24,25], the UK is making significant progress in the lagoon
sector, building on its desirable resource potential and recent in-
dustry advancements. This study therefore focuses on the UK tidal
lagoon industry, and as such, on associated UK developers and
influencers. The paper presents an assessment and comparison of
the current influencer and developer views on the environmental
impacts of tidal lagoon developments in the UK. It has three initial
objectives:

Fig. 1. Marine energy classification. Source [4].

Fig. 2. Basic difference between a tidal barrage and a tidal lagoon, both of which provide tidal range energy.
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1. Survey the views of professional individuals within government,
regulatory, conservation, policy, think-tank and practitioner
roles (referred to as the ‘influencers’) on the environmental
impacts, benefits, challenges and key outcomes of tidal lagoon
developments, through an online questionnaire.

2. Ascertain the views of key individuals within the development
industry (referred to as the ‘developers’) on the environmental
impacts, benefits, challenges and key outcomes of tidal lagoon
developments, through semi-structured interviews.

3. Compare and contrast the views of the influencers and the
developers.

Doing this, we find areas of consensus between influencers and
developers and areas where different placements of priorities have
been given. We find that whilst influencers and developers agree
on a broad level that lagoons should work towards achieving a good
environmental status, the details on achieving this outcome pre-
sented some contrasting views. The study highlights the main
barriers and challenges still facing influencers and developers and
outlines how information provided by their views can be used to
determine policy and regulation that can stimulate further devel-
opment of the sector.

The next section describes the methodology used to address
these objectives, with the key results of the study highlighted in
Section 3. These are discussed in detail in Section 4 with the paper
concluding with a set of recommendations in Section 5.

2. Methods

2.1. Data collection

The data collection consisted of web-based questionnaires for
influencers and semi-structured interviews for developers. Due to
the infancy of the industry and therefore relatively small pool of
potential participants, the focus of the engagement was on
including all of the relevant participants within key industry or-
ganisations rather than obtaining a large sample size of non-
relevant participants.

The questionnaires included a mix of closed and open questions
and were conducted using an online survey tool ‘Typeform’ [26].
The questionnaires targeted individuals in decision making roles
and focused on obtaining a range of different government (33%),
conservation (19%), regulatory (29%) and practitioner (19%) orga-
nisations, referred to in this paper as the influencers. Participants
were sent an email with the questionnaire link and a cover letter
explaining the research objectives. An email reminder was also sent
following initial contact. The questionnaire received a 51% partici-
pant response rate, with a total of 24 individuals from 21 different
organisations participating (see Table 1). This response was
deemed sufficient to allow for descriptive analysis and conclusions
to be drawn.

In order to gain a deeper insight into the industry perspective,
semi-structured interviews were conducted with developers. The
semi-structured interviews consisted of a select fewopen questions
to guide the participants towards particular topics (Table 2), but no
other direction was given. Interviews were conducted face to face
or via Skype. Participants were sought from tidal lagoon developers
in addition to related industries, such as tidal barrages, tidal fence
or bridges and hydroelectric projects. Each interview was recorded
and later transcribed for analysis. A total of 8 developers from key
organisations participated in the interviews (see Table 1).

The data collection consisted of two different methods for
influencers and developers. Questionnaires were deemed suitable
for influencers given the higher number of participants from a
range of non-lagoon specific backgrounds. Interviews as opposed to

questionnaires were appropriate for developers given the smaller
number of participants and the specific and detailed sector
knowledge that they have. The datawas collected differently and as
such has been analysed differently to reflect this. Whilst the
different methods may pose differences in the results, the general
perspectives of both the influencers and developers were obtained
and these general perspectives are what is being compared.

The participants were asked to answer questions in their pro-
fessional opinion and not on behalf of the organisations they are
employed within. Due to the infancy of the lagoon sector many
organisations do not yet have a standard stance or practice for la-
goons. Therefore by selecting individuals in key decision making
roles within relevant organisations the collected data provides the
best representation of the industry's current perspectives on tidal
lagoons. For privacy reasons, the identities of the questionnaire and
interview participants are not disclosed.

2.2. Data analysis & presentation

Software QSR NVivo 10 was used to code the interview tran-
scripts and open ended questionnaire responses [27]. Coding is a
method of qualitative data analysis, where passages of text are
assigned a code-label relating to a particular theme or topic, and
passages with the same label are judged to be of the same topic.
This method allows patterns to be identified within qualitative data
[28]. Some code-labels were pre-determined based on previous
questionnaire topics and literature review (A priori codes) [29];
others were developed based on the new findings arising within
the data itself (grounded theory) [29].

Descriptive statistics such as percentage distributions were used
to analyse the closed question data and subsequently the coded
qualitative data from the interviews and open ended questions. It
was not deemed appropriate to use more rigorous statistical anal-
ysis given the exploratory nature of the research and the lack of an
empirical hypothesis to validate [30]. Reflecting the analysis, the
results are presented as percentages; either as percentagemention,
percentage selecting, or percentage participants tomention. Table 2
shows a summary of the questions asked, the type of question and

Table 1
List of participating organisations.

Influencer Participant Organisations Developer Participant
Organisations

BMT Group Tidal Lagoon Power Ltd
Centre for Environment, Fishing and

Aquaculture Science (Cefas)
North Wales Tidal Energy

Energy Technologies Institute (ETI) North West Energy Squared
Environment Agency Electric Mountain
Jersey Government (States of Jersey) Solway Energy Gateway
John Muir Trust (JMT) Wyre Tidal Energy
Lloyds Register VerdErg
Marine Management Organisation Cardiff University e Associated

with Severn Barrage
Marine Scotland
Natural England
Natural Resource Wales
New Economics Foundation
Ofgem
ORE Catapult
Scottish Government
Scottish Natural Heritage
Sustainable Energy Authority

of Ireland (SEAI)
The Carbon Trust
The Crown Estate
The Wildlife Trusts
Welsh Government
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how the results have been analysed and presented.
Within the questionnaire there were a number of multiple choice

questions, the options of which were developed around information
obtained from a general literature review. The code-labels for the
solutions or the categories are very broad and encompass many
different individual solution strategies and as such need further
explanation. Table 3 provides definitions of the multiple choice op-
tions where the meanings are not immediately obvious, in addition
to definitions and examples for the broad solution categories.

3. Results

The results provide an insight into what is currently at the
forefront of the influencers' and developers' minds, regarding the
environmental impacts of tidal lagoons. Wewill discuss participant
backgrounds, lagoon outcomes, impacts and benefits and finally
solution options and further industry development in that order.

3.1. Participant background

In order to understand the industry's perspective on environ-
mental impacts of tidal lagoons, it is first important to consider the
angle from which the participants are coming. Fig. 3 shows how
influencers categorised their current role. Of the influencers who
participated, 67% are from either an environmental or policy role,
with the remainder residing in technological or socio-economic
categories.

The review of developer backgrounds shows a pattern of strong

local connections between developers and the local area of the
proposed or planned project or development, with over half of the
developers mentioning this local connection whilst introducing
themselves in the interviews. It was often the case that the devel-
oper organisations were formed from locals, local business people
or local forums, as opposed to large multi-national organisations
which is often the case in other energy sectors. An example here is
Wyre Tidal Energy which was formed by three local business-men
passionate about the local area of Fleetwood and its regeneration
[31].

3.2. Priority lagoon outcomes

Participants were asked about which outcomes they believed to
be a priority for a future tidal lagoon development (Fig. 4). Influ-
encers selected ‘Good Environmental Status’ and ‘Cost Competi-
tiveness’ as the key outcomes. ‘Good Environmental Status’ here is
defined as reducing the environmental impacts and enhancing
environmental benefits where possible.1

For developers, ‘Area Regeneration & Wealth’ received the
highest percentage mentions with ‘Reliable Electricity Supply’ and
‘Good Environmental Status’ in joint second. Neither influencers
nor developers considered ‘Speedy Deployment’ as an important
outcome at the time of engagement. There are other differences

Table 2
Summary of the methods, including data collection, analysis and presentation.

Collection, Analysis and Presentation of Data

Question Asked Question Type Data Analysis Data Presentation

Interview (developers) Questionnaire (influencers) Interview Questionnaire Interview Questionnaire Interview Questionnaire

Engagement
Topic

Outcome If you had to say the
project had one goal,
mission or priority
outcome, what would
you say that was?

Of the outcomes below,
please select one which you
believe to be the most
important for future tidal
lagoon developments. a

Structured Multiple
choicea

Coded
response to
question

Number of
options
selected

% mention % to select

Impact What do you consider to
be the top three
environmental impacts?

What do you consider to be
the top three most
significant direct
environmental impacts of
tidal lagoons?b

Structured Multiple
Choiceb

Coded
response to
question

Number of
options
selected

% mention % to select

Benefits Participants spoke freely
about the benefits

Other than low carbon
electricity and the direct
economic benefits, what
would you consider priority
opportunities that a tidal
lagoon could offer?

Non-
structured

Open ended Coded
benefits
section of
transcripts

Coded
question
responses

% mention % mention

Solutions Participants spoke freely
about solution options

Please select ways in which
environmental impacts
could be addressed through
technological or
environmental solutions.

Non-
structured

Open ended Coded
solutions
section of
transcripts

Coded
question
responses

%
participants
to mention

% Participants
to mention

Challenges
& Developer
Focus

Participants spoke freely
about industry
challenges. They were
also asked: “suggest how
the regulatory process
could be improved”

In your professional opinion,
where should developers be
focusing to reduce the
environmental impacts
posed by tidal lagoon
developments?

Non-
structured

Open ended Coded
challenges
and
improvement
sections

Coded
question
responses

%
Participants
to mention

% Participants
to mention

Participant
Background
or Role

Participants spoke freely
about themselves

What broad category would
you place your current role
into?c

Non-
structured

Multiple
choicec

Coded
introductions

Number of
options
selected

% local
connection

% to select

a High public acceptance, good environmental status, speedy deployment, maximizing public goods and services, reliable supply of electricity, cost competitiveness of
produced electricity, providing resilience to climate change, reliable technology.

b Sediment regime alteration, changing hydrodynamics, restricted passage and migration, blade interaction with marine life, noise and vibration, introduction of invasive
species, benthic habitat loss, other.

c Engineering, environmental, technological, policy, financial, socio-economics, other.

1 This is not related to the Marine Strategy Framework Directive (MSFD) which
defines ‘Good Environmental Status’ differently [38].
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Table 3
Definitions and examples of multiple choice options needing further explanation and solution categories requiring more background information.

Topic Option Choice Definition/Examples

Outcome Good Environmental Status Reducing environmental impacts and enhancing benefits as far as possible to achieve the best
environmental status

Outcome Maximizing Public Goods & Services Providing services or goods through the development of the lagoon in which the general public would
benefit from e.g. leisure and recreation, area regeneration, positive aesthetics

Impact Restricted Passage and Migration Restricting any migratory route or passage of any species of fish or marine mammal
Impact Introduction of invasive species The accidental introduction of a non-native species through development of a lagoon or the ‘natural

corridor’ effect that the lagoon might have, connecting different habitats to each other and allowing the
movement of species into habitats that they would not normally reside in

Solution Engineering Design & Technology Any solution mentioned that is related to changing the initial engineering design or the choice or design of
the technology itself with the view to avoiding environmental impacts. E.g. Turbine blade number, shape of
the lagoon wall, material used for the wall, built in additional habitats etc.

Solution Operation & Maintenance Any activity undertaken after the construction phase which attempts to reduce or restore environmental
impacts e.g. Zonation activities based on breeding seasons, temporarily pausing generation to allow species
migration, manipulation of the water levels within the basin for environmental benefits such as flood
control rather than purely for energy generation.

Solution Compensation & Catchment Measures Any activity based on compensation or offsetting of impacts through the use of offsite areas. E.g. habitat
creation or restoration, Payment for Ecosystem Services (PES) schemes, catchment management measures.
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Fig. 3. Influencer's professional backgrounds displayed as percentage number of influencers.
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seen here, for example, with ‘Cost Competiveness’ and ‘Reliable
Technology’ showing different levels of priority for influencers
compared to developers.

Fig. 4 shows what influencers believe to be the key outcomes
based on their respective professional backgrounds (stacked bars).
We can see from this that the majority of participants selecting a
good environmental status are from an environmental background
and that participants with technology, policy or socio-economic
backgrounds found cost competiveness a key priority outcome.

3.3. Environmental impacts & benefits

Whilst both influencers and developers agree that a ‘Good
Environmental Status’ is a priority outcome for tidal lagoons, it is
important to further understand which specific environmental
impacts and benefits are underlining this outcome and how the
regulator and developer views compare on these specifics.

Fig. 5 shows what participants believe to be the top three
environmental impacts of tidal lagoon developments. The top two
most significant impacts in the view of both the influencers and the
developers are ‘Sediment Regime Alterations’ and ‘Changing
Hydrodynamics’.

Developers and influencers selected different options for their
third most important impact. Developers believe that ‘Water
Quality’ is the third most significant impact of lagoon de-
velopments, whilst influencers selected ‘Restricted Passage &
Migration’ for that position. Although the two impacts are linked,
‘Water Quality’ was not mentioned at all by influencers (a box for
‘Other’ impacts was provided in the questionnaire), despite it being
in the top three environmental impacts for developers. Whilst
influencers placed more weight on ‘Restricted Passage & Migra-
tion’, developers still had this impact in mind, with it lying in fourth
position in terms of its significance as an impact.

Participants were asked what they deemed to be the priority
opportunities a tidal lagoon could offer aside from low carbon
electricity and any direct economic benefits (Table 4). Influencers'
most mentioned benefits include ‘Flood Defence & Control’, ‘Hab-
itats & Biodiversity’ and ‘Leisure & Recreation’. In contrast, de-
velopers most mentioned benefits were ‘Area Regeneration &
Socio-economics’, ‘Local Employment’ and a ‘Local Economy Boost’.
These benefits were also areas of high percentage difference in
mention between influencers and developers (green cells Table 4).
This further suggests that influencers and developers have different
priorities when considering the benefits of tidal lagoons. Benefits
which had little to no difference in the percentage mention (red

cells Table 4), suggesting an overall consensus in the priority given
to them by influencers and developers include ‘Base load potential’,
‘Multiple use opportunities’, ‘Tourism’ and ‘UK image’.

3.4. Impact solutions

Environmental impact solutions can be grouped into three
broad categories; ‘Engineering Design & Technology’, ‘Operation &
Maintenance’ and ‘Compensation & Catchment Measures’ (see
Table 3 for further definitions). Both developers and influencers
were asked about what the potential solutions could be to
addressing environmental impacts, and the responses are sum-
marised in Fig. 6.

Due to the infancy of the lagoon sector the solution options
identified by participants (both developers and influencers) were
often around transferable solutions from other industries. For
example under engineering design there are multiple strategies,
one example of which is using ecological criteria in the building
design, such as the rock pools built into Sydney Harbour wall [32].
Numerous operation and maintenance strategies arose throughout
the engagement with both influencers and developers; these were
largely based around the pausing and restarting of generation
depending on important ecological seasons, temporal or spatial
zonation of activities and control of in-basin water levels for envi-
ronmental gains. Measures based around habitats and biodiversity
creation and restoration were mentioned by both influencers and
developers for the compensation and catchment based measures
solution option.

Overall developers had a broader view of the potential solution
options than influencers, demonstrated by the larger triangle of
representation in Fig. 6. All of the developers interviewed
mentioned some form of solution under the ‘Engineering & Tech-
nology’ category, with 75% also mentioning a ‘Compensation &
Catchment Measures’ solution. These two categories were also
identified by influencers, 67% of them mentioning a solution in
both ‘Engineering design & Technology’ and ‘Compensation &
Catchment Measures’. ‘Operation & Maintenance’ was mentioned
the least by both influencers and developers, with 50% and 22%
mentioning them respectively.

3.5. Further industry development

Influencers were asked to suggest areas in which developers
should be focusing their efforts to reduce environmental impacts of
tidal lagoons. A variety of suggestions arose; however, a clear theme
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Fig. 5. Participants key environmental impacts of tidal lagoon developments.
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relating to location developed with 29% of influencers suggesting a
focus on site selection to avoid impacts in the first instance. Of
equal focus (29%), influencers wanted to see developers focusing on
the issues of intertidal habitat loss.

When developers were asked what they believe to be the key
challenges in the industry 33% mentioned finding a suitable site.
Whilst influencers wanted to see a focus on site selection, de-
velopers believe this to be one of their key challenges. Other key

challenges for developers were found to be lack of information and
experience in the lagoon sector, maintaining interest in lagoons as a
form of energy generation and securing funding.

When developers were asked specifically where improvements
could be made in the regulatory process, 50% stated that clearer
more accessible lagoon-specific policy or guidance was required,
with 63% suggesting a reduced process time for consents.

Table 4
The benefits of tidal lagoons as %mention by developers and influencers. Colour is assigned to the highest % mention for each benefit between influencers and developers, i.e if
the colour is on developer side then developers mentioned this benefit the most. The actual colour depends on the scale of this % difference, (Green ¼ �5% difference in %
mention, Amber ¼ �2% � 4%, Red ¼ <2%).

% mention % mention
Benefits

Influencers Developers

Area Regeneration & Socio Economic Benefits 6 14
Coastal Erosion Protection 8 4
Community Share 2 4
Education & Research 5 7
Energy Base Load 3 4
Export Opportunities 3 4
Flood Defense & Control 16 9
Habitat Biodiversity 14 6
Leisure & Recreation 13 4
Local Economy Boost 3 9
Local Employment 3 11
Multiple Use 6 6
Renewable Energy Acceptance 6 0
Supply Chain 3 5
Tourism 6 7
Transport & Connectivity 0 5
UK Image 3 2
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4. Discussion

The industry is collectively considering achieving a ‘good envi-
ronmental status’ as the lagoon sector begins its development.
Whilst both the influencers and developers are working towards
this outcome, previous research has yet to explore whether their
views on the details of the environmental impacts of lagoons are
aligned. Aligning their views on these details such as the key im-
pacts, benefits, solutions and key challenges would allow for a
smoother transition from lagoon planning to development and
towards achieving a good environmental status in future lagoons.
This study provides the first step towards achieving this industry
aim, by identifying the views of the influencers and developers,
considering the areas of contrast and consensus and providing
recommendations on how to move the industry forward in light of
this information.

The priority outcomes selected by influencers and developers
reflect their likely key objectives. For example the nature of an
environmental influencer's role in the industry is to protect the
environment, where as a developer is most concerned with gener-
ating a reliable and predictable supply of electricity and to obtain
the associated revenue. Many developers also have strong local
connections to the area of a development and as such their priorities
with local area regeneration and wealth is also not surprising.

‘Speedy Deployment’ was not a priority for influencers or de-
velopers at the time of engagement. It is clear that other outcomes
are a priority for tidal lagoons at this stage. This is surprising given
the current urgency towards transitioning to a low carbon econ-
omy. There is also a risk that ocean energy will not be sufficiently
mature before that capacity is taken up by other forms of renewable
energy, hence the need for a speedy deployment should not be
overlooked. The relative infancy of the lagoon sector and the fact
that there has yet to be a single tidal lagoon development in the
world could provide the reasoning behind the lack of priority on
speedy deployments. The consensus suggests that it is better to go
slow with the first development and ensure that other higher pri-
ority outcomes are achieved first and foremost to bolster investor
certainty and set a sustainable precedent for future tidal lagoon
development.

This is further reinforced by the solution options participants are
considering. Developers are currently concerned largely with the
engineering design and environmental solution options, whilst
influencers are considering the future compensation consider-
ations should lagoons be constructed. Neither party in the industry
is yet in the position where they are prioritising operation and
maintenance strategies. This does not mean to say that considering
these strategies early onwould not be advantageous in allowing the
maximum environmental net-gain in future lagoons to be ach-
ieved. It is therefore a recommendation that further focus be placed
on these strategies to reduce the shortfall currently seen in the
industry.

The environment is at the forefront of both influencers' and
developers' minds in terms of a priority outcome for lagoon de-
velopments. However there are also a number of other outcomes
seen as priorities by the industry. It is vital that whilst the industry
strives towards a positive interaction with the environment it does
not lose sight of a lagoon's primary purpose; to generate low carbon
electricity at a cost competitive rate. In addition, whilst there will
be a number of local environmental impacts, there is an over-
arching environmental benefit which should not be forgotten; that
tidal lagoons are contributing towards tackling global climate
change.

4.1. Impacts & benefits

An ecosystem is a complex web of interactions amongst the
living (biotic) and non-living (abiotic) environment. Any environ-
mental impacts of a tidal lagoon will therefore have a complex
impact on inter-tidal, marine and terrestrial ecosystems. It will also
have knock-on implications for the wider environment, people,
society and economics. In this sense, determining the top three
environmental impacts allows us only to scrape the surface of this
vast web of interactions. However, there is use in asking influencers
and developers to consider the top three, as this shows us what
impacts are currently being focused on in the industry, and there-
fore in practice.

Sediment regime and hydrodynamics are seen as key abiotic
drivers of an ecosystem, this may suggest why they have been
selected as key impacts by both developers and influencers. These
impacts also interact with each other, with changing hydrody-
namics influencing the sediment regime and a change in the seabed
morphology as a result of sediment regime change influencing the
local hydrodynamics. These impacts are also well studied [14e21],
which could explain why they are at the forefront of the industry's
mind. Or perhaps that is why the impacts are well studied; because
the industry has been placing a focus on them. Never-the-less, this
does represent an area of consensus between influencers and
developers.

Conversely, the impact of ‘Water Quality’ represents an area of
differing prioritisation amongst developers and influencers. This
was a key impact raised by developers and was not mentioned
directly by influencers. This question to influencers was a multiple
choice question in which ‘Water Quality’ was not an option,
although an ‘other’ box was provided for influencers to raise the
issue this style of questioning may have resulted in the differences
seen. The water quality impact here is related to the entrapment of
water in a basin, which may also entrap pollutants, similar to the
eutrophication issue previously seen at Sihwa Barrage [33]. This
impact could potentially be worsened by run off from surrounding
land. It could be that the influencers who were questioned are not
aware of this issue, or, that they do not consider this issue to be of
higher concern than the other impacts. Influencers did consider
‘Restricted passage and migration’ as a key issue, which can be
linked to issues of water quality; this may also explain the differ-
ence seen in prioritising key impacts.

Environmental impacts can be categorised into knowns, known
unknowns and unknown unknowns [4]. All of the impacts in this
engagement have to be knowns or known unknowns, and the
uncertainty surrounding impacts may have been one of the factors
influencing participants' choices. The engagement work cannot
take into account the unknown unknowns and these will only
become apparent if a tidal lagoon is given the go-ahead, in which
case careful monitoring will be required.

Often overlooked, tidal lagoons will also have a number of
positive environmental impacts or benefits, and therefore benefi-
ciaries such as people, society and the wider environment. The key
benefits mentioned by influencers and developers were different
and as such would have different beneficiaries. Developers
mentioned key benefits where the beneficiaries will mostly be the
local area, the local economy and the local people. In contrast, the
influencers' priority benefits provided a spread of beneficiaries
across society, the local ecosystem and individuals.

This result can partly be explained by the participants' back-
grounds. Over half of the developers had local connections to the
area of the project or development they were associated with; it is
not surprising then that they chose benefits that would ultimately
provide opportunities for the local area and its community. In
addition, local benefits are likely to increase local support for a
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project, reducing public opposition. As influencers are not neces-
sarily linked to an individual project's locality, they are more likely
to take a more holistic view and consider the wider potential
benefits of a project.

If the positive environmental impacts can outweigh the negative
for a particular development then an overall net gain can be achieved
for society in terms of the overall impact a lagoonmight have on the
environment. For this to be achieved a holistic approach needs to be
taken with the wider implications and beneficiaries of both impacts
and potential solution options considered. Environmental impacts
can be described, appraised and valued [34] then incorporated into
economic appraisals to allow developers to find a financially and
environmentally effective means of providing environmental net
gain that goes over and above regulatory requirements.

4.2. Solutions & industry development

Environmental impact solution options are often applied
working down the mitigation hierarchy (Fig. 7). Within this,
avoidance of an impact is addressed first, then reduce, restore and
finally looking to offset as a last resort. Arguably, what is missing
from this list is to enhance potential environmental benefits, and
for a project to leave a lasting ‘net gain’ legacy. There are a number
of solution options within these hierarchy steps (Fig. 7) and for
simplicity they were grouped for the study into the three broad
categories: ‘Engineering Design & Technology’, ‘Operation &
Maintenance’ and ‘Compensation & Catchment Measures’.

Both influencers and developers are considering solutions at the
top end of the mitigation hierarchy in terms of the avoidance of
impacts through engineering design and technology choice. There
is yet to be a lagoon developed and so it is understandable that the
industry is looking to avoid as many impacts as possible in the first
instance through these solutions. Given the relative infancy of the
industry, the majority of work to date has been on the engineering
design and technology planning and so this might explain the large

percentage of industry participants mentioning these solution op-
tions, in particular the developers.

Alongside this, site selection as another avoidance strategy is
also being taken into consideration by all of the participants.
Influencers believe developers should place more focus on this,
whilst developers consider choosing a suitable site to be one of
their biggest challenges. An issue arises here in that the areas with
the best tidal range often provide a unique habitat to be protected
e.g. the Severn Estuary [35], therefore selecting a site that has the
best resource for energy generation and that also avoids sensitive
habitat is a challenging endeavour. Conundrums like this allow for
other solutions further down the mitigation hierarchy to come into
play.

The results suggest that the industry is considering either
avoiding impacts or compensating them via strategies such as
changing lagoon wall design, turbine technology or habitat crea-
tion. The middle section of the hierarchy to ‘reduce’ and ‘restore’,
for example through operation and maintenance strategies, is not
being highlighted as a focus in the industry's minds at the time of
engagement. This could represent an areawhere further research is
required to fill the gaps in the solution options being considered.
Further attention on the reducing and restoring strategies such as
‘Operation & Maintenance’ would allow a full mitigation hierarchy
of solutions to be provided to the industry, thereby reducing the
environmental impacts of tidal lagoons as much as possible. An
example of potential operation and maintenance strategies that
could address the key environmental impacts of hydrodynamic and
sediment regime changes are managing ebb and flood generation
times and considerate dredging techniques.

The scope within solution option ‘Compensation & Catchment
Measures’ is wider than the suggestions arising from participants
or by this study thus far. There is an opportunity here to consider
innovative solutions such as Payment for Ecosystem Services (PES)
for example. Incorporating the benefits these solution options
might have in terms of enhancement over and above that of reg-
ulatory requirements for the environment, society and the econ-
omy would allow for a stronger case for tidal lagoons in the future.
A vital avenue for further research is therefore the consideration of
the overall environmental and economic benefit of differing solu-
tion options that will allow for the largest positive net gain in future
tidal lagoons to be realised.

One of the key requirements for the industry's development is
that influencers and developers work together to move forward
through the planning and regulatory process ensuring that lagoons
are developed efficiently and sustainably. The key challenges in the
industry include a lack of clear and accessible guidance available for
developers, in addition to lengthy regulator processing times.

The infancy of the industry means that to date there is no spe-
cific lagoon guidance and instead the industry relies on adapting
guidance from other sectors. If lagoon-specific guidance were to be
developed this would provide certainty of information to de-
velopers and indeed the influencers themselves, in addition to
reducing regulatory process times. Clarity and consistency of spe-
cific guidance may also reduce the costs often associated with the
requirements of a precautionary approach to development as
suggested in the Ocean Energy Forum's Strategic Roadmap [13]. It is
essential that any lagoon-specific guidance is set up prior to the
first lagoon project; this ensures that the process is in place to
support the industry through the development process.

Lack of industry experience and information is an issue, for
developers and for influencers. Developers have no blueprint of
plans to work with in development and influencers lack the evi-
dence they need to ensure compliance with legislative regimes and
environmental directives. This issue will improve with time and
thorough monitoring will allow for updated and enhanced

Fig. 7. Mitigation hierarchy for environmental impacts. Hierarchy adapted from
source: [39].
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regulatory guidance and smoother developer deployments. It will
also provide opportunities in terms of exportable skills, experience
and information as the world's first movers in the tidal lagoon
industry.

5. Conclusions & recommendations

The study presents a first identification and analysis of the
regulator and developer views on the environmental impacts of
tidal lagoons. Aligning the views of the influencers and developers
on this topic is vital to allow for a smooth transition of tidal lagoons
from current planning to future development. This study provides a
starting point to realising this sector aim.

Both influencers and developers are ultimatelyworking towards
‘Good Environmental Status’ as one of the priority outcomes for
tidal lagoons, and so this provides a foundation of a common goal to
strive for. It is important to keep in mind that other outcomes are
also of high priority and that the primary goals of a lagoon are ul-
timately to produce low carbon electricity at a cost competitive
rate. In addition, whilst lagoons will have a number of local envi-
ronmental impacts, it is essential not to forget the overarching
global benefit of their potential contribution towards tackling
climate change through the displacement of fossil fuels.

Environmental impacts of a lagoon will have complex implica-
tions to the intertidal, marine and terrestrial ecosystem in which it
is developed [33,36]. The impacts in this study look at the known
and known unknown impacts, since the unknown unknowns will
only be apparent once a tidal lagoon is operational. ‘Sediment
Regime Alterations’ and ‘Changing Hydrodynamics’ are at the
forefront of influencers' and developers' minds as the key impacts
of tidal lagoons. Whilst there is some differences in the priorities
given to ‘Water Quality’ and ‘Restricted Passage and Migration’ by
influencers and developers, both impacts are considered to be of
high priority by the industry as a whole.

A number of key benefits of tidal lagoons were highlighted by
influencers and developers. Influencers' key benefits provided
beneficiaries spanning the ecosystem, society and individuals
whilst developers focused mainly on the benefits to the local area
and its people. It is expected that this result is due to the strong
local connections the developers have with the local project areas.
Effective management of environmental benefits and impacts of a
lagoon could result in an overall positive impact on the environ-
ment (net gain), that goes over and above regulatory requirements.

The industry is focusing largely on avoiding or compensating
impacts through engineering design, technology and compensation
measures. There is a short-fall in the focus being placed on
restoring and reducing environmental impacts through operation
and maintenance strategies and an underestimation of the poten-
tial scope of contribution that compensation and catchment based
solution measures could provide. In addition, one of the biggest
hurdles currently being presented to the industry is the lack of clear
and accessible regulator guidance providing a focused connection
point between influencers and developers.

The three key recommendations from this paper are as follows:

� Lagoon-specific regulatory guidance or policy should be devel-
oped providing clear and accessible information to both influ-
encers and developers to ensure a smooth development of the
sector and reduction in regulatory process times.

� Further research should be undertaken into reducing and
restoring environmental impacts through the use of operation
and maintenance strategies.

� There needs to be further acknowledgement in the lagoon in-
dustry of solution options that go over and above regulatory
requirements to provide environmental and economic

enhancement to achieve overall project net gain. In particular
this should be further investigated within the compensation
and catchment based solution options.

These recommendations provide a starting point for research
that works towards marrying the views of the influencers and
developers on the environmental interactions of tidal lagoons. The
study provides a snapshot of what is at the forefront of the minds'
of key industry participants, highlighting the relevant information
that will aid in the industry's development moving forward.
Further work building on this study as a platform will contribute
towards a smoother transition from lagoon regulatory planning at
present to the world's first tidal lagoon development in the future.
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There is potential for tidal lagoons to contribute significantly to the global energy mix. Despite there 

being six tidal lagoons in the UK planning pipeline, deployment has been prevented or delayed to date 

largely due to cost or regulatory environmental concerns.  

Targeted questionnaires were sent to regulatory, policy and conservation organisations. The responses 

represent their view on the key environmental impacts, opportunities and outcomes of future tidal 

lagoon developments.  

Highlighting areas of regulatory priority will allow focused solutions to be developed. These will enhance 

the overall net environmental status of tidal lagoons making their deployment more straight forward in 

the future. 

The main objectives of the research are to determine the public sector and NGO’s view on:  

• The most desired future outcomes of tidal lagoon developments  

• Their key environmental impacts and opportunities  

• The priority impacts that industry should focus on finding solutions for 
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Respondents believed ‘Good Environmental Status’ and ‘Cost Competitiveness’ to be the most desired 

outcomes of future tidal lagoon developments, see Figure 4 below.  

Sediment regime alterations, restricted passage and migration and changing hydrodynamics were 

selected by respondents to be the top three most significant environmental impacts, see Figure 5.. Blade 

interaction, benthic habitat loss and water level change were also deemed to be important to 

participants. Environmental impacts are likely to be inter-linked and have various knock-on effects. 

Tidal lagoons can provide numerous opportunities and benefits. It is thought that these can be provided 

‘naturally’ from the development itself and by providing solutions to address negative impacts that go 

over and above legislative requirements. Participants identified key benefits to be flood defence, 

recreation, enhancing biodiversity and habitat creation, Table 1. 

Participants were asked where developers should be focusing their efforts to enhance the environmental 

status of tidal lagoons. There was a varied response but a key theme throughout was on site selection 

and avoiding impacts to designated or otherwise sensitive areas.  

The key findings are as follows:  

 

• The most desired future outcomes of tidal lagoon developments, according to respondents are ‘Good 

Environmental Status’ and ‘Cost Competitiveness’ 

 

• Sediment regime, changing hydrodynamics and restricted passage and migration were noted as 

significant potential environmental impacts. Environmental impacts are interlinked and a holistic 

approach to solutions would need to be taken  

 

• The key ‘natural’ benefits noted by participants include flood defence, leisure and recreation, with 

further opportunities lying within addressing impacts over and above legislative requirements. 

 

• Participants suggested site selection be the first option to enhance future tidal lagoon environmental 

status, by avoiding environmentally sensitive or designated locations.  

 

The next steps are to glean the view of tidal range developers on the subject to provide a comparison, in 

addition to developing targeted solutions to priority environmental impacts.  

 

Figure 1: Research conceptual model: Optimising tidal lagoon developments 

Method 

One of the first steps to optimising the net environmental and economic status of tidal lagoon 

developments is to identify key environmental impacts and benefits, Figure 1. An impact and benefits 

register was developed based on literature review. The impacts and benefits obtained from this register 

were then used to develop a short online questionnaire for NGO’s and public sector organisations.  

The online survey tool ‘Typeform’ was used to develop the questionnaire. A combination of closed and 

open questions were used. Information was provided to participants throughout to allow for informed 

decisions. Respondents were chosen based on relevance of their current roles and organisations. 

Surveys were emailed to participants with follow up phone calls undertaken where necessary. Figure  2 

forms the basis of the questionnaire to determine participants secondary and primary impacts.  

Figure 2:Schematic to show the basis of the questionnaire 

Respondent Statistics 

• 47 individuals invited to participate 

 

• 24 individuals responded (51% response rate) 

 

• 21 different organisations participated 

(regulatory, conservation or policy), Figure 3. 

 

• Respondents from a variety of backgrounds; 

67% from either policy or environmental roles 

 

• Examples of respondent's roles include: 

Directors, Leads, Advisors and Decision 

makers within marine policy, conservation or 

planning positions. 

Figure 3: Circle of Respondents 

Figure 4: Most desirable outcome of tidal lagoon developments selected by participants 

Figure 5: Participant’s most significant environmental impacts 

Table 1: Key benefits a tidal lagoon can provide 
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• 47 Invited

• 24 Participated

• 51% response rate 

• 21 organisations

• 67% from Policy or 
Environmental Roles

• Example Roles: 

Head, Director or Advisors of 
Policy, Marine Specialists, 
Consents Advisors, Case 
Managers, Planning Officers
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OUTCOMES

Which outcome do you 
believe is the MOST 
important for future tidal 
lagoon developments?

Please rate the following in 
terms of their importance 
for future tidal lagoons 
developments
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What do you consider to be the most significant environmental impact of tidal lagoon developments?

Top 3: 
1. Sediment regime

2. Restricted Migration
3. Changing Hydrodynamics
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Other than low carbon energy and the direct economic benefits, what are the priority opportunities of a lagoon?

If your impact is addressed what benefits can be gained?
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Black & Veatch

Where should developers be focusing their efforts to enhance the environmental status of 
tidal lagoons?

“Choice of location” “Cost effective environmental mitigation”

“Reduce impact on designated features”

“Site selection”

“Avoiding designated sites”

“Site selection should be key”

“Co-existence of activities”

“Location and design”

“Improved modelling”

“Benthic habitats and fish nurseries”

“Build up of sediment”

“Footprint of the lagoon and habitat loss”

“Focus on benefits outweighing the risks”

“Engagement with NGO’s”

Key theme: 
Site selection and avoiding impacts to designated or otherwise sensitive areas
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Black & Veatch

• Interview Developers 

• Rank Impacts – top 20% causing 80% of the problem

• Value Benefits and Impacts – compare with responses 

• Cost Benefit Analysis 

• Impact Uncertainty Analysis

• Strategies to reduce uncertainty 

• Investigation into Solutions

Government 
Review 
depending ! 

CONCLUSIONS
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Black & Veatch

• ‘Good Environmental Status’ and ‘Cost competitiveness’ important outcomes 

• Top three impacts : changing sediment regime, restricted passage and migration and changing 
hydrodynamics

• Key ‘natural’ benefits include flood defence, leisure and recreation, 

• Further opportunities within addressing impacts

• Developer focus on site selection

• Future of lagoons depends on government review

QUESTIONS

17

Thank you for listening
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Black & Veatch

QUESTIONNAIRE STRATEGY

• Targeted questionnaire 
• Regulatory, policy, conservation and think-tank organisations 
• Short online survey 
• ‘Typeform’ software
• Closed and open questions

Figure: Screenshot of the typeform questionnaire analysis N
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Appendix 5: Industry Engagement Questionnaire Sheet 



Questionnaire Information Sheet: De-risking Tidal Lagoons: An Environmental Focus 
 

Please respond to this 20-minute questionnaire to be entered into a £50 amazon voucher raffle 

 

Questionnaire link: https://lagoonresearch.typeform.com/to/HQ1szq 

 

 

Who is inviting me?  
The questionnaire forms part of an Engineering Doctorate (EngD) with the Industrial Doctoral Centre for Offshore 

Renewable Energy (IDCORE) and sponsoring company Black & Veatch. The research is being carried out by EngD 

Student Kathryn Elliott with the following supervisors:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

What is the purpose of the research? 
Tidal lagoons are an attractive renewable energy option but have been prevented or delayed to date, largely due to 

cost and environmental concerns. Six tidal lagoons are proposed in the UK, each in various stages of planning. 

Swansea Bay Tidal Lagoon is the most advanced having received planning consent in June 2015. It is therefore 

more important than ever to further understand if and how the net environmental and economic benefits of tidal 

lagoon developments in the UK can be maximised, in order to prevent future delays and abortive development 

investment.   

 

The doctoral research aims to identify the key environmental impacts of tidal lagoon developments and how best to 

avoid, mitigate or offset these. Strategies such as innovation in technology, environmental measures and project 

decision making will be explored, and then assessed for cost effectiveness and suitability. I will use the information 

you provide in this questionnaire to identify those environmental risks that should be prioritised for attention; either 

because there are currently no technological or environmental solutions to these risks, or the solutions available are 

too costly to implement. See Figure 1 below. In addressing these priority risks, this research will then inform 

strategies to optimize the economic and environmental net benefits of tidal lagoon development in the UK.  

 

 

 

Lead Industrial  Fran Moore  (Black & Veatch) 

Lead Academic  Helen Smith (University of Exeter) 

Co-Academic  Iraklis Lazakis  (University of Strathclyde)  

Co-Academic Harry Van De Weijde  (University of Edinburgh) 

Figure 1: Process of identifying primary and secondary environmental risks 

https://lagoonresearch.typeform.com/to/HQ1szq


What is the purpose of the questionnaire?  
The questionnaire aims to glean participant’s views on what the key environmental risks are, and the implications 

these may have upon lagoon technology, finance, socio-economics, the wider environment and most importantly 

legislative compliance. It aims to identify which risks are currently not addressed via risk mitigation measures or 

avoidance strategies. Mitigation and avoidance strategies both technological (engineering design, turbine selection, 

operation strategies) and environmental (site placement, habitat creation and offsetting) will be considered. It hopes 

to draw out what you believe to be the most important future environmental risks associated with tidal lagoon 

development in the UK. The responses will be used to validate a risk register and inform prioritisation of the 

environmental risks.  

 

Why have I been invited to participate?  
The questionnaire seeks the input of regulators, statutory advisors and policy makers, due to your relevant and 

detailed experience and knowledge. This knowledge does not necessarily have to be specific to tidal lagoons. Please 

answer the questions in relation to your current role as opposed to any personal opinion on tidal lagoons. You do not 

have to answer all of the questions. The research will be shared with developers, in order to steer them as to where 

they should be working the most to reduce the environmental risks of tidal lagoon developments. Your input into the 

research through participation in the online questionnaire would be valued, if you would prefer a telephone 

interview please indicate so in the questionnaire.  

 

What are the benefits of taking part?  
The questionnaire provides an opportunity for you to have your say on where tidal lagoon developers should be 

focusing their efforts in reducing environmental risks. This will ultimately help industry to focus risk management in 

key areas, to allow future tidal lagoons to be more economically and environmentally viable, thereby reducing the 

delays currently seen in their deployment.  

 

It is hoped that this work will feedback into lagoon technology design and potentially into tidal lagoon specific 

planning. It is therefore an opportunity to inform this process using knowledge based on your current role. Most 

importantly, you will be automatically entered into a raffle to win a £50 amazon voucher. 

 

How much of my time is needed?  
The questions are a mix of both closed and open questions. The closed questions aim to keep question responses 

clear and to shorten the length of time to participate in the questionnaire. Multiple-choice questions are included to 

provide the participant with background information for an informed decision. Open-ended questions invite the 

participant to elaborate on important points to provide further understanding and explanation, these are not 

compulsory. Some questions are similar but presented in different forms to get a different type of response. The 

response time will depend on the length of detail you wish to go into, however it is generally expected that the 

questionnaire will take no longer than 20 minutes to complete.  

  

How do I participate?  
The questionnaire is conducted online through a survey tool named ‘typeform’, this allows you to simply click the 

LINK taking you straight to the questionnaire. Your responses will be logged for analysis automatically.  

 

What do I need to know?  
 The questionnaire is 25 questions long, please scroll down to Q25 before submitting 

 You do not have to answer all of the questions, just answer the ones you can 

 The questionnaire is your opinion, there are no wrong answers  

 If the questionnaire stops (will not let you scroll further) it is because input is required to proceed 

 

What if I have a question? Contact details 
If you have any questions regarding the questionnaire or the research project, please do not hesitate to get in touch.  

 

Kathryn Elliott  Tel: +44 (0) 1737856319 Mob: +44 (0) 7533893874 Email: ElliottK@bv.com  

Thank You in Advance 

https://lagoonresearch.typeform.com/to/HQ1szq
mailto:ElliottK@bv.com


 

Appendix 6: Industry Engagement Interview Sheet 



Interview Information Sheet: Optimising Tidal Lagoons: Environment & Economics 
 

Who wants to talk to me?  

The interviews form part of an Engineering Doctorate (EngD) with the Industrial Doctoral 

Centre for Offshore Renewable Energy (IDCORE) and sponsoring company Black & Veatch. 

The research, and in turn the interviews, are being carried out by EngD Student Kathryn Elliott 

(E: ElliottK@bv.com, T: 07533893874) with the following supervisors:  

 

 

What is the purpose of the research? 

Tidal lagoons are an attractive renewable energy option but have been prevented or delayed to 

date, largely due to cost and environmental concerns. At least six tidal lagoons are proposed in 

the UK, each in various stages of development and planning. Swansea Bay Tidal Lagoon is the 

most advanced having received planning consent in June 2015. It is therefore more important 

than ever to further understand if and how the net environmental and economic benefits of tidal 

lagoon developments in the UK can be maximised, in order to prevent future delays and abortive 

development investment.   

 

The doctoral research aims to firstly identify the key environmental impacts of tidal lagoon 

developments and then determine how best to avoid, mitigate or offset these. Strategies such as 

innovation in technology, environmental measures and project decision making will be explored, 

and then assessed for cost, effectiveness and suitability. Tidal lagoons can provide numerous 

opportunities and benefits. It is thought that these can be provided ‘naturally’ from the 

development itself and by providing solutions to address negative impacts that go over and above 

legislative requirements. Figure 1 below shows the research conceptual model for optimising 

tidal lagoon developments.  

Lead Industrial  Francesca Moore  Black & Veatch 

Lead Academic  Helen Smith University of Exeter 

Co-Academic  Iraklis Lazakis  University of Strathclyde  

Co-Academic Harry Van Der Weijde  University of Edinburgh 

Figure 1:  EngD Conceptual Model: Optimising Tidal Lagoon Developments 

http://www.idcore.ac.uk/
mailto:ElliottK@bv.com


What work has been done to date? 
A total of six months research has been conducted out of the total three-year doctorate program. 

The initial stages of this research aim to identify the key impacts, opportunities and anticipated 

outcomes of tidal lagoon developments. An impact and opportunities register was created based 

on literature review. The information from this register was used in an online questionnaire for 

regulatory, policy and conservation organisations. The aim of this was to determine the public 

sector and NGO’s view on tidal lagoon development environmental impacts. With 21 

participating organisations, 24 responses from individuals in relevant roles within these 

organisations and a 51% overall response rate we are satisfied that this view has now been 

represented.  

 

Why am I being interviewed? 

Although some information on key impacts and opportunities can be gleaned from literature 

review, the most up to date, accurate and realistic information will be gained through industry 

engagement. This is particularly important due to the relative infancy of the industry in the UK 

and lack of operational evidence. It is hoped that a range of views will be collected from both 

industry and regulatory/public bodies. The responses from your interview will be used to focus 

and inform the next steps of the doctoral research, to ensure the research is in line with industry 

requirements.  

 

What are the benefits of taking part?  

The interviews provide an opportunity for you to have your say on where you believe the 

difficulties lie within the environmental consenting process for tidal lagoon developments, and 

the challenges in addressing their environmental impacts. It also allows you to guide the 

direction of the doctoral research to be in line with industry requirements. It is hoped that later 

research will result in recommendations for impact management, lagoon technology design and 

tidal lagoon planning. It is therefore an opportunity to inform this process at an early stage using 

knowledge based on your current role in the industry. Following the interview process, if 

requested, the general results from consultation with the public sector and NGO’s on the 

environmental impacts of tidal lagoon developments will be provided.   

 

What consents will I be asked to give? 

 You will be asked if the interview can be recorded. This is to ensure that your responses 

are represented as accurately as possible and to reduce the time needed for note taking.  

 The study is for an Engineering Doctorate; your responses will be used to complete this 

academic qualification. This includes discussing any results with supervisors, at a final 

viva, and with your permission within publications and at scientific conferences. You will 

be asked if you would like your responses not to be linked to your organisation. 

 You will be asked for permission to use excerpts of your responses in EngD work, and 

potentially in scientific publication and/or conferences.  

 

We will always ask your permission to use your responses out-with the EngD qualification, for 

example, in scientific publication or at academic conferences.  You can get in touch with 

Kathryn Elliott at any time if you have any questions about the research, use of your responses or 

to withdraw your participation in the research.  

 



What questions are you going to ask me?  

Below is an example list of the questions that you will be asked. The interview might not follow 

these rigidly but they do provide an example of what you are likely to be asked. Any unclear 

questions will be explained further in the interview.  

 

1. What would you say is the single most desired outcome of future tidal lagoon 

developments? And why?  

2. What do you consider to be the top three most significant environmental impacts of tidal 

lagoon developments? Why these three? 

3. If you had to select one of these to be THE most important impact, which one would it 

be?  

4. What are the likely knock-on implications of this impact?  

5. What category is likely to be most affected by these implications? Socio-economics, 

environment, lagoon finance or lagoon technology/engineering 

6. In what way could your key environmental impact undermine the consenting process?  

7. Could it threaten compliance to a specific legislation? Which one? 

8. With respect to environment impacts, have you found any aspects of the regulatory 

process challenging to date? Which parts? How could it be improved?  

9. Based on the mitigation hierarchy (Figure 2 below), let’s talk through potential solutions 

to address your top key impacts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10. Are any of the solutions you mentioned deemed too expensive to implement?  

11. Where should research be undertaken in terms of potential solutions to environmental 

impacts? Where does the research fall short?  

12. What are the key environmental benefits that a tidal lagoon can provide ‘naturally’? 

13. What additional benefits can be gained by addressing any environmental impacts of tidal 

lagoons? What desired outcomes are any benefits likely to contribute towards?  

 

 

Thank You in Advance 
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What are tidal lagoons?

Tidal lagoons harness the energy

available in the rise and fall of the

tides, by impounding water behind a

walled structure. Typically tidal range

energy consists of either tidal

barrages or tidal lagoons. A tidal

barrage extends the banks of a river

or estuary, whilst a tidal lagoon

forms a loop attached to one side of

an estuary or is completely offshore.

See sketch Figure 1.
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3. How can solution options be ‘valued’ for comparison?

1. What are the key impacts? (-/+) 

2. Are there solution options available?

Scan to my profile 

Why are we considering lagoons?

Tidal lagoons have the potential to contribute significantly to the global energy mix. They would provide

a large source of renewable, predictable, continuous, base load supply of energy for 120 years. Recent

proposals have suggested multi-benefit facilities that would provide environmental, social and economic

benefits to the areas in which they are developed. They are often presented as environmentally friendly

options compared to barrages, this does not mean their environmental impacts can be overlooked

.

Poster Objectives

The main reasons for lack of development of tidal lagoons to date have been high capital cost and

regulatory environmental concerns. Further research is required on the key environmental impacts of

lagoons and the expected ‘cost’ of their mitigation. The poster has the following objectives:

1. Identify the key environmental impacts of tidal lagoons

2. Investigate solutions to those key environmental impacts

3. Consider ways in which solutions can be valued and compared

Figure 1: Basic sketch of the difference between tidal 

barrage (a) and tidal lagoon (b)
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Area Regeneration & Socio Economic Benefits 6 14 8

Coastal Erosion Protection 8 4 4
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Flood Defence & Control 16 9 7

Habitat Biodiversity 14 6 8

Leisure & Recreation 13 4 9

Local Economy Boost 3 9 6

Local Employment 3 11 8

Multiple Use 6 6 0
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Supply Chain 3 5 2
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Transport & Connectivity 0 5 5
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Conclusions

Extensive industry engagement with both influential organisations (regulators) and tidal range project

developers (developers) allowed the industry perspective on the most significant environmental impacts

to be identified. The key negative environmental impacts are detailed in Figure 2. Both regulators and

developers agree that ‘Sediment Regime Changes’ and ‘Changing hydrodynamics’ are key

concerns.
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Figure 2 % participant selection of key environmental impacts when asked: “what are the most significant 

environmental impacts of tidal lagoons likely to be?”

Tidal lagoons have the potential to offer significant benefits to society, the wider environment and local

economy, perhaps more so than any other large scale energy development. These benefits are often

overlooked. The industry engagement asked developers what they believed to be the key beneficial

impacts of lagoons to be, See Table 1. Developers focused mainly around ‘Area Regeneration’, ‘Local

Economy Boost’ and ‘Local Employment’ whereas regulators were more interested in ‘Flood

Defense’, ‘Habitat biodiversity and ‘Leisure and Recreation’.

Table 1 : Benefits identified by participants when asked “what do you believe the most significant beneficial impacts of 

lagoons will be?”
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Systematic literature review following the PRISMA guidelines was undertaken on 1114 documents to

determine what transferable solution options from other industries could be applied to the key

environmental impacts of tidal lagoons. Figure 3 below shows the global spread of expertise on the

documented solutions found. Figure 4 shows what impacts the solutions are addressing and Table 2 how

developed and applicable these are to lagoon application. A database of potential solutions was created

as a result of the study including 77 relevant solution options. Over half of these are thought to be

relevant and adaptable to lagoon application in the future (Figure 5 outlined Black Box)

1 2 3 4 5

1 0 2 0 1 0

2 1 4 7 6 3

3 2 2 7 8 5

4 2 6 5 5 6

5 0 0 2 2 1

Total 77

Theoretical                                                      Applied

Other Industry 

Lagoon Specific

Solutions Matrix 
Figure 4 (ABOVE): The key impacts 

addressed with the solutions found. 

Table 2 (ADJACENT): Matrix of solution 

options in terms of their development to 

applied scale (1 to 5, 5= fully applied, 

1=Theoretical) and adaption to be lagoon 

specific (1=Other Industry, 5=Lagoon or 

Barrage specific). Graded Colour Scale: 

No.Papers ≤2 Light Greens, 3-5 Medium 

Green, ≥5, Bright Greens. 

Conclusions in the context of the original objectives:

1. Identify the key environmental impacts of tidal lagoons. Hydrodynamics and sediment regime changes

2. Investigate solutions to those key environmental impacts. There is a valuable resource of multiple

solutions within other marine, coastal and river run industries that are relevant and adaptable to lagoon

application

3. Consider ways in which solutions can be valued and compared. Solutions can be selected via MCDA,

described and quantified in an ESA that will allow the social, environmental and economic multi-

benefits of lagoons to be captured. A net present value can then be obtained through an ESV and used

to compare solution options.

[1] K. Mackinnon, H.C.. Smith, F. Moore, Optimising Tidal Lagoons: Environmental Interactions, 2016. https://energyhub.theiet.org/users/56863-kathryn-mackinnon/posts/18658-tidal-lagoon-environmental-interactions-regulator-perspective-solution-options-and-industry-challenges.

[2] K. Mackinnon, H.C.M. Smith, F. Moore, A.H. van der Weijde, I. Lazakis, Environmental interactions of tidal lagoons: A comparison of industry perspectives, Renew. Energy. 119 (2018) 309–319. doi:10.1016/J.RENENE.2017.11.066.

[3] K. Mackinnon, H. Smith, F. Moore, I. Lazakis, H. Adrian, A systematic review of transferable solution options for the environmental impacts of tidal lagoons, Mar. Policy. Under review (2018).

• Solutions can be selected using Multi-Criteria Decision Analysis

(MCDA), using criteria such as solution cost, likely success,

uncertainty, availability, applicability etc.

• Given that lagoons will have multi-use functions that could have

social, environmental, and economic impacts a more holistic

approach is recommended in the assessment of solution options

.

• Ecosystem Service Assessments (ESA) allow the qualitative

information surrounding solutions to be captured and represented

and better reflect the multi-disciplinary nature of lagoons.

• Once solutions have been qualitatively analysed, monetary values (£)

can be placed on the ecosystem services where relevant and

proportionate to do so in an Ecosystem Service Valuation (ESV)

• This ‘value’ put back into context of the qualitative assessment can

be used to compare solution options.

https://energyhub.theiet.org/users/56863-kathryn-mackinnon/posts/18658-tidal-lagoon-environmental-interactions-regulator-perspective-solution-options-and-industry-challenges
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1. EXTENDED ABSTRACT  
 
The deployment of renewable energy is regarded as a 

strategy to combat climate change. There have been a 

number of global agreements aiming to mitigate climate 

change, the most recent of which was the 2015 Paris 

Agreement. Often overlooked is the vast amount of 

marine renewable energy available around the world’s 

coastlines. In particular tidal range energy is a largely 

untapped resource which has benefits including reduced 

uncertainty through use of proven technology, a high 

level of predictability [1], the ability to phase shift energy 

to provide base load supply [2]  and a long expected life 

span (100 years) [3]. The key barriers to development of 

tidal range energy have been environmental concerns 

and high capital cost [4], [5]. 

Tidal lagoons are often presented as environmentally 

friendly alternatives to tidal barrages [5], but this does 

not mean their environmental impacts can be 

overlooked. Recent developments in the UK lagoon 

industry such as the awarding of a Development 

Consent Order to Swansea Bay tidal lagoon [6], mean it 

is now more important than ever to consider the 

environmental impacts of tidal lagoons and what 

solutions are available to address them. This is 

challenging considering there are no operational tidal 

lagoons in the world yet. This study aims to:  

1. Identify the key impacts through industry engagement 

2. Find available solutions through systematic review  

3. Select and analyze solutions using Multi Criteria 

Decision Analysis (MCDA), Cost Benefit Analysis 

(CBA) and Ecosystem Service Valuation (ESV).  

 

1.1 What are the key impacts and benefits of tidal 

lagoons? 

Extensive industry engagement with the UK tidal lagoon 

industry highlighted a number of key environmental 

impacts and benefits arising as a result of tidal lagoon 

deployment. This engagement included an online 

questionnaire to influential individuals in decision 

making roles within 21 different government, 

conservation, regulatory and practitioner organizations. 

In addition to this, semi-structured interviews were 

conducted with developers active in the lagoon industry, 

in which a total of eight developers participated. Using 

percentage mention, impact scoring and multiple choice   

 

selection along with coding of open ended questions and 

interview transcripts, the perspective of the UK tidal 

lagoon industry was outlined. The key environmental 

impacts of lagoons according to industry opinion are 

‘sediment regime alterations’ and ‘hydrodynamic 

changes’, with key benefits including ‘flood defense and 

control’, ‘leisure and recreation’ and ‘area regeneration’. 

More information on the methodology and results of this 

engagement can be found in reference 7. In addition, 

further information on categorization of impacts and a 

framework on the environmental impacts of tidal lagoons 

can be seen in reference 8.  

1.2 What solutions are there to address the key impacts?  

There are currently no man-made, energy generating, 

tidal lagoons in the world and as such there are no 

blueprint guidelines on solutions to address their 

environmental impacts. However, there is a vast quantity 

of literature available from other industries addressing 

similar impacts in the coastal, ocean and river 

environments.   

A systematic review following the PRISMA (Preferred 

Reporting Items for Systematic Meta-Analysis) and 

Collaboration on Environmental Evidence Guidance was 

conducted. The purpose of this review was to investigate 

the extent and relevance of the existing research on 

solutions options which could be applied to address the 

environmental impacts likely to arise as a result of tidal 

lagoons.  

An initial search uncovered a total of 1114 papers, 688 

papers after duplicates removed, 129 papers after 

abstract screening and 77 papers after full text 

screening. The 77 papers included in final analysis 

included viable solution options, over half of which 

require only small shifts in their development stage or 

adaption to lagoon application to be realistic options for 

implementation in the future tidal lagoon industry [9]. 

1.3 How can solutions be selected and analyzed? 

The key outcomes of the authors’ previous research 

include a database of environmental impacts likely to 

arise as a result of tidal lagoons and a database of 

solution options. This inventory of information is only 

useful if it can analysed and applied so the next stage is 

to determine ways of selecting and analyzing different 

solution options.  

mailto:H.C.M.Smith@exeter.ac.uk
mailto:mooref@bv.com
mailto:h.vanderweijde@ed.ac.uk
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In order to select combinations of solution options to be 

analysed a MCDA was used, this included criteria on: 

solution cost, solution stage of development, relevance 

to tidal lagoons, expected solution success, number of 

direct and indirect impacts it addresses and level of 

uncertainty. Using this method a combination of solution 

options were selected, with one solution for each key 

environmental impact. These solutions were then 

analyzed in terms of the wider environmental 

implications using a cost benefit analysis and ecosystem 

service assessment and valuation. Using guidance from 

the Green Book [10], solution combinations were 

assessed in terms of how their deployment would change 

the wider ecosystem service provision of tidal lagoons. 

This was compared to a baseline scenario of a lagoon 

with no environmental solution options implemented.  

1.4 Conclusion  

In conclusion the research aims to further the tidal lagoon 

industry into deployment by highlighting the key 

environmental impacts likely to arise, the potential extent 

and relevance of existing transferable solutions and how 

these can be selected and analysed. Figure 1 provides a 

summary of the methodology.  
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25,31,32,23,25,28,29,34,35,,,30,26,15,

31, 48, 49 

5. Climate change regulation 

sequestration 
Cost 

Overall habitat loss- 

hydrodynamic changes (--

) 

25,31,32 23,25,28,29,34,35 24,26,15,31,33 27 26,15,31, 50,51
25,31,32,23,25,28,29,34,35,24,26,15,3

1,33,27,,26,15,31, 50,51

6. Water regulation Cost 
Hydodynamic changes 

impact (--)
25,31,32 23,25,28,29,34,35 25,31,32,23,25,28,29,34,35,,,,

7. Erosion/Sediment Control Cost 
Sediment regime 

changes (--) 
25,31,32 23,25,28,29,34,35 37, 52 25,31,32,23,25,28,29,34,35,,,,37, 52

8. Water purification Cost Potential pollution (-) 25,31,32 23,25,28,29,34,35 24,26,15,31,33 27
25,31,32,23,25,28,29,34,35,24,26,15,3

1,33,27,,

9. Natural hazard protection 

(Flood Risk)
Benefit 

Flood risk protection 

(++) 
25,31,32 23,25,28,29,34,35 53 25,31,32,23,25,28,29,34,35,,,,53

10. Social relations Benefit 
Boost of recreation 

societies (++) 
25,31,32 23,25,28,29,34,35 24,26,15,31,33 27 30 26,15,31

25,31,32,23,25,28,29,34,35,24,26,15,3

1,33,27,30,26,15,31

11. Asthetic values Cost Mostly negative (--) 23,25,28,29,34,35 27 ,23,25,28,29,34,35,,27,,

12. Cultural heritage values Cost 

Fish impact, pollution 

impact- fishing industry (-

-) 

24,26,15,31,33 27 30 ,,24,26,15,31,33,27,30,

13. Recreation/ecotourism Benefit 

Tourism & recreation, 

marine mammal impact  

(++)

24,26,15,31,33 27 26,15,31, 54.55 ,,24,26,15,31,33,27,,26,15,31, 54.55

134. Health benefits Benefit 
Increased pathways, 

increased swimming (++) 
24,26,15,31,33 27 56,57,58 ,,24,26,15,31,33,27,,56,57,58

16. Heritage & Archeaology Cost 
Sediment regime 

changes (--) 
23,25,28,29,34,35 ,23,25,28,29,34,35,,,,

Ecosystem Service Influenced
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Use of Geoindicators 

(sediment changes)

Ecosystem restoration 

to protect coastlines 

from erosion 

Urea Fertilisation

Site selection close to 

natural water purification 

areas e.g. wetlands 

Catchment land 

selection to reduce run 

off pollution

Keystone species and 

blue corridors 
Scenario 2 OVERALL  

1. Food a (aquaculture) Benefit 
Aquaculture production 

(++) 
1,2,3 ,36 20,25 ,,1,2,3 ,36,,20,25,

1b. Food (fish) Benefit Fish (++) 60

2. Energy Generation Benefit 

Tidal Energy (++) - 

hindered by sediment, 

impact on fish and 

marine mammals etc

18,19,21,22 20,25 ,,,18,19,21,22,20,25,

3. Air quality Benefit 
Displacement of fossil 

fuel PM10 (++)
18,19,21,22 20,25 ,,,18,19,21,22,20,25,

4. Climate change regulation 

emissions 
Benefit 

Displacement of fossil 

fuel CO2e (++)
18,19,21,22 20,25 ,,,18,19,21,22,20,25,

5. Climate change regulation 

sequestration 
Cost 

Overall habitat loss- 

hydrodynamic changes (--

) 

8,9,10,11,12,14,15,16 1,2,3 ,8,9,10,11,12,14,15,16,1,2,3 ,,,

6. Water regulation Cost 
Hydodynamic changes 

impact (--)
20,25 ,,,,20,25,

7. Erosion/Sediment Control Cost 
Sediment regime 

changes (--) 
4,5,6,7,13,17 8,9,10,11,12,14,15,16 18,19,21,22

4,5,6,7,13,17,8,9,10,11,12,14,15,16,,18,19,

21,22,,

8. Water purification Cost Potential pollution (-) 1,2,3 18,19,21,22 20,25 ,,1,2,3 ,18,19,21,22,20,25,

9. Natural hazard protection 

(Flood Risk)
Benefit 

Flood risk protection 

(++) 
8,9,10,11,12,14,15,16 18,19,21,22 ,8,9,10,11,12,14,15,16,,18,19,21,22,,

10. Social relations Benefit 
Boost of recreation 

societies (++) 
1,2,3 20,25 ,,1,2,3 ,,20,25,

11. Asthetic values Cost Mostly negative (--)  1,2,3 20,25 ,, 1,2,3 ,,20,25,

12. Cultural heritage values Cost 

Fish impact, pollution 

impact- fishing industry (-

-) 

1,2,3 18,19,21,22 20,25 14 ,,1,2,3 ,18,19,21,22,20,25,14

13. Recreation/ecotourism Benefit 

Tourism & recreation, 

marine mammal impact  

(++)

1,2,3 20,25 14 ,,1,2,3 ,,20,25,14

134. Health benefits Benefit 
Increased pathways, 

increased swimming (++) 
20,25 ,,,,20,25,

16. Heritage & Archeaology Cost 
Sediment regime 

changes (--) 
4,5,6,7,13,17 4,5,6,7,13,17,,,,,

17. Solution CAPEX Cost Zero 4,5,6,7,13,17 8,9,10,11,12,14,15,16 1,2,3 18,19,21,22 20,25 14
4,5,6,7,13,17,8,9,10,11,12,14,15,16,1,2,3 

,18,19,21,22,20,25,14

18. Solution OPEX Cost Zero  4,5,6,7,13,17 1,2,3  4,5,6,7,13,17,,1,2,3 ,,,

Ecosystem Service Influenced

Baseline 

Benefit or 

Cost

Baseline (no solutions 

implemented) 

Change as a result of - Group B
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Appendix 11: ESV explanation of monetary values methods 



ESV Methods Further Detail  

For the exact values and calculations please see the ESA and ESV spreadsheet. This section walks 

through the process and assumptions made to obtain the values presented in Table 20 in the 

ecosystem service valuation section (Chapter 5) of the thesis. It has not been added to the main text 

of the document to avoid emphasis being placed on the monetary values in the research and light 

taken away from the assessment, description and story of the changes. It is here for further 

information should anyone wish to see the methods in more detail. If this were to be applied in 

practice, the assumptions would need to be supported by more robust data or expert opinion. The 

process in this research is for example only and makes high level assumptions in order to demonstrate 

how it could be done based on a theoretical lagoon scenario and solution implementation selected in 

previous sections of the research.  

Food (Aquaculture)  

The baseline assumption for this ecosystem service is that aquaculture production at the lagoon is 

expected to be of equivalent value per year as an average Welsh aquaculture enterprise. Once this 

was calculated assumptions were then made on how this production would change given 

implementation of solution group A and solution group B.  

The landed tonnage of fish in Wales per year was found using government data [1], this included 

government information on the number of aquaculture enterprises and the value in pounds per tonne 

of fish landed. From this the tonnage per aquaculture enterprise was obtained and the estimated 

average value of this. This provided a baseline average value per enterprise per year.  

The assumptions at this stage include a consistent tonnage per year for 50 years and a consistent 

price; although a discount rate has been applied it is likely that aquaculture values will go up and down 

out with the discount period fluctuation. It also assumes that the lagoon will be as productive and of 

the same scale as the average Welsh aquaculture site.  

It was assumed that none of the solutions in Group A will impact the aquaculture production present 

at the baseline.  

It is assumed that the only solution in Group B to influence aquaculture production is urea fertilisation. 

Studies found show that ocean fertilisation can increase productivity by 33% for a short period of time 

[2–5]. Assuming ocean fertilisation is applied twice a year, productivity is increased by 33% in the 

months in which it is applied. It is known that urea fertilisation is not sustainable. As such this research 

assumes this positive in production will become a zero after 25 years.  

All the values were set over a 50-year time scale applying a discount factor to gain net present values. 

The full calculations for this ecosystem service can be found on the yellow ‘1.Food (a)’ tab in the ESA 

and ESV spreadsheet.  

Food (Fishing)  

The biggest assumption in this section is that the baseline lagoon will have an overall benefit on fish 

production. The basis for this assumption in this research is on literature studying the fishing industry 

in Swansea Bay [6]. This is a topical and debated assumption and if this were to be applied in practice 

this assumption in particular would need reviewing based on site specific surveys and local knowledge. 

Working with this assumption it is then considered how the implementation of solution groups A and 

B will influence this ecosystem service.  



The value of fish caught in Swansea bay was found [7] alongside reports specifically on the fishing 

industry and site characteristics in Swansea bay [6,8]. These allowed a baseline tonne per year of fish 

at Swansea bay and its value to be obtained for the baseline. It was assumed that in Group A the use 

of spatial and temporal zonation, turbine selection with fish and marine mammals will allow for 

preservation of the fish population and therefore the ecosystem service provided. It was assumed that 

relocation and re-routed movement of vessel traffic might result in a negative impact on the fishing 

industry, but that it is likely that fishing will occur elsewhere in stead and so not influence the overall 

baseline.  

The solutions in group B are thought to cause no change to the baseline, except for urea fertilisation. 

Based on previous calculations in Food (A) and urea causing an increase in production of 33% [2–5], 

assuming that 10% is lost at each tropic level the increase to fish populations will be 23% per year. 

Again, this benefit is assumed to deplete rapidly after 25 years, leading to little benefit over the 50 

year valuation time line.  

All the values were set over a 50-year time scale applying a discount factor to gain net present values. 

The full calculations for this ecosystem service can be found on the yellow ‘1.Food (b)’ tab in the ESA 

and ESV spreadsheet.  

Energy  

One of the primary purposes of a baseline lagoon is to provide renewable energy. Based on the 

assumed energy generation estimates for Swansea Bay lagoon [9] and a cost per energy unit (GWh) 

[10] a value can be assumed in million pounds per year. The impact of solutions group A and group B 

were then considered in terms of how this ecosystem service would change with their 

implementation.  

 Group A  

It is assumed that in Group A the following solutions will negatively impact the provision of energy in 

a lagoon: Flushing and sluicing, dredging, turbine selection and use of temporal zonation. All of these 

solutions are thought to reduce the amount of energy generated. Each of these has been described 

below in turn.  

Flushing, sluicing and dredging are assumed to require a total of 44 days/year, this is based on data 

from the management of tidal barrages and reservoirs [11], it assumed that this would take place in 

the baseline lagoon but that approximately 10% would be for environmental reasons (4.4 days) [11]. 

Taking this into account the average energy pounds per is calculated based on the baseline 

information and 4.4 days’ worth is reduced from the baseline for the solutions flushing, sluicing and 

dredging. It was found that the modern tidal turbines which are deemed to be ‘fish friendly’  are 

variable speed turbines and these are also more efficient in energy production than fixed sped 

turbines [12], therefore despite a negative impact being described, it has not been quantified for this 

research. The solution of temporal zonation is assumed to stop generation of power for big 

recreational events, for example open water swimming or triathlons, it was assumed for the purposes 

of this valuation that 3 big events per year would stop generation for 3 days. Using the calculation of 

the value of energy produced per day this was taken from the overall positive baseline for group A.  

 Group B  

In group B it was described that site selection close to existing habitats for water quality improvement 

and catchment and land slope characteristics to reduce run off would also negatively impact energy 

generation. This is because perhaps the site better for environmental impacts would not be as 



productive for energy generation. It is likely that the tidal range will be the same and so the energy 

will also be the same, but the actual costs of development would be higher. How much higher is 

impossible to quantify without knowing the exact site-specific characteristics of where a baseline 

would be compared to an improved site for environmental impacts and therefore has not been valued 

in this research which is a high-level demonstration only.  

All the values were set over a 50-year time scale applying a discount factor to gain net present values. 

The full calculations for this ecosystem service can be found on the yellow ‘Energy’ tab in the ESA and 

ESV spreadsheet.  

Air Quality  

It is assumed in this section that a tidal lagoon will displace fossil fuel energy generation therefore 

reducing the PM10 released into the environment and provide a benefit in terms of air quality. The 

baseline assumption is therefore a benefit of improved air quality (reduction in PM10 emissions). The 

total UK tonnes of PM10 emissions (tPM10) for fossil fuels in 2015 was found [13,14] in addition to 

the total GWh energy generation from fossil fuels in 2015 [15]; this allowed for a rough estimation of 

the PM10 emissions produced per GWh unit of energy in tPM10/GWh. Using the annual expected 

energy production of Swansea Bay Lagoon (GWh) [9] and the average tonne of PM10 released per 

GWh of energy we get the tonnes of PM10 avoided by a lagoon of the same size as Swansea Bay 

Lagoon per year. Using government data on the damage cost of PM10 emissions (£ per tonne) on an 

‘average urban area’ [16] we get an idea of the damage cost avoided due to energy generation of a 

lagoon the same size and location as that of Swansea Bay lagoon.  This value is the baseline benefit to 

air quality.  

Given that this baseline value is underpinned by the energy produced by a lagoon (GWh) the solution 

groups A and B and their impact on this ecosystem service can be related to the impact they have on 

the energy production. Group A shows impact through 4.4 days of no energy generation due to 

sediment management (flushing and sluicing) and 3 days of no energy generation due to large 

recreational events. If no energy is generated, it is assumed that this will no longer displace fossil fuels, 

and therefore the damage cost avoided will no longer be as big of a benefit as it was in the baseline. 

Group B had no impact on energy generation and as a result will have no impact on the air quality 

ecosystem benefit provided in the baseline.  

All the values were set over a 50-year time scale applying a discount factor to gain net present values. 

The full calculations for this ecosystem service can be found on the yellow ‘Air Quality’ tab in the ESA 

and ESV spreadsheet.  

Carbon Regulation  

Assuming that lagoons will replace natural gas energy use, the carbon dioxide equivalent per energy 

unit value per year was sourced for conventional gas (tCO2e/kWh) [17]. Using the predicted energy 

generation of Swansea Bay lagoon per year (GWh) [9] we can then calculate the likely tonnes of carbon 

dioxide emissions displaced as a result of lagoon generation per year. Using carbon price predictions 

over 50 years (£/tCO2e) [18] we can obtain a baseline value for the carbon regulation benefit of a 

lagoon of the same size of Swansea Bay.  

Given that this baseline value is underpinned by the energy produced by a lagoon, and therefore the 

amount of gas energy generation displaced and subsequent tonnes of carbon dioxide avoided, the 

solution groups A and B and their impact on this ecosystem service are related directly to their impact 

on energy production. Group A shows impact of 7 days in total with no energy generation due to large 



recreational events and sediment management, therefore this reduces the baseline benefit of carbon 

regulation due to reducing the energy generation of a lagoon. Group B had no impact on energy 

generation and as a result will have no impact on the carbon regulation ecosystem benefit provided 

in the baseline.  

The full calculations for this ecosystem service can be found on the yellow ‘CR-CO2’ tab in the ESA and 

ESV spreadsheet.  

Carbon Sequestration  

It was assumed that habitat under the footprint of a lagoon would be a mixture of sand dunes and 

intertidal/subtidal benthic ecology [19]. Using the Swansea Bay habitats regulation assessment it was 

assumed that 80% of habitat loss due to lagoon development would be intertidal or subtidal benthic 

habitat with 20% being sand dunes [19]. Using literature sourced figures for carbon sequestration per 

habitat type [20] and assuming that all of the habitat under the footprint of a lagoon will be lost and 

all of the carbon sequestration benefits also lost we can determine the negative loss of carbon 

sequestration in habitats for a baseline lagoon. Using predicted future carbon prices [18] gives us a 

monetary value for this.  

Consideration of how the solution groups A and B will influence the footprint, habitat loss and 

therefore loss of carbon sequestration benefit followed. It was assumed that no solutions in group A 

will influence the carbon sequestration loss as a result of loss of habitat, as such the values remain the 

same as those in the baseline. Group B includes habitat restoration which is assumed will restore some 

of the lost habitats and therefore some of the carbon sequestration ecosystem service. This research 

assumes that ecosystem restoration solutions would restore sand dune habitat, allowing for it to 

obtain 100% of its former sequestration abilities (sand dunes making up 20% of the overall habitat lost 

in the footprint of a lagoon). The previous sequestration ability of sand dunes used to calculate the 

loss of carbon sequestration in the baseline is used again here, but it is assumed that sequestration in 

the first 40 years is greater as the habitat grows and reaches more equilibrium once the habitat is 

mature. 

The full calculations for this ecosystem service can be found on the yellow ‘CR-Sequestration’ tab in 

the ESA and ESV spreadsheet.  

Erosion & Sedimentation  

The baseline assumption is that sedimentation within the lagoon will occur. Using a Tidal Lagoon 

Power report [19] the capital amount (initial) and maintenance amount (yearly requirement) of 

dredging (m3) for Swansea bay was obtained, along with frequency required e.g. maintenance 

dredging not required for the first 10 years after construction, then needed every two years for the 

life time of the lagoon. The cost of dredging per volume (£/m3) was obtained in literature based on 

sediment management in reservoirs [11]. This allowed for a negative value to be obtained which 

represented the cost of sediment change associated with a baseline lagoon.  

Based on the author’s opinion and associated literature it was expected that solutions of flushing and 

sluicing in Group A would reduce the need for maintenance dredging in a lagoon by 10% [11]. None 

of the other solutions within Group A are thought to have an impact on the dredging requirement.  

For solution group A 10% was reduced from the cost of a baseline lagoon. None of the solutions in 

Group B are thought to influence the erosion or sediment regime or the dredging requirement when 

compared to the baseline lagoon.  



All the values were set over a 50-year time scale applying a discount factor to gain net present values. 

The full calculations for this ecosystem service can be found on the yellow ‘Erosion and Sedimentation’ 

tab in the ESA and ESV spreadsheet.  

Water Quality  

This ecosystem service was assessed using the Environment Agency’s NWEBS tool which provides 

monetisation for marginal changes to water quality. It includes assessment of 6 ecological 

components: fish, invertebrates, plant communities, water clarity, flow of water and recreation. 

Recreation and fish were not assessed in this research in this section to avoid duplication with later 

assessment of recreation and fish. The NWEBS tool allows you to change the number of receptors and 

the quality of the changes to be input and these are changed depending on the solution group 

information.  

In Group A it was assumed that 4 receptors would be influenced (all excluding recreation and fish) and 

that these are changed from poor to moderate. In Group B all 4 receptors are influenced again, these 

are assumed to change from poor to good. These ratings were chosen based on the findings from the 

ecosystem service assessment and author’s opinion. If this were to be done in practice a more robust 

method which is supported by underlying data would be recommended. More information on the 

water appraisal guide and tool can be found at the environment agency’s reference [21].  

All values were set over a 50-year time scale. The full calculations for this ecosystem service can be 

found on the yellow ‘Water quality’ tab in the ESA and ESV spreadsheet and NWEBS ESV & ESA 

spreadsheet also on Zenodo [22].  

Flood Protection 

The ecosystem service assessment concluded that a baseline lagoon is likely to have an overall benefit 

in terms of flood protection. This is difficult to quantify and monetise without in-depth flood risk 

modelling or a specific site. This section of the research did not require a baseline as only the marginal 

change is required. In Group A it was expected that flushing, sluicing and dredging would all have 

additional positive impacts on the flood protection ecosystem service of a baseline, but that these are 

expected to be small and insignificant as many will already occur in the baseline and it would be 

difficult to separate out this benefit from the ‘additional’ or marginal as a result of solution 

implementation. In group B it is expected that adaption/restoration to protect coastlines from 

inundation will improve the flood protection ecosystem service when compared to the baseline.  

In order to monetise this a big assumption has been made that any restoration activity undertaken by 

a lagoon to the coastline will be similar to that undertaken at Medmerry reserve. This was restoration 

of a 500ha area, which reduced the public spend of flood defence maintenance by approximately 

£300,000/year. The assumption in this research is that the restoration undertaken in Solution group 

B is the same as that in Medmerry reserve and therefore the benefits translate to £300,000/year.  

All the values were set over a 50-year time scale applying a discount factor to gain net present values. 

The full calculations for this ecosystem service can be found on the yellow ‘Flood Protection’ tab in 

the ESA and ESV spreadsheet.  

 

Recreation & Tourism 

Based on a study on the economic impact of tidal lagoons which calculated the economic impact of 

visitors [23] a range of estimated visitor numbers and associated value of those visitors was provided 



(70,000-100,000 visitors equates to £1.5m-£2.1m gross value added per annum respectively) [23]. 

Using recent research on visitors at tidal barrages and expected visitors for Swansea bay [24] a 

baseline conservative estimate of visitors to a tidal lagoon of similar size to Swansea bay, considering 

it will also be a world first is 70,000 visitors (£1.5m per annum).  

In Group A it was assumed that spatial zonation, safer turbines and relocation of vessels will increase 

visitor numbers due to more opportunity for safe eco-tourism and sporting activities. The optimistic 

estimate for visitors from the literature was used for this group of solutions (100,000 visitors, £2.1m 

per annum).  In Group B it was assumed that promotion of keystone species and building of green 

corridors may increase eco-tourism at the site and provide benefit marginally above the baseline but 

not as high as the benefits noted in Group A. As such it was assumed an average estimate of 95,000 

visitors or £1.8m per annum. This assigning of value is very simplistic and based on estimations in the 

literature provided. If this were to be done in practice it would require an in-depth assessment of 

recreation and tourism opportunity and would most likely be based on site specific data sets backed 

up by public engagement. The uncertainty surrounding the figures used in this section is high.  

All the values were set over a 50-year time scale applying a discount factor to gain net present values. 

The full calculations for this ecosystem service can be found on the yellow ‘Recreation & Tourism’ tab 

in the ESA and ESV spreadsheet.  
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A B S T R A C T

Tidal lagoons are presented as an environmentally friendly alternative to tidal barrages. This does not mean that their environmental impacts can be overlooked. A
UK government review recommended a pilot scheme lagoon go ahead, with careful environmental monitoring. Despite recent government rejection of a lagoon
scheme, it is still more important than ever to consider environmental solution options for any future lagoon developments. There are no operating lagoons in the
world and so their environmental impacts are not fully understood. However, there is a vast quantity of literature available from other industries addressing similar
impacts in the coastal, ocean and river environments. This systematic review follows the PRISMA and CEE guidance. Using this methodology the available literature
covering relevant solution options from other industries that could be applied to future lagoon developments was quantified. This presents an investigation into
solution options only, giving a quantitative analysis of what resources are available, how this compares to industry understanding, where the expertise lies globally,
what impacts are being addressed and how applicable the solutions are for lagoon application. This paper analyses the extent and relevance of this available research
on solutions as a resource for the nascent lagoon industry. Over half of the solutions found in this review require only small shifts in development for them to be
realistic solution options for the lagoon industry in the future. This review opens the door on a vast and valuable resource and justifies the need for further
investigation into solutions for the lagoon industry.

1. Introduction

Tidal range technology extracts energy from the tides by creating an
artificial difference in water levels, or head. Higher water levels are
constrained by barrage or lagoon walls and sluice gates; when these are
opened, the flow of water drives turbines to generate electricity [1].
The key advantages of tidal range energy include a high level of pre-
dictability [2], the ability to phase shift energy to provide a continuous
base load supply [3] and the long expected life span [4]. Despite these
advantages there are concerns surrounding high capital cost and en-
vironmental impacts, and the Severn Barrage in the UK has been re-
peatedly rejected since 1920s for these reasons [5–7]. Whilst there are
barrages in successful operation, such as the La Rance 240MW barrage
in Brittany, France and the Sihwa Barrage in South Korea, there have
been numerous environmental issues associated with them, primarily
sedimentation and water pollution issues [1]. Tidal lagoons are often
presented as environmentally friendly alternatives to barrage develop-
ments [6,8,9], but this does not mean their environmental impacts can
be overlooked.

A total of 145 countries signed the recent Paris Agreement for action
on climate change [10]. As part of this the UK has ambitious carbon
reduction targets of 80% reduction on 1990 levels by 2050 [11]. In
addition, the UK is legally obliged to provide 20% of its energy needs
from renewable sources by 2020 [12]. Drastic action is required to meet
this, since under ‘business as usual’ conditions the UK will fail to reach
this target in the next two years [13]. The UK has the greatest tidal
energy resource in the world [7]. It is expected that a national fleet of
lagoons could supply 8% of the UK's electricity [14].

The most recent developments in the lagoon sector have been in the
UK, with Tidal Lagoon Power Ltd (TLP) proposing a fleet of lagoons for
deployment and the government undertaking an extensive review into
their feasibility. The focus of this paper is on the UK, because of these
recent developments. Despite this focus, the analysis and key findings of
the paper are relevant to any country wishing to develop a lagoon in the
future. The government review recommended that a pilot scheme la-
goon be deployed with careful environmental monitoring as a precursor
for national lagoon development [9]. Whilst other sites and lagoons
have been investigated, the most advanced project has been the
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Swansea Bay Tidal Lagoon from TLP [7,15,16]. The lagoon was
awarded a Development Consent Order (DCO) in 2015, but was re-
cently rejected by the UK government based on cost concerns [14,17].
Despite this set back, there are numerous lagoon projects in the pipeline
in the UK and globally and there is a certain expectation placed on the
first mover to set a precedent for an environmentally sustainable lagoon
industry.

Progress has been made in identifying the environmental impacts of
tidal lagoons such as the hydrodynamics [18–23], morphodynamics
[24,25], water quality [26,27], ecological interactions and society [6],
environmental knock on implications [1] and industry perspectives on
the environmental impacts of lagoons [28]. Less well researched are the
potential solution options for the identified and estimated environ-
mental impacts. Whilst a few papers consider the operation of a tidal
lagoon and its influence on the hydrodynamic regime [29,30], at the
time of writing, no existing papers holistically investigate a variety of
solution options to address numerous environmental impacts that are
likely to arise from tidal lagoons. This is not surprising given that there
are currently no operational, energy generating, man-made tidal la-
goons in the world, and therefore no operational data on the environ-
mental impacts of lagoons or lessons to be learnt on potential solution
implementation options.

Recent industry engagement with the UK lagoon sector considered
what the industry (developers, regulators, policy makers, consultants,
conservation bodies, government bodies) believed to be the key impacts
of lagoon developments and what the potential solution options could
be [28]. The key findings of this research found that, from the industry's
perspective, the most significant environmental impacts are: sediment
regime changes, hydrodynamic change, impacts on habitats and bio-
diversity and impacts on marine mammals and fish [28]. The solution
options presented by the industry in this research are mainly focused
around engineering, site or technology design or compensation and
catchment based measures [28]. This previous research will be built
upon by considering and comparing the literature research available in
comparison to this industry perspective referred to throughout this
paper as the ‘industry's perspective’ or ‘industry's understanding’.

Tidal lagoons are a new idea, but the key concepts making up this
idea are not new. Other industries have applied similar technology and
engineering concepts and as such have had similar environmental im-
pacts. These other applications include use of walls to impound water in
the coastal defence, dam, barrage and hydropower industries, and use
of turbines to generate energy in river run, pumped storage and tidal
stream applications. In addition, environmental impacts such as water
and sediment pollution, fish and marine mammal impacts, marine
spatial planning conflicts and loss of marine habitats and biodiversity
are commonly addressed in maritime and river industries such as the
offshore wind industry, shipping, port development, aquaculture, river
catchment land management, and offshore oil and gas industries, to
name only a few. It is expected that the nascent lagoon industry can
draw from the experiences seen in these industries that have already
successfully managed similar environmental impacts.

This systematic literature review follows the Preferred Reporting
Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA) guidance
[31] alongside guidance from Collaboration on Environmental Evi-
dence [32]. This methodology and reporting style is already established
and recommended for research that uses systematic reviews to further
knowledge in marine policy or ocean management sectors [33–35].
Using this methodology the extent and relevance of the available lit-
erature covering solution options from other ocean, coastal and river
industries that could be applied to future lagoon developments is
quantified.

This paper presents a quantitative investigation into the literature
resources surrounding solution options only, it does not look in detail at
the environmental impacts of tidal lagoons (only those being addressed
by the solutions found) and it does not provide detailed qualitative
analysis on the solutions options. The review gives a quantitative

picture of what literature resources are currently available to the in-
dustry, how this compares to current industry understanding and per-
spective [28], where the clusters of expertise lie globally, what impacts
are being addressed, where the solutions fit on a mitigation hierarchy
and how well developed and applicable the solutions are in terms of
their potential application to future lagoon development. This in-
formation determines whether the current research on solutions to
environmental impacts from other industries is substantial and relevant
enough to warrant further investigation by the lagoon sector into
transferrable environmental policy and management options.

2. Methodology

2.1. Literature search

This review uses the PRISMA statement as a reporting style guide
[31] alongside guidance from Collaboration on Environmental Evi-
dence (CEE) [32] on systematic literature review methodology. This
method was chosen based on its existing use and recent recommenda-
tion in the marine environmental sector [33–35]. Whilst the PRISMA
methodology was used and followed in full, Sections 5 and 6 of the CEE
were used as secondary supporting guidance to inform key parts of the
methodology, such as conducting a literature search and screening
documents for eligibility.

The literature search was performed on three databases: Google
Scholar (https://scholar.google.co.uk/), SciVerse Scopus (https://
www.scopus.com/home.uri) and Science Direct (http://www.
sciencedirect.com/). Together, these form a comprehensive database
of peer-reviewed research. The collected papers were between 1987
and the cut-off date of 04/04/2017. The following search terms in the
title, abstract or keywords allowed the papers to be included in the
initial literature search: ‘Marine’ or ‘Ocean’, ‘Environmental impact’ or
‘Environmental risk’ and ‘Solution’ or ‘Mitigation’.

The search terms were entered into the search engines. The initial
literature search brought up 1114 papers, 688 papers after duplicates
removed, Fig. 1 shows a flow chart of paper selection, which is a
standard PRISMA reporting guideline. Grey literature such as websites
or documents outside traditional commercial or academic publishing,
and non-English publications were excluded from the review at this
point if found.

2.2. Selection criteria

The 688 papers from the initial search were screened in terms of
their abstract contents. A total of 559 papers were excluded at this stage
(Fig. 1) the exclusion criteria, with the number excluded for each
reason are shown in Table 1. The remaining 129 paper abstracts in-
cluded information on solutions which could be applied to the impacts
likely to be presented by tidal lagoons in the future. As a general rule, if
the abstract was unclear or any uncertainty surrounded its inclusion it
was included for the next stage of screening.

The next stage was full text screening of the 129 papers selected
from the abstract screening. The exclusion criteria here were the same
as the abstract screening stage listed above, with the additional exclu-
sion factor of books and any further grey literature found (Table 1).
Books and ‘grey literature’ were excluded as any new, credible and
innovative solutions are expected to be represented in the up-to-date,
peer reviewed research papers. ‘Grey literature’ was defined in this
study as any documents or websites that had not been peer reviewed or
were not from a reputable company or organisation, expert judgement
was used to exclude sources as ‘Grey Literature’. A total of 52 papers
were excluded at the full text screening stage of the review.

Following this final screening stage a total of 77 papers were in-
cluded in the final data collection and quantitative analysis (Fig. 1). All
the papers included had viable solution options presented in their full
text that could be applied in the future to address the marine and
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coastal environmental impacts that may arise as a result of the im-
plementation of tidal lagoons in the UK.

2.3. Data extraction

From the final 77 papers that remained after the screening process,
information for analysis was extracted. The data extracted from the
papers centred around two main themes: 1) characteristics of the paper;
and 2) solution options presented for environmental impacts. The data

extracted from the papers along with information on the purpose for
extraction is detailed in Table 2.

The information extracted allowed a quantitative analysis of pat-
terns, identification of knowledge gaps and further interpretation of the
potential solution options that could be applied to the environmental
impacts likely to arise in the future tidal lagoon industry. Applying
expert judgement, the scaled scoring noted in Table 2 was used to de-
termine the development stage and applicability of the solutions to
lagoon application. Combining this with the other data extraction, a

Fig. 1. Flow chart of the review paper selection process and the number of papers excluded at each stage. This follows the PRISMA statement guidelines on reporting
review process [30].

Table 1
Paper exclusion criteria at abstract and full text screening stages with number excluded for each reason shown.

Exclusion Criteria Abstract Screening Full Text Screening

Impacts presented could not be related to lagoons 146 16
Impacts identified but no solution options given 143 11
Focus of the paper is not on environmental impacts 96 16
Focus of the paper on carbon emissions or climate change 67 1
Impacts are purely terrestrial/not relevant to lagoons 49 1
Paper is for global scale impacts 44 0
Impacts are of the environment on engineering 13 1
Not available/ Not Found 1 1
Books or grey literature publications 0 5
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picture was built on the extent and relevance of the literature available
and if the solution options presented from other industries could be
valuable in the future lagoon industry.

3. Results

3.1. Analysis of included literature

The number of papers on solution options for environmental im-
pacts increased significantly after 2012, with 70% of the included pa-
pers from 2012 onwards (Fig. 2). From the first paper in 1987 to 2011
there was an average of only 1 paper published per year. In comparison
from 2012 to 2017 the average number of papers per year was 11. This
suggests that this research field of beginning to address environmental
impacts is relatively new and momentum is building on the subject of
solution options.

The majority of papers are review papers (39%), followed by
modelling or analysis of existing data (25%) with the remainder being
direct observation studies (19%) and expert opinion (17%). The high
number of review papers has allowed a greater net to be cast in terms of
studies covered in this review (directly or via another review).

Although it is a concern that the review papers will only provide the-
oretical ideas rather than concrete data, this is mitigated by the fact that
a fifth of the papers included are direct observation papers, indicating
that papers that have implemented and directly observed solution op-
tions to environmental impacts are present in the study.

A large majority of papers on solution options (75%) are from an
environmental discipline with the remaining quarter from either social
(12%), engineering (9%), economic (3%) or legal (1%) disciplines. This
is not surprising given the strong grounding in environmental dis-
ciplines required when considering solution options to environmental
impacts. 87% of the papers included in the research are from either
coastal or marine view points, this is not surprising given the aim of the
study to find solutions for tidal lagoons using search terms ‘ocean’ and
‘marine’. However the remaining 13% of papers that met the criteria for
inclusion were from river or other areas such as inland aquaculture
farms or wetlands, showing that a wide variety of industries could
contribute transferable solutions to the lagoon industry. This suggests
that widening the search to include these parameters in the search
terms may be beneficial in future literature reviews (Fig. 3).

Assuming that paper author affiliation and study area represents
geographical areas of expertise, the main clusters of expertise on so-
lution options to environmental impacts relevant to tidal lagoons lie
within North America (30%), Western Europe (14%) and Southern
Europe (14%) (Fig. 4). The author affiliations and number of papers
mapped in Fig. 4 show a truly global perspective on the solution options
to environmental impacts. A large proportion of the papers (40%, No.
31) had no specific area of study. The study area clusters align partly
with the main author affiliation locations, with key clusters in Europe,
North America and Australasia. Fig. 4 represents the review papers’
global information gathering on solution options to the environmental
impacts that tidal lagoons may present in the future. Despite the most
progress on lagoon deployment being made in the UK, Fig. 4 suggests
that there are lessons to be learnt globally from other industries on
potential environmental impact solutions, in particular from the key
clusters in North America, Europe and Australasia.

Table 2
Data extracted from the final 77 papers, further details and the reason or purpose for extraction.

Data Extracted Details Purpose

Publication year Year first published Provides timeframe information
Author location Based on first author affiliation Provides geographical location and indication of expertise

location
Study location If applicable (not all focus on a location) Indication of application location and relevance of studies
Type of paper data Review, model or analysis of existing data, direct observation, expert

opinion
Provides indication of the quality and type of data available
is it real world or theoretical

Paper Discipline Environmental, engineering, social, economic, legal Indication of from which disciplines solutions are arising
Study area type Marine, coastal, river, other Indication of relevance to coastal lagoon applications
Environmental Impact being addressed e.g. fish and marine mammals, pollution (sediment/water),

hydrodynamics, habitats and biodiversity, sediment regime
Indication of which impacts are well researched in terms of
solution options

Description of solution option Qualitative description Provides understanding of the solution options available
Solution Type Engineering, site of technology design, operation and maintenance,

compensation or catchment based measures.
To determine at what stage solutions are most well
researched, to identify any knowledge gaps

Mitigation hierarchy of solutions Avoid, reduce, compensate/catchment based To determine at what stage solutions are most well
researched, to identify any knowledge gaps

1–5 Scale of solution development
applicationa

1 = Theoretical Gives indication of how developed the solutions are
2= Simulated or modelled
3= Tested
4 = Applied at pilot scale
5= Applied at large scale

1–5 Scale of solution applicability to
lagoonsa

1 = Other Industry Gives an indication as to how applicable the solutions are to
application in the lagoon industry2= Other industry, easily adapted to lagoons

3= Marine Industry, not easily adapted
4= Marine industry, easily adapted
5=Lagoon or barrage specific

a Scores assigned based on expert judgement

Fig. 2. Number of papers per year.
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3.2. Environmental impacts being addressed

The environmental impacts addressed in the included papers are
varied and numerous. In order to provide an analysis each paper has
been broadly categorised into one of the impacted groups as follows:
Sediment regime, hydrodynamics, habitats and biodiversity, fish and
marine mammals, pollution (water or sediment) and general impacts
(more than 5 impacts considered in one paper). Fig. 4 shows the per-
centage number of papers against the impacted group which the papers
addressed. The environmental impact categories were therefore defined
based on what environmental impacts have been addressed by the so-
lution options discovered in the literature review papers.

Almost a quarter (22%) of the papers consider solution options for
the impact of either water pollution or pollution in the sediment. These
impacts included marine water quality pollution from oil spills, in-
creased vessel activity and associated pollution, pollution within en-
trapped or enclosed water bodies and marine litter due to increased
tourism. They also included sedimentation pollution due to increased
dredging activities and disturbance of contaminated sediments, en-
trapment of outflows and the pollution of sediment and benthic

communities. The relatively high number of papers on these impacts
could suggest that they have been common impacts in other marine,
coastal and river industries and therefore may also be an issue for la-
goons. All the papers present solution options for these impacts, so on
the other hand the high number of papers could suggest that these
impacts are well researched and therefore more easily addressed.

18% of the papers considered the impacts on fish and marine
mammals, including noise pollution due to the construction of marine
infrastructure, increased seismic marine surveys and vessel activity,
blade interaction, barriers to migration and disruption to breeding
grounds. A further 16% of papers considered changing hydrodynamics
as the key environmental impact, 13% covered the impact on habitat or
biodiversity loss, with 12% focusing on sediment regime changes in-
cluding morphodynamics, bathymetry alterations, coastal sedimenta-
tion and/or erosion.

All the environmental impacts considered in the included papers are
thought to be applicable to tidal lagoons in the future. The solutions
presented in the literature to address these impacts could also poten-
tially provide the foundation for solution options for the environmental
impacts of tidal lagoons.

Fig. 3. Number of papers per author affiliation location (A) and study area location (S). 31 papers of 77 (40%) had no specific area of study. (Base Map Source: [91]).

Fig. 4. Percentage number of papers addressing different environmental impacts.
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3.3. Solution options and application for lagoons

Every one of the 77 included papers addressed a tidal lagoon-re-
levant environmental impact with a solution. Some of these solution
options were the same, but nevertheless a database of literature on both
the environmental impacts of lagoons and their potential solution op-
tions has been created through this systematic literature review. For
analysis the solution options have been grouped into: ‘Engineering, site
or technology design’, ‘Operation and maintenance’ and ‘Compensation
and catchment based measures’. Whilst it is impractical to list all of the
solution options Table 3 provides examples of solutions within each of
these categories and the accompanying database is published alongside
this paper. Fig. 5 shows the spread of papers within these solution
option categories.

Within the literature, 44% of the solution options fall under the

‘Operation and maintenance’ category. This includes, but is not limited
to, temporal and spatial zonation of activities, sustainable dredging
options and management of dredging material, advances in environ-
mental monitoring, planning vessel activity and safety and operational
timing and structure of energy generation. 30% of the solutions were
within the ‘engineering, site or technology design’ category. This ca-
tegory refers to environmental awareness within site location, site de-
sign around sensitive locations, novel data or models to aid in site se-
lection, integration of green infrastructure such as coral reefs, careful
selection of building materials to promote target habitats, selection of
technology to reduce impacts, wall design to reduce impacts and en-
hance potential environmental benefits. The lowest solution category
reported in the literature is that of compensation or catchment based
measures (25%). Within those solutions examples include habitat
creation or restoration papers, payment for ecosystem services (PES)

Table 3
Selection of example solutions within each solution category.

Solution Category Selection of Examples

Engineering, Site, Technology Design Sensitive site selection, ‘safe’ exposure levels and distances from protected or otherwise sensitive areas [39]
Site selection in terms of best potential for habitat creation within the structures themselves, site selection to promote habitat
creation on the structure over that lost during installation [40]
Using artificial reefs or installing marine structures with appropriate materials that will allow for an enhanced reef effect
providing habitat [41]
Building and designing of green infrastructure within the design plans such as providing green (or in lagoon case blue) corridors
or hubs or targeting particular keystone or umbrella species in the design of structures [42]
Use of multi-purpose offshore installations to reduce impacts and increase viability of blue growth projects [43]
Advancements in turbine design to reduce collision risk, careful selection of turbines to suit not only energy generation but
sensitive species in the area [6]
Incorporation of bubble curtains, flashing lights, passive acoustic monitoring, fish ladders, spill gates, fish lifts, surface collector
or guidance nets, hydro sound dampeners in the initial engineering design for the impacts on fish and marine mammals[44–46]
Use of nearby land sloping characteristics in the initial design of a structure to predict and prevent the amount of run-off related
water contamination or in the lagoon case pollution entrapment [47]
Incorporation of engineering flooding options in the initial engineering plans such as use of beach nourishment or artificial sand
dunes to avoid coastal erosion [48].
Better use of modelling, monitoring, incorporation of historic knowledge and advancements in new techniques, transfer of
knowledge between industries, holistic view coupling of models to better understand and select sites, technology and engineering
design [49–57].

Operation & Maintenance Use of coastal geo-indicators and ecological indicators to provide rapid response to operation and maintenance plans [58, 59]
Integration of ecosystem functioning and ecosystem based management into coastal management practices to reduce
environmental impacts, using an ecosystem based approach [60, 61]
Use of dredge and fill beach nourishment techniques to reduce erosion [62]. Could be dredged material from the lagoon.
Control of sedimentation through sediment retention before entrance, sediment bypassing, control of hydrodynamic flow to
reduce sediment accumulation, flushing or sluicing and managing existing deposits through sensitive dredging. Optimal dredging
times and frequency. Potential end use of dredged sediments in civil engineering such as road subgrade layers. [63–66]
Use of linkage framework to manage cumulative and overlapping ocean activities resulting in cumulative environmental impacts
[67]
Use of flora to filter pollutants or effluents [68]
Spatial and temporal zonation and exclusion zones of activities to reduce environmental impacts [69–72]
Energy generation operation to reduce hydrodynamic impacts [28]. Careful operations management of vessel activity, relocation
of vessel movement to lower risk areas, careful monitoring of vessel speed limits, optimal vessel use in terms of time at sea and
frequency of trips to reduce noise and water pollution and chance of collisions or oil/fuel spill [70,73].
In situ sediment pollution remediation techniques, including thin capping, solidification, sediment flushing, nanocompite reactive
capping and bio reactive capping, Stabilisation of sediments using hydraulic binders [65,74]
Visitor education on environmentally friendly practices in and around tourist attractions to reduce marine litter and pollution
[75,76]

Compensation or Catchment Based Measures Use of habitat creation through wetlands and vegetated ditches to reduce flooding or storm damage or to mitigate water
pollution, improve water quality and compensate for loss elsewhere [77–81]
Use of satellite remote sensing data to find and repair/compensate damage to ecology or habitat loss, mainly used for oil spills
currently but could be applied to habitat loss [82]
Use of geoengineering such as urea fertilisation to increase fish populations or using natural sediment transport systems to deposit
sediment along the coastline to compensate for loss [83]
Use of natural resources to increase flood defence level, such as mangrove restoration or afforestation [84]
Use of Payment for Ecosystem Services (PES) schemes to conserve threatened ecosystems or to compensate over and above the
value of ecosystem lost [85]
Soft engineering approaches to provide compensation such as mangrove afforestation, coral reef transplants or introductions,
marine reserves, planting of water filtering plants [86]
Use of bioremediation methods like those seen in water pollution incidents [87]
Incorporating net gain bargaining in development of marine energy, integrating ecosystem service impacts into decision making
[88]
Targeting certain impacts to improve status of certain species, some impacts more effectively mitigated than others [89]
Predicting need for biodiversity offsetting for habitat or biodiversity loss using a projects Environmental Impact Assessment [90]

Note: These solutions are just to provide examples within each category. They are not a comprehensive list of solution options
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schemes or other catchment based activities. Table 3 provides a more
detailed list of solution examples.

A recent paper describing the lagoon industry perspective on solu-
tions to environmental impacts sways more towards either engineering,
site or technology design, or compensation and catchment based mea-
sures [28] (top triangle, Fig. 5). Neither developers nor influencing
organisations mention operation and maintenance strategies most fre-
quently. In comparison the literature found in this review on the po-
tential solution options which could be applied to the impacts of tidal
lagoons shows that the majority of papers are on operation and main-
tenance type solutions. Fig. 6 compares the industry's view on solutions
[28] to the solution categories uncovered as part of this literature re-
view. The results suggests that the gap in operation and maintenance

understanding found in a recent paper on the industry's view of solu-
tions [28] could be filled with the operation and maintenance solution
options found within this literature review.

Traditionally solution options for environmental impacts follow the
mitigation hierarchy [36,37]. This includes first avoiding environ-
mental impacts, then reducing and finally compensating where neces-
sary. Although the effectiveness of the mitigation is often questioned
[38] it is still an established framework for addressing environmental
impacts [39]. The solution options found in the literature review were
categorised according to this basic mitigation hierarchy and compared
to the text book version (Fig. 6). In reality the number of solution op-
tions found within this paper do not follow the theoretical hierarchy in
that ‘avoiding’ solutions do not present in the majority of papers, with
‘reducing’ solutions next and ‘compensation’ least. The majority of so-
lutions presented are to reduce environmental impacts, then to avoid
and finally to compensate.

The 77 papers included in this review present a wide variety of
solutions, some theoretical, others already applied in large-scale in-
dustries. Some of the solution application industries are similar to tidal
lagoons, for example tidal barrages, others from less similar industries,
like the natural hazard management sector. Each solution was ranked
based on two scales, the first on level of development (theoretical or
applied), and the second on relevance to lagoons (lagoon specific or
other industry) (Fig. 7). The purpose of this was to determine how
developed and relevant solutions presented in the literature might be to
the future lagoon industry and therefore if it is a resource that should be
further investigated and utilised in the future. The majority of solutions
fall in the middle of being not quite lagoon-specific, but perhaps related
to marine renewable energy and not fully applied, for example, applied
at pilot scale or in testing. The bold black box in Fig. 7 shows that over
half of the solution options presented need only minor shifts in either
their development to applied scale or to be adapted to be lagoon-spe-
cific before they could potentially be implemented in the lagoon in-
dustry.

4. Discussion

The field of solution options for the environmental impacts likely to
arise as a result of tidal lagoons is relatively new. The large growth in
the number of papers over the last 5 years shows that the environmental
industry is gaining momentum. This momentum is supported by the
growth of the regulatory and legislative environmental sector and the
increasing pressure for corporate environmental awareness and re-
sponsibility.

The lagoon industry is nascent, and environmental impacts are one
of the key concerns for any future lagoon industry. With no operational
man-made energy generating tidal lagoons in the world, there are no
operational data on the environmental impacts of lagoons and no so-
lution option guidelines to work by. Whilst tidal lagoons are a new

Fig. 5. Spread of solution options mentioned in a recent study on industry
engagement for tidal lagoons (top) [27] and within this literature review study
(bottom) over three basic categories.

Fig. 6. Traditional mitigation hierarchy (left) compared to the solution options found within this systematic literature review (right).
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concept, the technology and engineering feat they present is not new,
and the individual engineering applications have been applied in other
industries e.g. tidal barrages, dams, hydroelectric power stations, tidal
stream turbines, breakwaters and coastal defence mechanisms. As such,
the environmental impacts likely to arise from tidal lagoons are also
likely to have already arisen and been addressed in other industries.
This systematic review shows that there are wide-ranging solution op-
tions documented in the literature which have been either applied or
suggested in other industries to address impacts similar to those which
are likely to arise in the future lagoon industry. The review quantita-
tively analyses the literature to show the relevance and development
stage of these solutions and if this resource warrants further in-
vestigation in the future.

The solution options have been analysed in terms of their potential
to fill gaps, specifically the gaps in industry knowledge found in a re-
cent paper [28], the cluster of expertise on solution options globally,
the impacts which they seek to address and how well developed and
adapted they are to a potential application in the lagoon industry.

4.1. Environmental Impacts

All the papers included in the review consider environmental im-
pacts relevant to tidal lagoons. One of the key impacts addressed in this
literature review is that of water or sediment pollution. The high level
of research on this impact suggests that it is a common impact in other
coastal and marine industries globally and therefore should be further
investigated in terms of the lagoon industry. Water or sediment pollu-
tion was not within the top three environmental impacts suggested by
the lagoon industry in recent industry engagement research [28]. It
may not have been flagged by the industry as a key issue because there
are a number of well-known solutions to address it.

The lagoon industry has indicated that one of the top three most
significant impacts that tidal lagoons could present in the future is the
impact on fish and marine mammals through restricted passage and
migration [28]. This systematic review provides evidence that there are
a relatively high number of papers within the body of knowledge that
provide solutions to address this impact, and therefore the lagoon in-
dustry should use this knowledge to address the issue.

If it is assumed that the number of papers for an environmental
impact relates to the level of research of solution options available for
that impact, then the impacts with the lowest number of papers are the
impacts with the least research on solution options available. These
impacts may present a higher risk for the lagoon industry. The impacts
with the lowest number of papers in the review, suggesting the lowest
level of research on solution options are sediment regime changes,
hydrodynamic change and impacts on habitats and biodiversity. These
impacts were also highlighted by industry as being the most significant
environmental impacts that lagoons could present in the future [28]. It
can be inferred then that these impacts are likely to be key barriers in
the development of the lagoon industry unless suitable solution options
can be found, adapted and applied at lagoon scale.

Although the number of papers for these key impacts is lower than
for other impacts, there are still some solutions presented, and therefore

solutions available to address these key impacts. In addition the
quantity of papers does not necessarily reflect on the quality or quantity
of solution options presented. The solution options found in the lit-
erature should be used as a foundation or starting point for a drive and
focus towards the development of applied, lagoon-specific solutions for
these key environmental impacts.

4.2. Application of solutions

The literature presents a vast global knowledge base, spanning a
variety of marine, coastal and river industries that could be drawn upon
to address the potential environmental impacts that might arise from
tidal lagoons in the future. The tidal lagoon industry has the benefit of
hindsight and learning from other industries with similar environ-
mental industries. It could and should utilise this.

The lagoon industry at present is very UK-orientated; the devel-
opers, regulators, policy makers, practitioners and consultants involved
are largely based in the UK [28], however this review has shown there
is relevant expertise from other industries worldwide. One of TLP's
main goals is to boost the UK's supply chains, employment and
economy [15], and this can still be achieved using a global outlook.
This systematic review into solution options shows a global knowledge
base of options available to address environmental impacts from other
industries. There are clusters of expertise on impact solutions all over
the world. The nascent lagoon industry should draw upon this global
expertise. Using, adapting and implementing global knowledge within
tidal lagoons will help address and progress global goals, such as that of
addressing climate change. The recent advancements in the UK tidal
lagoon industry therefore has global relevance. This audience also has
solution options and knowledge to provide and the lagoon industry
should capitalise on this opportunity.

The review shows that the majority of solution options arise from
environmental disciplines. This is understandable given that a strong
understanding of environmental impacts is essential to provide effective
solution options. Environmental impacts are likely to have multi-
disciplinary implications, such as on the economic, social, engineering
and legal sectors. As such, it would be beneficial for the lagoon industry
if these sectors were also involved in the designing of solution options
for environmental impacts, providing a multidisciplinary approach to a
multidisciplinary issue.

It was found that the majority of industry stakeholders focused on
solution options related to engineering, site or technology design or
compensation and catchment based measures [28]. A gap in the in-
dustry solution options was presented in the form of those relating to
operation and maintenance strategies [28] (Fig. 6). In contrast, the
literature presents the majority of solutions to be in the operation and
maintenance category. The knowledge base within the literature could
help fill gaps in the industry's understanding of solution options.

Combining both the industry understanding on solution options and
the solution options found within the literature it seems that most bases
are covered for addressing the environmental impacts of tidal lagoons.
It is important for the lagoon industry to not only draw upon expert
advice within the industry and from its stakeholders but also to refer

Fig. 7. Matrix of solution options in terms of their development to applied scale (1 to 5, 5= fully applied, 1=Theoretical) and adaption to be lagoon specific
(1=Other Industry, 5=Lagoon or Barrage specific). Graded Colour Scale: No. Papers ≤2 Light Greens, 3–5 Medium Green, ≥5, Bright Greens.
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and investigate further the available literature from other industries. In
this way, the lagoon industry can find solution options from en-
gineering, site and technology design, operation and maintenance and
compensation and catchment based measures. This will reduce the
number of gaps seen in the solution options available. Whilst most bases
are covered in this way, the key question is now: are the solution op-
tions available actually developed enough and specific enough for ap-
plications in the lagoon industry?

Whilst the majority of papers included in this review are reviews
themselves, 19% are direct observation. This suggests that some of the
solution options being presented in the literature have also been ap-
plied and observed and therefore are not just theoretical ideas. Fig. 7 in
the results gives a clearer picture of the number of solution options
which are applied as opposed to theoretical and lagoon specific as op-
posed to from other industries. The majority of solution options pre-
sented in the literature are more advanced than purely theoretical but
not quite applied yet on a large scale. Similarly the majority of solutions
are in the marine or coastal industries but not yet specific for use in the
lagoon industry. Over half of the solution options in the literature are
on the brink of being realistic options for lagoon scenarios in the future.
Work is required to shift them towards being applied at larger scales
and adapting them for lagoon specific applications, but they are ready
and waiting to be advanced.

The key message is that even though the lagoon industry is nascent
and there is uncertainty surrounding its potential environmental im-
pacts, the solution options do not have to be completely new, novel or
innovative. The review suggests that with a relatively small amount of
development, previously successful solutions applied to similar en-
vironmental impacts in related industries can be adapted to successfully
address any environmental impacts that may arise in the future lagoon
industry. This review shows that there is a valuable global literature
resource representing solutions from other industries which should be
further investigated for tidal lagoons.

5. Conclusion

There is pressure on the lagoon industry and in particular on
Swansea Bay lagoon as a pilot scheme to ensure that any environmental
impacts which may arise are addressed successfully. Swansea Bay la-
goon needs to set the precedent on addressing its environmental im-
pacts if the future UK and global lagoon industry is to flourish sus-
tainably. With no operational tidal lagoon data available, there is no
guidance on solution options for tidal lagoon environmental impacts.
This review uses the PRISMA reporting guidelines methodology along
with guidance from Collaboration on Environmental Evidence to con-
sider a total of 1114 papers with a final 77 papers presenting solution
options to the environmental impacts likely to arise as a result of tidal
lagoon development.

The key environmental impacts according to industry engagement
[28] are also shown in this review to have a reduced level of research
available on solution options. These could present further concern for
the industry and should be a focus for further research. Whilst this is a
concern, the categories of solution options presented in the literature
have also been shown to fill a gap in the current industry under-
standing.

The global spread of solution options gives the tidal lagoon sector a
global audience and arena within which to both import and export
knowledge and skills. The literature resource on solution options is vast
and should be a valuable resource for the nascent lagoon industry.
Other industries have applied similar engineering and technology
concepts presenting and addressing the same environmental impacts
which are expected of tidal lagoons. The lagoon industry can benefit
from their hindsight and should capitalise on the opportunity to learn
from their experience.

To conclude, this paper quantitatively analyses environmental
management literature to identify the extent and relevance of this

available research as a resource for the nascent lagoon industry. It
opens the door on a vast and valuable research resource that the in-
dustry should be investigating. Over half of the solutions found in this
review require only small shifts in their development for them to be
realistic solution options for the lagoon industry in the future. This
finding highlights and justifies the need for further investigation into
transferable environmental management and policy options for appli-
cation in the lagoon sector.
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